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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Abigrael Halo-Hymn is a spiritual writer who reveals why Yeshua (Jesus) is Lord and
Saviour. It is for this reason the anonymity of a pseudonym is required to present such
information to avoid developing renown (celebrity).
The Book Of Job – Reveals So Much
Job‟s friends wanted him to understand he was wrong to consider himself upright and
righteous before the Father – but they were unable to demonstrate why. They were, as
it turns out, correct – because Job lacked the faith required to trust in God.
You see… Job feared the dreadful things that happened, before they happened,
which means he was not complete in his faith. A soul that is complete in faith has no
fear of anything because the trust in God is complete.
The story of Job, however, declares the friends were in error – because they sought to
turn him away from God by trying to assert their counsel: when Job was quite capable
of asking the Father in Heaven to explain what His motives were.
The Book of Job then reveals the pride Job had in refusing to accept the Will of God
but he, eventually, learns to appreciate: God reserves the right to do as He pleases.
This means God wants to counsel each individual (personally) because those who
consider themselves anointed, to preach the Word of God, cannot know how to bring
a person to perfection given the fact they have enough to deal with: in trying to walk
upright before the Father in Heaven themselves.
This is to say... the author is simply seeking to do the Will of God – which is to bring
the gospel (untarnished by apostasy) to the world so people may prepare themselves
for the Day of the Lord – and, as such, the author has no interest in proving anything.
This book may feature examples that show how false doctrines, of apostate religion,
causes the Name of God to be defiled – but the author is seeking to be informative
and not assertive – because everyone has the right to make up their own minds.
The author is like any other person who is struggling to overcome in the Name of
God – so it would be appropriate to give glory to the Father, and not the author, if the
text has helped in any way.
The glory belongs to Yeshua ben Yosef (Jesus son of Joseph).
Therefore, it would bode well for the reader to remember the insights and revelations,
contained within the pages of this book, are not intended for – the purpose of – setting
up a church that is recognised by the (current) government in the world.
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The author has (often) been invited to establish a formal church: but the Word of God
does not permit a hierarchy to take root among the flock. Therefore, the author seeks
to bring the gospel (good news) to those who recognise the need for a saviour.
The words, “Render unto Caesar what is Caesar‟s, and what is God‟s unto God,”
means allow the system of government, established by man, the opportunity to learn
how to function effectively – so everyone has the right to decide how to live.
The day (world) government denies us the opportunity to seek the countenance of the
Father in Heaven is when the Righteous Elect (Son of Mans) will intervene – and the
information learned within this book will become standard tuition. Until then... the
government system founded upon political tides has the right to either:
1)
2)

Get it right – and fulfil the Law of God.
Fulfil prophecy – resulting in the return of the Son of Man.

Perhaps this book will help the ruling elite to understand the only way forward is to
manifest the Name of God – by renouncing all the work of satan.
Either way... everyone has the best wishes of the author for a long and happy life.
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There was a child who was asked to visit a distant land, and let the people know they
were (recklessly) damaging the garden.
The child reminded his father the people had rejected every servant he had previously
sent and explained they would not listen to him. The father insisted he made the
journey and so the child set off to visit the distant land with a heavy heart.
Sure enough... the guardians of the garden rejected the child and sent him home:
having humiliated him - even unto death - so everyone would revile him for teaching
people how to tend the garden. The father sent several servants to bring his child
home and there he explained the servants can (now) rest upon the work he had
performed to restore the garden. The child was happy, to hear this, and asked who
would do this great deed. The father explained the servants would be children of light
and he would have the capacity to work through them to complete the task.
They will bring the incumbent guardians to shame, for accelerating the rate of decay,
and show everyone how to participate in tending the garden with responsible candour
and reverent integrity for the father.
They will see the destructive nature of irresponsibility and rebellion - and learn to
recognise: sovereignty rests upon the shoulders of the Father. They will acknowledge
the heir and never challenge his authority again because his birth-right is founded
upon perfect humility.
Those who call themselves Masters of Reality will inherit the desolation they have
created for the children of darkness - because their attempts to manipulate perception
destroyed their place of habitation. The children of light will receive guardianship of
the garden as eternal and sole heirs of many distant lands - because they will
understand how to create their place of habitation.
Yeshua told us the end of days would be the same as it was in the beginning - only the
tribulation would be a lot worse then than it ever was. This means the world has seen
tribulation and tribulation is something that facilitates the process of creation. So let
us take a look at what was said in the days of Noah ad see if there is a parallel we can
draw from the Book of Revelation. Genesis 6:1-8 gives an account of the beginning
and the end of creation when righteous judgement is brought upon the whole world.
In the beginning, we read about an impending flood (of physical water) that was
used to remove the wicked from off the face of the earth - and Noah was spared
this destructive measure (righteous judgement).
In the end we read about the Holy Spirit being poured out into the world which is
the spiritual flood that will culminate into what's called the return of the Messiah.
www.white-flag-publishing.com
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The Righteous Elect will be delivered from this destructive measure (righteous
judgement) because they have prepared for what is about to take place. What is
particularly interesting here is the time between these floods and the conflagration,
which was Sodom and Gomorrah in the beginning and the lake of fire in the end.
Revelation 19:20 tells us about the beast and the prophet being cast into the lake
of fire burning with brimstone and Genesis 19:24 tells us about the fire and brimstone
that was rained out of heaven upon Sodom and Gomorrah.
In the beginning - water is used to removed the wicked and later fire is used to
destroy Sodom and Gomorrah which are two cities that are considered a threat to
the Name of God.
In the end - fire is used to destroy the beast (military force) and the prophet
(political government) - having already removed the scarlet woman (sexual
immorality - false religion) and later the Millennial Rule begins - which is the
flood that purifies the creation.
This means the beginning is water then fire and the end is fire then water - albeit the
beginning was in the physical and the end will be in the spiritual.
The real $64,000 (Dollar) question here is: Where are we now?
Well... to answer this, we need to know who the Sons of God are and who the
daughters of men are - that are described in Genesis. Here we begin to see how the
scripture, in describing these things, are speaking spiritually in the beginning and
physically in the end - which is a reverse of the fire and water descriptions of the
beginning and the end.
If this is starting to spin your head, bare with me - because this is exactly how
scripture describes the initial start of creation: which was ignited with a twisting
motion and - as you should already know - a lie is a twisted form of the truth.
In the beginning, we are told about how the Sons of God left their heavenly estate to
take unto themselves the daughters of men - which strongly suggests angels going
rouge on the creator to indulge in sexual relations with the women on earth. We know
that angels are capable of taking on the physical form - but it would appear the angels
do not have the creative power in the physical to procreate.
We know this because the fallen angels berated the Son of God (Yeshua) as not
being worthy of the station He achieved because He had the 'white drop' in Him. This
'white drop' is a reference to the sperm - or seed - which is within man. Thus by their
own admission - the fallen angels have admitted they do not possess the power of
procreation.
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So what is (exactly) going on?
Well the secret is to focus on how scripture is speaking physically (water then fire) in
the beginning and spiritually (fire then water) in the end - which means the demonic
activities of the reprobate angels may be rouge but the Father in heaven has indicated
how we are to perceive their actions.
In the beginning, they (fallen angels) left their heavenly estate (in the spiritual) and
took on the physical form to influence mankind to rebel against God - thus the
reference to satan beguiling Eve and Adam to eat of the forbidden fruit is depicted in
the physical. This act of betraying the Commandment of God, to not partake of the
forbidden fruit is, more spiritual in the end of days.
This is why the language, in scripture, seems to indicate the Sons of God were angels:
who took the daughters of men as wives.
However... they had no way to procreate at this time - thus: they would have had to
use demonic possession to influence men who were in the world (physical) to do this
deed. These are the people who were born of the flesh from Adam and Eve (namely
through Seth because Cain had received a curse) and the descendants of Seth would
have become numerous - but only a small number had remained in the good grace of
the Lord. This means there would have been plenty of people upon in the world for
the fallen angels to possess demonically in their desire to take the daughters of men as
wives. Their appearance in the physical would also have inspired men to worship
them as gods - which would account for all the pagan religions that came into
existence then.
These men (who are demonically possessed) gave rise to the giants with their wives
and concubines. Giants that have been given names such as Eluit and Nephilim who
became men of renown (which means powerful people such as Nimrod who built the
Tower of Babel) as worshiped by the elite today.
Thus, the depiction of the beginning is physical with the influence of spiritual
deeds whereas the end is depicted as spiritual with the influence of physical deeds.
Today we see increasing images of the physical presence of what are called aliens
without apparel or genitalia. This (to my mind) is actual evidence of the spiritual
presence of angels in the physical - which is the opposite of the beginning.
They are clearly still able to demonically possess people thus the beginning and the
end are like mirrors - where the giants are now the illuminati and Masonic Order who
determine the events in the world using government (false prophet) military (beast)
and religion (Anti-Christ).
This all amounts to one simple answer...
www.white-flag-publishing.com
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If the scarlet woman riding the beast is sexual immorality (both spiritual and physical)
people need to be aware their sexual immorality is being influenced by the reprobate
angels who are set to announce themselves as gods. They declare themselves the
saviour of mankind: when in fact they are pure evil - intent on destroying everything
God and His servants have striven to protect and nurture.
The daughters of men are getting younger and younger with each passing year
and the Sons of God are growing ever more gigantic as they work to establish
absolute power.
We all need to speak out against the sexual immorality that is causing all this to fester
- both the spiritual (with all the false doctrines in the religions around the world) and
the physical (with all the pornography and sexual provocation around the world. We
can work to burn the scarlet woman while they continue to produce hybrid children
with genitalia to reproduce their own (evil) kind.
The Book of Daniel depicts feet of iron and clay in the end of days when he is
describing a vision King Nebuchadnezzar had about the empires that would come
upon the world. The word 'clay' in this verse is actually better described as 'mire'
which means unclean water - and water is used to depict the spirit. Thus we can
immediately see how Daniel is describing a situation in the end of days when we will
have an empire that is governed by demonically possessed people who are hard as
iron with unclean spirits.
These are the Sons of God (in the end of days) who practice all manner of sexual
immorality and anyone who does this, even if they are not men of renown, are
considered an abomination in the eyes of the Lord.
Repentance is the only answer.
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RISE OF THE NEPHILIM
The Nephilim are considered to be the hybrid offspring of fallen angels (called The
Watchers) and the daughters of men. This is the mainstream interpretation of the
scripture which has been fuelled by the giant skeletons that are being unearthed
around the world now.
This interpretation is inaccurate and quite possibly intended to cause confusion.
The Watchers have never defiled the Hallowed Name of God, because their role was
to just watch and report what they saw. Lucifer (meaning light bearer or law bearer)
was the one who took the law - he was supposed to teach - and perverted it. This is
why he was able to beguile Eve in the beginning.
So, who are the Nephilim?
The Nephilim as told in scripture are the offspring of the sons of God and the
daughters of men. The question then is: Who are the sons of God?
After Adam and Eve ate of the forbidden fruit God said: I will put enmity between
you and the woman, And between your seed and her Seed; He shall bruise your head,
And you shall bruise His heel. Genesis 3:15 (NKJV)
This is God acknowledging Satan has waged war and God has responded by saying
you will struggle through history to contend with the truth which will be revealed
through the seed of the woman. This is why the church has hated women through the
centuries; little do they realise the truth has already been brought to the world.
After this wager of war Satan moved quickly to destroy the seed which was in Abel
but the serpent was frustrated when:
Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a son and named him Seth, "For God has
appointed another seed for me instead of Abel, whom Cain killed". Genesis 4:25
(NKJV)
The seed can then be traced through history starting with Seth to Noah then Abraham
and David and ultimately to Christ. The truth was revealed in Christ so the whole
world can come to know God and His ways.
This means the sons of God are the children that came down from Seth who were
carrying the seed of truth. So when the scripture says the sons of God took the
daughters of men, scripture was saying even the holy bloodline was being perverted
by Satan to try and defile the Hallowed Name of God. It is by the miracle of God's
www.white-flag-publishing.com
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work the line was preserved while Satan worked relentlessly to destroy the seed
because Christ fulfilled the promise of a Messiah that God said He would send unto
all the world.
Here's the thing... the lie that the Nephilim are hybrid offspring of fallen angels and
the daughters of men has been cooked up because the people who are interpreting
scripture; and seeing the giant skeletons find it hard to imagine anything else could
have happened.
However, if we look at nature and see two animals that are not supposed to mate such
as Tigers and Lions - a giant sized race of animals called ligers come forth. There
were no angels involved in the creation of a liger so it is easy to see how the separate
seeds of good and evil (that are in humans) can also have the same effect of causing
giants to come forth.
Science has shown the reason ligers are so large is because the genome that causes the
animal to grow is in double portion when the species are bred. This means it is quite
feasible the Nephilim are the mixed blood of the two blood lines that came down from
Adam and Eve through Cain and Seth. The result of genetic mutation that some are
quick to say should have happened with just two people starting all of civilization.
The Devil (that serpent of old called Satan) is moving toward destroying the seed
once and for all: with the destruction of Israel, but this is another subject which is for
another day.
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THE FETTER OF OBLIVION
Consciousness facilitates the functionality of the three dimensional illusion - from the
two dimensional fabric of space-time (reality).
Science knows this - but it is in denial: because it wants to approbate naturalism to deny the creator his right to sovereign authority.
The wave-function will, at some point, fail to respond - to consciousness - because
reality will lose the ability maintain cohesion: under the strain of flawed perception. A
flash from East to West - will signal the moment entropy begins to accelerate out of
control: and all of reality will start to dissolve away.
That is when the countdown begins.
Many will look to their faith for guidance - but none will have the answer: save those
who call themselves Ascended Masters. However... they are the cause of the problem:
even as mankind was foolish enough to consider them benevolent. They mean to
enslave mankind thinking they can seize control of entropic variables.
...but the flash will prove that is delusion.
Watch the skies. Wait and see.
The only hope to escape the great conflagration, of this reality, is to ascend into
Eternal Paradise. The criteria is simple.
You only need to learn to walk in perfect humility before the Father - by looking to
the Son of God (Yeshua) as a role model.
This will secure a home in paradise because your consciousness will never allow
entropy to enter the equation. Until you see the flash - you are free to dismiss this call
to repentance: but you'll remember this when you see the flash.
Refuse to be altered - and know: death is preferable to the loss of sanity.
In the meantime... you have my unconditional love and best wishes for a long and
happy life. Feel free to share this post - to let others know: the opportunity to come to
life remains intact.
Praise the Father.
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PATCHWORK SKINS
Mathew 9:15-17 tells us: about the time when the Son of Man is caught up to the
throne of God, as spoken of in Revelation 12:5, which is confirmed by Yeshua in
Luke 17:34-36 - the final verse (37), of which, tells us the angels will be with the Son
of Man in the place of safety at this time.
Mathew 9:15 says: can the children of the bride-chamber [Son of Man - Body of
Christ] mourn as long as the bridegroom is with them? This verse goes on to say: The
time will come when the bridegroom shall be taken from them and they shall fast.
This has previously been interpreted to mean the time Yeshua (Jesus) ascended to the
Father but the reality is - He was specific in saying 'them' and 'they' because He was
referring to those 'outside' the bride-chamber. This means: He was referring to the
whole body of Christ and not just Himself - which are those who are to go through the
tribulation when the Son of Man is „caught up‟ (translated).
The bride-chamber... is the place of safety spoken of in the Book of Revelation where
the Male Child is taken to the throne of God. Yeshua did ascend to the Father - but the
Body of Christ (the sanctified church - called the Elect – which includes 12,000 from
each tribe of Israel) will get caught up in the end of days.
This is what most people call the rapture – but the word 'rapture' has misleading
connotations: because the truth is this 'little flock' are being translated to a place of
safety to receive their garments of glory. They will return to resolve all the issues
plaguing the creation shortly after that - and it is then we will see the first resurrection
(after the entire wicked are removed).
While they (the children of the bride-chamber) are being prepared - those who
failed to circumcise their hearts will immediately start to fast in the hope they are
found worthy when the Son of Man returns.
This is what Yeshua was referring to when He said 'they' will fast. 'They' are the
foolish virgins that will enter into the tribulation. Mathew goes on to say in chapter 9
verses 16 and 17 which speaks of the Mark of the Beast:
This is referenced by the parable of the wineskins stating:
No one puts a patch on an old garment because the tear will be made worse when the
person wears the garment.
The words 'new piece' or 'patch' is a direct reference to the manipulation of the
genetic code - that people will think is an upgrade to immortality – and as we can see
with this parable - we are told this is the foolish option because the genetic code will
break apart - and cause grievous boils to appear.
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The verse goes on to say: Neither is new wine put into old wineskins because the skin
will burst and be destroyed. However... when new wine is placed in new skins they
will be preserved. Yeshua is telling us it is wiser to receive a new skin (garment of
glory) for the sanctified spirit we have prepared: so they are preserved – eternally.
He is also warning people - only a sanctified spirit can receive the garment of glory:
so people need to understand when the Son of Man does return... those who died in
Christ still need to sanctify the spirit - before they can receive their garments of glory.
Basically... scripture is warning us - the only one who can give us immortality is
the Father (who has already provided us with the criteria to receive our garments) and
not satan (the aliens) who have corrupted the genetic code to mimic the same offer.
...as with everything satan has done - people will soon discover: he is a fraud.
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THE PROBLEM IN THIS WORLD
...people assume they are anointed when the anointing will take place during the time
of tribulation in the place of safety.
As of now... we are required to let the light shine forth – to spread the Word of God –
by being abound in the love of Christ. There is no need to argue doctrine or force
unbelievers to accept the Father because this does not profit the Kingdom of Heaven.
We know how things will pan out because we see how the prophecies are
speaking to us in these end days.



Pray for those who hate the love.
Pray for those who fear the light.

Trust in the Father that: 'everything is as it should be,' and know - all will be well in
the end. Make sure you have your oil ready for your lamp by perfecting your ways
before the Father.
This is not done by arguing doctrine or converting those who refuse to accept the truth
but, rather, by forgiving those who vent their anger toward you and all that you love.
You are purified and perfected by overcoming in the Name of God.
When you overcome temptation - you give glory to the Father in Heaven: and great
will be your reward in heaven.
Fear nothing, save the Word of God, nor do not let your heart be troubled by the
claim of peace in this world - because sin can only be destroyed after it has matured.
Let them have their New World Order.
Let them have their brief moment of existence and let them know you choose the
Father - even if it means death.
You know the one who loves you will restore all things anew – once, and for all.
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DENYING THE HOLY SPIRIT
The Gospel tells us the only unforgivable sin is denying the Holy Spirit - so this is
naturally going to be important to get right.
The question is... how do you know if you are denying or accepting the Holy Spirit?
If you think you are automatically accepting the Holy Spirit – just by confirming the
risen Lord as your saviour – you are already in danger: because this is arrogant
assumption. Scripture instructs us to „hear‟ the Word of God.
This is not an instruction to study the scripture - even though we are expected to
meditate on the precepts of the Lord and the Law of God - but rather a clear
instruction to 'hear' the Word of God. Yeshua tells us: 'My sheep hear my voice.'
The thing is... how can we know the difference between the Word of God and the
imitation that is the doctrine of demons. Well... in every situation we should first
consider the Law of God then the Name of God.
If we can see how a doctrine causes us to break any commandment – we know
(immediately) we are being deceived because the Father would never have a doctrine
that causes anyone to break any of His commandments. If the doctrine is subtle, as the
serpent is a dangerous adversary, and it is not apparent it causes us to break any
commandment - we have the Name of God to discern truth. We know this because no
holy doctrine would allow anyone to exalt themselves above another.
Here's the thing...
The idea we go to Heaven or Hell after we die is pagan in nature. We know this
because scripture tells us we will be resurrected and, as such, we are to be judged after
the resurrection. If we were to go to Heaven or Hell after we die - that would mean
our Father has passed judgement before the resurrection.
Scripture clearly states we are to be judged after the resurrection. Thus... we can only
go to Heaven or Hell after we are resurrected. Therefore... any religious leader that
teaches otherwise is preaching the doctrines of demons.
If a person was to ignore the facts presented in scripture they are denying the Holy
Spirit - because the Holy Spirit would allow them to embrace the truth. You see... we
need the Holy Spirit to bring us to a place where we can understand the Word of God
when we read scripture.
How much darkness is in a person, who deny the facts, when someone has explained
the way the apostate church has twisted the truth on a given subject.
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This denial is the result of being unable to cope with the possibility - everything they
think, they know, is error. If something is shown to be an error - it's only natural for
the soul to realise everything else might be in error.
This sends the person into a place of fear and they panic at the possibility their faith is
in error – so they deny the facts: no matter how plain they are to see. This predilection
to assert they are right (when scripture clearly states the opposite is true) is when a
person is denying the Holy Spirit.
Now... this is where it gets interesting...
Are they condemned by Yeshua or the Father for denying the Holy Spirit?
Unfortunately... they won't be able to stand before the Son of Man when He returns
because their (own) inability to humble themselves to the truth will condemn them.
Yeshua will not be able to help them come to the full knowledge of the Father because they are leavened and unable to see the plain text that is written in scripture.
What can we do for those who are leavened?
Well... Yeshua warns us to beware the leaven of the Pharisees because there is no way
to unleaven the lump after it is leavened. They will foolishly argue with Yeshua just
as they argue with those who are in Christ.
They are the walking dead - staring eternal death in the face - even as the angels
are desperately trying to protect them. They think they are in truth but they have been
deceived by the mystery - that is generated by ignorance of the Father.
They deny the Word of God.
They deny the Holy Spirit.
They wilfully deny the truth.
They refuse to see the light.
They cannot know the way.
They choose death - and flee from life.
Pray for them so they may repent.
Pray for them to embrace the truth.
Pray for them to accept the Holy Spirit.
Remember to thank the Father, in Heaven, you have the courage to humble yourself to
hear the Word of God.
www.white-flag-publishing.com
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GETTING CAUGHT UP (RAPTURED)
Even as you read this post there is a rock being cut out of the mountain that was not
fashioned by hand. These are the elect who will rise to the throne of God to receive
the final ministry of Yeshua before they return to usher in the Kingdom of God.
These people are the ones that will vanish (as Yeshua said) in the blink of an eye.
...which means the little flock (also mentioned in the gospels) will get caught up
before the great tribulation begins.
This is a pre-trib rapture.
However... there is going to be another rapture when the Son of Man returns because
the dead in Christ will rise up to meet Yeshua, and the 144,000 elect, as they return.
This is the during-trib rapture.
This is when the tribulation is cut short because those who are believers will be ready
to receive the Son of Man at this time. They will receive Him because the groaning
will be so great - they may, then, be able to (finally) let go of the false doctrines.
This is when the supper of the marriage of the Lamb of God begins and the Word of
God is going to be the main meal. After this 'Millennial Rule' period satan will be
released from the bottomless pit - so the final hour may pass: and those who learned
the ways of the Lord will then have their opportunity to receive their garments of
glory by overcoming in the Name of God.
This is when the Holy City descends from the throne of God as this heaven and
earth passes away.
This is the post-trib rapture.
The one most people associate with rapture because the children of light will be rising
up to enter eternal paradise - as the Holy City descends. This means... there will be
three raptures that all have their place in the great plan of our Father.
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PERFECTION OF LOVE (HOW TO KNOW TRUTH)
Yeshua said only the solitary can enter into the bedchamber – which may offer single
people a sense of hope – but what about those who are married and have been faithful
to each other?
This is where it gets complicated – especially when we consider a strong sense of
fellowship can diminish the feeling of solitude.
When Yeshua used the word 'solitary' He was referring to the way a male and female
are united in perfection before the Father to become one flesh known as Man. This
means the single people will be brought their respective partner and those who have
remained faithful in marriage will become the 'solitary' Yeshua spoke of.
How do you know if you are with the right one: if you're married or courting or even
holding romantic feelings for someone that doesn't know you?
This is where it gets interesting...
Prayer is a time when we enter into conversation with the Father and in time we can
learn how to recognise the master's voice by the way it never asks to do something
that would break any of the Laws of God.
In the early stages - satan is going to try and make you believe him by appearing as an
angel of light (which means answer prayers) to build trust – but you won't know if it's
satan or the Father until you're asked to break a commandment. The moment you are
asked to break a commandment – you know satan is pretending to be the Father.
This may take years to learn the difference between the two because satan is so subtle
- he will do his utmost to make you think Father is responding. This means the Law of
God is the best way to know who is responding to your prayer requests.
In time... you learn the Father also departs when inappropriate thoughts are in
your mind - so you need to be pious even in your dreams if you are to become adept
at conversing with the Father.
When you learn how to become adept in conversing with the Father - He will remain
with you even if you have sexual thoughts of the one ordained for you. This may
seem odd at first but you'll know it's right for two reasons:
Father will (by this time) have explained to you - your role as an elect saint is to work
with Him to produce children of light – which begins with procreation and ends with
the child being born again. If you have any doubts about this - just think of another
person and see how fast the Father departs.
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The Millennial Rule of Christ is going to be a time when there is a population
explosion - and this perfect unity is an essential component to the whole process of
ushering in the Kingdom of Heaven. Reading scripture will invariably lead to one of
two things (fruits):
Worshiping the Father in spirit and truth or idolatry with false doctrines.
Idolatry comes in many forms and is usually the expression of what people want to
believe. The problem is – wanting to believe something does not make it truth. So...
how can we know if we are worshiping the Father in spirit and truth?



Worshiping in spirit and truth manifests the Name of God.
Idolatry manifests the name of satan.

This means it is easy to see which way is truth and which way is lie just by the fruits
that doctrines produce. The Name of God is observed in the way we abound in the
love of Christ - which is in perfect equality: when no one seeks to elevate themselves.
Likewise... the name of satan is observed when hierarchy exists and people lust for
power. This is why we are told to beware wolves in sheep's clothing. They use words
like servile authority - which is a contradiction in terms because you cannot be
humble with someone you are in authority over.
To illustrate this further... God tells us the number of the beast is a human number of
666. God tells us it is a human number because humans use science and equations.
If you look at the equation for the pyramid - you will see a single 6 beneath the
denominator. This means God is telling us there are three pyramids that make up the
name of the dragon and they are:
1.

The Beast: (military) - because it is ferocious and forceful.

2.

The False Prophet (politics) - because politicians make empty promises of
a brighter future.

3.

The anti-Christ: (religion) - because they claim to be of Christ and are
deluded by their own doctrinal ideologies.

Now that you can (plainly) see how there are only two options when understanding
scripture - you now have the ability to discern truth.
For example:
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If you believe Mary was a virgin when she gave birth (even though scripture
tells us the angel awoke Joseph to tell him when to have sex with her), you
will be declaring Mary the Queen of Heaven and then worship her as an idol.
If you believe Yeshua is the Father made manifest (even though He tells us He
and the Father are One – as are we in Christ are also One) you will be seeking
to be Christ-like pursuing the power of the Father instead of pursuing the
humility of the Son.
I could go on... suffice to say – it is high time we stopped judging each other and
started worshiping the Father in spirit and truth – by loving one another as Yeshua
also loved (loves) us.
Please note: it was the Holy Spirit that was the virgin. Mary was pure.
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ORDINANCE OF REPENTANCE
I've been asked several times if a homosexual would go to Hell - just for having
sexual urges toward the same gender.
To be honest... I'm not surprised the churches are unable to explain the situation
adequately. I made it clear Yeshua (Jesus) tells us, anyone who breaks the least of the
commandments will not enter into Eternal Paradise – which, you can imagine, is not
the kind of thing they wanted to hear.
However... I reassured them: there isn't a single person who hasn't broken the Law of
God so we are all at the mercy of such judgement - regardless of any (particular) type
of sexual immorality. There is a criteria for entry into Eternal Paradise which doesn't
discriminate. Here is an in-depth perspective on the subject with an explanation of the
options we all face in our daily lives.
The scripture speaks of two cities called Sodom and Gomorrah that were said to be
filled with iniquity and abominable sexual immorality - so we know that whatever
was going on there was spreading from one city to the next: which means there was a
danger it would continue to spread beyond the two cities.
We are also told of a conversation where Abraham pleaded with God to spare the
cities if He found ten righteous people. No doubt Abraham was concerned for his
nephew Lot and his family who were in the city.
God agreed to spare the two cities if He found at least ten righteous people there so we also know: whatever was spreading there was completely perverting everyone.
God also said He would destroy the two cities for His Name's sake - which means He
perceived a threat to His Name.
Thus... we know the iniquitous behaviour (there) was going to deny all mankind the
ability to perceive the way the Name of God is made manifest in the way we abound
in the love of Christ - which is to live piously in perfect humility to sustain a society
that has perfect equality.
We cannot know for sure if the iniquity was homosexuality or some other sexual
immorality - but we can come to understand how sexual immorality threatens the
Name of God.
Does this mean homosexuals will all go to Hell for being homosexuals?
Those who defy the Word of God will be thrown into the Lake of Fire. Therefore, as
long as a person has the inclination to keep the Word of God: there is hope. We are all
required to overcome in the Name of God – regardless of the type of transgression we
plunder against God.
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You see... if a heterosexual uses pornography they are transgressing the Laws of God
too... so they have no right to judge anyone. If a Christian has a habit of becoming
angry (unrighteously) with people - they do not have the right to judge anyone.
The only person who has the right to judge another is someone who has overcome
in the Name of God. This is because they will understand how difficult it is to
overcome - so they will know how to show patience for those who are struggling to
overcome. If a person does not recognise the need to overcome – that means they are
defying the Word of God: so they have no hope of overcoming because they will not
even understand the necessity of avoiding causing harm.
Paedophiles often struggle to appreciate their actions are wrong because they see their
victims display pleasure - so they convince themselves the child enjoys the sexual act.
This is because they fail to understand the importance of the sanctity of unity between
a man and woman.
Thus... the lack of respect for the sanctity of unity between a man and woman has
far reaching consequences that ultimately lead to all manner of issues within society.
Homosexuals, obviously, do not recognise the sanctity of unity between a man and
woman: but - then again - those who use pornography do not appreciate the sanctity
of unity between a man and woman either.
This means the issues we see in society is not the sole responsibility of one particular
type of sexual behaviour but rather the inability to recognise the need to keep the
Laws of God. This is defiance of the Word of God - or rebellion against the sovereign
authority of the Most High: which is the satanic mindset.
This is to say... it's not homosexuality that will lead to a person being cast into the
Lake of Fire - but, rather, the defiant attitude toward the Word of God will destroy the
soul in Hell.
Homosexuals cannot see the harm their behaviour causes - so it's difficult for them to
appreciate the need to repent and overcome in the Name of God. Many are truly
decent people with a genuine interest in doing good – but they struggle with
recognising the need to repent: thinking they are born with the tendency to pursue
same gender sex. This is why I wrote this article.
The story of Sodom and Gomorrah showed us the sexual immorality (there) was
spreading so pervasively it perverted everyone – without mercy. Paedophilia and
homosexuality are considered immoral and both have the ability to spread like a wild
fire within society.
Pornography (or lewd conduct such as lack of modesty in society) is also capable
of spreading like a wild fire too – so we do not know what exactly was going on there.
However... if we look at the way the world is – it is not too difficult to see these things
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become prevalent within a society that does not acknowledge the moral authority of
the Most High.
What is going on?
The power to create life within the sanctity of unity between man and woman cannot
function with homosexuality, beastiality, paedophilia, or pornography etc.
The only way to create a child - then - is by external assistance: which means society
falls into the hands of scientists who manipulate (and corrupt) genes. Thus... it would
seem the spirit of perversion is intent upon denying society the ability to create life
within the sanctity of unity between a man and woman.
This means that in time... sooner or later... the Name of God will be completely
removed from memory because all children will be born without the capacity to use
their freewill to love anyone but satan – which is (basically) the whole point.
This is because sexual immorality (of any kind) is the chains of wickedness - which
traps a person within a particular mindset that denies them the ability to secure unity
between a man and woman with the blessing of the Father. There are paedophiles who
do not want to be paedophiles and homosexuals who do not want to be homosexual
because they can see the harm sexual immorality causes.
These are the people who struggle to overcome in the Name of God – and they
deserve our patience as they learn to change their mindset toward purity and
perfection before the Father.
They - like anyone who overcomes - are the prodigal son who returns to the Father
having learned His presence is too precious to leave. They will never transgress the
Law of God again because they know there is only suffering in sexual immorality.
They understand the necessity to remain faithful to the Father more than those
who never fall into the chains of wickedness (sexual immorality).
However... many refuse to accept their sexual inclination causes harm and, as such,
they pursue afflicting others. Unrepentant paedophiles (literally) pursue placing
children into the chains of wickedness so they can bind a child to their sexual
preference. Unrepentant homosexuals (literally) pursue placing society into the chains
of wickedness so they can bind people to their sexual preference.
These are the people who refuse to acknowledge the sovereign authority of the Most
High and defy the Word of God. Scripture speaks of the Abomination of Desolation
which has been the thrust of many debates through the centuries.
Any sexual behaviour, that does not procure life, is an abomination.
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Any sexual behaviour that renders a society unable to procure life causes desolation.
Such a society falls into the hands of external forces, such as the sciences that
manipulate and corrupt the gnome, which means people who are subject to malign
spirits are destroying the image of God (the ability to live piously). The Abomination
of Desolation is the love of any sexual immorality that leads to the desecration of the
image of God – because this causes people to lose the ability to exercise freewill.
Put bluntly... this is to say:
-

Paedophilia is harmful to the innocence of children.
Homosexuality is harmful to society as a whole.

Anyone who transgresses against the Law of God needs to repent – or at least
recognise the need to overcome in the Name of God. Admittedly, this is extremely
difficult to achieve considering it requires taking on a mindset: that does not allow the
spirit of perversion to lead them or anyone else toward sexual immorality.
This is freedom from the chains of wickedness – so the suffering associated with
sexual immorality also dissipates as a person overcomes in the Name of God.
Understanding the way sexual immorality causes harm helps to initiate the need to
appreciate the Word of God in those who have a genuine interest in doing good because they will naturally defer from the predilection to harm others. Many people
are in this category feeling a sense of concern about the Day of the Lord - so it is nice
to be able to let these people know: there is a way to enter into Eternal Paradise.
These are the options available to them:
1. Overcome in the Name of God - so they qualify for the first rapture.
2. Refuse the mark of the beast and die in Christ - to come to the first resurrection.
This goes for anyone who has issues if transgression against the Most High. Those
who overcome will earn the right to judge righteously with Yeshua whereas those
who die in Christ will earn the right to learn the ways of the Lord - from those who
overcame before the first rapture.
The spirit of perversion will not be able to burden them any more – so they can learn
to appreciate (fully) the peace and freedom that comes with piety.
However... they will still need to overcome before the final rapture into Eternal
Paradise (when this heaven and earth passes away).
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The good news is, they will have a distinct advantage to achieve this because, having
come to the first resurrection, they will know the difference between rest in Christ and
the chains of wickedness - and they will (most likely) choose to remain pious to enter
into Eternal Paradise during the White Throne Judgement.
This is to say... it is not homosexuality or paedophilia etc that will condemn a person
to Hell - but, rather, the defiance of the Word of God, or refusing to accept sexual
immorality causes harm to innocence and society as a whole.
If a person has homosexual tenancies, they have two options:
1) Think this is genetic and beyond their control - thus defy the Word of God.
2) Recognise the need to repent and overcome with the help of Yeshua.
Indeed... this applies to all forms of idolatry and sexual immorality. The trick is to:
not allow the mind to imagine what might be (fantasise) - because that is how the
spirit of perversion is seeking to establish a garrison within a person. It all comes
down to the individual making the conscious decision to avoid the harm sexual
immorality causes – and faith is an important part of the equation.
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PEARLS AND VINEGAR
There was a father, who gave his son a pearl and told him to keep it away from
vinegar. One day, the son was playing in the garden and the neighbour asked him
what he was holding in his hand. The young boy showed him the pearl and said: "My
father told me to keep it away from vinegar." The man smiled and said, "If you put
vinegar on it you will see something magical happen."
The young boy, being intrigued, asked, "What will happen?"
The man said "Something magical... shall we see what happens?"
The boy agreed: and watched the neighbour go to his house and bring a jug of vinegar
- then poured the vinegar on the pearl as the boy held it up.
The boy felt the cold vinegar on his hand and, to his amazement; the pearl began to
dissolve until it had disappeared altogether. The boy looked up and asked, "Can you
make it come back?"
The man told the boy with a grin, "Show your father what has happened."
The boy ran into the house and showed his father.
The father was furious his son had not listened to him and said, "You shall not have
another - until I determine when you have learned how important it is to hearken unto
my voice. I shall then choose one of your children, whom I shall watch over, to show
you how to take care of the treasures I give you.
The boy broke into tears and pleaded to restore the pearl but the father did little
more than remind him of the responsibility he had to keep the treasure safe.
Pearls = truth that maintain balance and love (equality).
Vinegar = lies that cause unbalance and malevolence (hierarchy).
Every word that Yeshua ha Mashiach spoke was a pearl and when He was too weak to
continue, satan inspired a centurion to place vinegar upon His lips - in utter defiance
of the sovereignty of God.
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POWER AND GLORY
There is no shortage of material to help people attain power and glory - even if they
vary in their delivery: they are sourced by sorcery.
For example:
The Phantom Self - David Icke
The Secret - Rhonda Byrne
The Law of Attraction - Abraham Hicks
These authors appeal to those who are wanting in nature – even though they convince
themselves they embrace the 'love everyone mentality' they are unable to explicate the
purpose of life. Few, if any, speak of the responsibility that comes with power and
glory and less explain the source because they focus on self-empowerment (idolatry).
Yeshua was the only person who attained true power and glory - and there is a reason
why He achieved these things. He first attained the authority to use the power by
avoiding the misuse of the knowledge He received about the nature of reality. This
'responsible attitude' granted Him the right to ask the Father to bestow glory.
The moment He achieved this: He rendered every rendition of power and glory in
the world the reward of vanity because this heaven and earth will pass away. This
reality is subject to entropic variables that are the result of flawed perception of truth
and, as such, those enlightened in truth recognise the responsibility.
The holographic nature of this reality is created by the two dimensional aspect of the
heaven (spiritual realm) and the earth (physical realm) - which is brought into the
three dimensional illusion by the conscious mind.
This means the perception of the individual is crucial to maintain the fabric of reality
as we have the ability to manipulate the illusion within which we inhabit. In other
words... the ability to manipulate perceptions can affect the two dimensional reality of
heaven and earth as well as the three dimensional illusion we live within. This is why
we are required to learn this responsible nature, with the small measure of power that
we do have, to ensure we abound in the love of Christ.
If we do not learn responsibility - we will not be granted access into Eternal Paradise.
Remote Viewers, who use TRV techniques to astral travel, call this place the Magical
Kingdom but they do not know how to enter it. Yeshua told us, "Truly I tell you, if
you have faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to this mountain, 'Move from
here to there,' and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you."
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You see... consciousness allows the three dimensional illusion of the mountain (that is
made from the two dimensional reality) to exist. The conscious mind is extremely
powerful when faith is involved.
When the Father grants a deed involving such power, it is „a miracle‟.
When the Father does not grant a deed involving such power, it is „sorcery‟.
We are entering a period, in history, when we can learn to appreciate the importance
of being responsible with such power. I will provide an example to illustrate the point.
I remember a blissfully sunny day, as I walked through the centre of town, and a
sudden burst of rain fell so rapidly and briefly, it left a woman with a wet t-shirt right
in front of me. She, having realised she was not wearing a bra, cover her breasts and
sought shelter in the phone box on the other side of the road.
I was stunned by the sudden burst of rain and flabbergasted by the appearance of
her breasts - but I hoped she was not too embarrassed as she scampered to shelter.
I contemplated offering assistance, in getting a towel or something, but the sky looked
clear blue and I realised her top would dry enough for her to continue without a towel.
This actually happened several years ago and it seems fitting to draw attention to
the power of the conscious mind because this description can affect the male mind in
a sexual way: even though I do not mean to cause such an effect.
I was in that situation and my thoughts were for the welfare of the woman.
Even after the event... I have never considered this in a sexual context - but I am
aware a man reading this may imagine the situation in a sexual way. This is a
potential abuse of power because the conscious mind is capable of creating such
things - when faith is involved – because imagination can cause the mind to set in a
perverse manner.
Imagination, therefore, plays a key role in allowing the three-dimensional illusion
manifest from the two dimensional reality.
This is called fantasising - and it is how satan seeks to secure a stronghold within
the individual - to create the reality it seeks to inhabit. You see... the mind is like the
construct within a matrix-type reality and the ability to imagine or dream is an
important aspect of our divine status.
There are two kinds of dream and imagination:
1)
2)

Those you create in your mind.
Those others create in your mind.
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You are responsible for those you create in your mind and the minds of others whereas those created by others you can stop by thinking of something else.
...and keeping better company if they refuse to stop creating inappropriate thoughts.
For example, I created the image of the woman caught in the rain earlier and it's easy
enough for you to stop thinking about that - even as I move on to the next subject of
interest. If you cannot stop a dream – it's a vision sent by God intended for the
purpose of teaching you something.
A nightmare is only frightening to those who do not embrace the Word of God.
To King Nebuchadnezzar, the vision of the statue was a nightmare –
because he knew it, somehow, alluded to him and his kingdom.
To Daniel, and other servants of the Lord, the vision of the statue was a
representation of history – as humanity matured in sin before the Kingdom
of Heaven is established (forever).
If a servant of the Lord had this dream – it would not be a nightmare.
If we deliberately imagine inappropriate thoughts and fantasise about things we are
invoking demonic entities to assist our faith, in them, to make wishes come true. This
is the thrust of the Laws of Attraction type teaching. They are using 'love vibrations'
to diminish the sovereign authority of the Most High because the soul can be seduced
by the prospect of securing power that is the reward for love.
We have the ability to manipulate the three dimensional illusion we perceive as reality
because our conscious minds enables the two dimensional reality of heaven and earth
to function as a three dimensional place of habitation.
Faith empowers the spiritual entities (angels) to perform the task of facilitating the
alteration of the three dimensional illusion we inhabit.
If we do not seek permission from the Father in Heaven to perform these deeds - we
are invoking demonic spirits to perform them.
This is the crucial difference between magic and miracles.
Magic, both black and white, illicit power and glory - because it usurps the sovereign
authority of the Most High whereas miracles, on the other hand, give glory to God because they acknowledge the sovereign authority of the Most High.
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It is the discretion of the Most High who receives His glory and who does not - so if
we are to achieve success in overcoming: we must never abuse the power we have to
create realities in both thought and deed.
Scripture tells us the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah had thoughts that were
continually evil. This is to say... they would never imagine the woman, caught in the
rain, running to the telephone box - because they would fester the evil in their hearts
by imagining a more depraved situation from that initial, sudden and brief, downpour.
A true-Christian, on the other hand, can recognise the situation was embarrassing
for the woman and, as such, they imagine helping the woman instead of focusing on
the sexual aspect as we consider what happened. The thing is... we can (all) imagine
what we want - so we have a high degree of freewill regardless of how we feel about
our lot in life.
Those self-empowerment books tell us how to satisfy the self using these powers I am
speaking of - so no one can say they never had a chance to learn the responsibility
needed to attain the glory as Yeshua did. I choose to use my abilities to give glory to
God - by keeping my thoughts free of impurity so my prayers become more effectual.
When we have Yeshua in our heart - satan can only tempt us three times within each
day. He hates the Christ mindset because it really does render him utterly powerless.
Therefore... it is the true-Christ mindset we aught to embrace if we are to overcome in
the Name of God - because that is how we will live eternally with the Father and
Yeshua. A person who wants to do good and does many good things, such as casting
out demons, may convince themselves they are right before the Father - but if they
have never witnessed satan fleeing from them, when temptation draws near, they are
privy to delusion.
Faith in Yeshua, in whom we are within, is the true-Christ mindset - because this
mindset never entertains inappropriate thoughts of any kind.
This mindset is the manifestation of love:
It has patience with those who are struggling to overcome and compassion for those
who are lost. It rebukes those refuse to walk upright before the Father and hates all
forms of idolatry and sexual immorality.
The true-Christian stands in the Word of God - come what may in humility - as a
light in the world: and salt of the earth. Yeshua never abused His power and, as such,
He attained His garments of glory.
We can achieve the same.
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SPIRITUAL WARFARE
In the beginning, God created the heaven and the earth. This means that God isn‟t just
beyond the physical realm of earth, residing in the spiritual realm of heaven. He is
also beyond the spiritual realm of the spiritual heaven too.
When we look at Matthew 24:35 – we can see that the heaven and the earth that
God created in the beginning will pass away. This means the seven days of creation
will come to a full conclusion and we, being (of) the Word of God – which is the
words of Yahshua, will enter into the eighth day which we are told no one knows
anything about – only the Father in heaven.
Matthew 24:35 has been previously seen as the moment when Yahshua returns but
this is an error because He is clearly saying both heaven and earth will pass away and
then He says in Matthew 24:36 „concerning‟ that day and hour (which is the eighth
day after the seven days of creation) no one knows – not the angels or the Son of Man
but only the Father in heaven. I am not concerned with explaining when Yahshua will
return here because
He has stated only those who are spiritually asleep will be surprised by His return
– so it is your personal responsibility to study this in order to know the moment for
yourself – and there are plenty of indicators for you to develop a sense of confidence.
This war is not just spiritual in nature. The adversary, satan, is trying to thwart the
great plan of the father in heaven to cultivate children for His coming kingdom – and
the scope of this great war is almost as unfathomable as the depths of the whole
universe. Scripture tells us Lucifer (the serpent – which means charmer) was filled
with pride and declared he would ascend above the stars of heaven to be like the Most
High (Father in heaven). A fair question would be to ask: Why?
Scripture tells us – two things may have caused this to happen:
1) God declared man would, someday, be greater than the angels.
2) The Sons of God (angels) lusted after the daughters of men.
If satan was filled with pride – this would account for him being unable to accept the
plan that God wants man to be greater than the angels someday – and it would be easy
to see how he took advantage of the angels lust for the daughters of men to rally a
rebellion against God.
The thing is – most people are unaware that satan has not been cast out of heaven
yet – but he knows he has been doomed – because he has declared his intention to
ascend above the stars (angels) of heaven to be like the Most High. He is still free to
move to and fro upon the face of the earth (from his abyss in heaven) looking for
people who are willing to do his bidding to destroy God‟s great plan and he is subtle –
just as God told us.
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He has set in place many false religions that appeal to the weak of faith to even the
strong of faith. For example:
1) Paganism is based on nature and will appeal to those who have a weak faith.
2) Satanism is based on elitism (dominion over the flesh) which is what the senses
perceive and will appeal to those who have a medium to strong faith.
3) Buddhism (which has evolved to New Age Spiritualism) is based on the
physical having consciousness with will appeal to those who have either a strong
or weak faith but they are unable to accept the creator and His Commandments.
4) Modern Christianity is based on the ancient religion of Mithra which focuses
on the virgin birth of a divine saviour and thus allows the strong of faith and weak
of faith to worship a graven image of the crucifix and / or the virgin mother.
5) Islam and Judaism are both based on laws which allow priests, rabbis and
clerics to establish hierarchies among those who are strong and weak of faith..
6) Hinduism is similar to Modern Christianity in the way it allows both the strong
and weak of faith to worship graven images of their revered trinity gods.
This is something atheists have turned against because they can see the hierarchies are
wrong – however: they (being weak of faith) are denying the creator and do not
realise the Father in heaven does not endorse hierarchies among His children either.
Yahshua never endorsed any of these religions (other than the covenant the Father had
with Israel) because they all defile the Hallowed Name of God. Yahshua kept the
Laws of God and observed the divinely appointed feasts of the Lord and walked in the
faith of being sealed in the glory of the Father after death.
He recognised the purity of the Law of God and how it was given that we may glorify
the Hallowed Name of the Father in heaven and took pains to expose the evil of those
who use the Laws of God to establish hierarchies among the flock.
He fulfilled His destiny and this is what a Child of God should seek to emulate –
so they may return to the original estate of Adam and Eve before the fall.
This is explained above as: The Process of Creation.
These false religions show how satan has worked to undermine the great plan and we
will examine further how he achieves this which will explain why he is striving to
destroy God‟s plan. He knows if people are following false religions they will not
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enter into the Kingdom of God - so it stands to reason why there is so much
confusion regarding this very issue.
Here we must recognise the depth of what satan is facing to understand what he is
doing and why he is doing what he is doing. This article starts by showing the dual
aspect of reality and the fact the Father in heaven actually dwells beyond the realms
of both heaven and earth.
This means satan is trapped within the seven day creation because we know that both
heaven and earth will pass away and only Yahshua‟s Words (those who hear His
words and keep the Commandments of God) will enter into the eight day.
This means satan is doomed and, given the fact God has refused his petition for a
pardon, he has no choice but to scupper the great plan – so God has little or no one
that will enter into the eighth day after the seven day creation has ended.
His only hope is that the Father In heaven will have to start all over again – so he can
stop heaven and earth from passing away. This is the real war objective of satan.
Here is the problem he is faced with:
satan and his fallen angels (demons) have no genitalia thus they have no power of
pro-creation or personal ability to experience lusts of the flesh – other than to enter
into an individual and feast on their sensual carnal desires through that medium.
Scripture tells us they took the daughters of men to be their wives – thus we can see
they have genetically modified people to improve their ability to dwell within their
minds – in order to maximise their ability to feast on the sensual desires of the flesh.
The people that are created from this are called Nephilim and the spirit that dwells
within them are described by Yahshua as unclean. They are unclean and subject to the
demons that enter within to experience the sensual desires of the flesh.
The demons do this successfully with the ones they have genetically modified to their
requirements: but they also try to enter into the minds of those not genetically
modified - that‟s you and I - and establish what scripture calls a garrison.
This is called demonic possession and requires exorcism to remove the demons.
One of the ways they achieve establishing a garrison is to subject a person to intense
trauma especially with children because they are most susceptible to this. Science has
recognised they create an amnesic barrier within the mind to contain the experience.
This is where demons can dwell for years before they decide to use the person as
a vessel to continue their evil intentions.
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The only way we can defend ourselves from this – is to (have Yahshua as our Lord
and Saviour and) enter into prayer whenever we feel temptation rear it‟s ugly head.
Study of scripture will also assist in keeping satan at bay – and the words: “in the
Name of Yahshua, I command all evil to depart from me.”
Temptation is the most common method satan will use to assess the individual for
possible possession of His demons – so you need to keep your guard up at all times.
Scripture describes sin as crouching at the door and its desire is to have you. This
means it‟s up to you to master your own ways (with the help of Yahshua and the Holy
Spirit).
When entering into meditation and prayer take care to ensure you ask Yahshua to
protect you from demons entering into your mind – because meditation is an
invitation to the spirits to enter and reveal the deeper wisdom of the creator.
Meditation is the process by which you empty your mind to allow spirits to enter into
you so it is wise to make sure only the angels (Holy Spirit) enter. The Holy Spirit
(angels) will depart after they have done what they need to do. Demons will seek
ways to garrison themselves inside so they can stay (uninvited) within you.
The demons are in their abyss (in the heavenly realm) and their only means of escape
is to garrison themselves within the mind of those who invite them in.
Remember – Yahshua has told us we can only know about heaven and earth (which is
the dual reality of the spiritual and physical) at this moment in time because the eighth
day remains unknown to all except the Father in heaven. Thus, it is important to know
the limit of what one can learn – in order to make sure we cannot be deceived by the
self and / or others – be they spiritual or physical.
You have a physical presence in reality so you can develop the spirit within – not to
be wholly spirit but perfectly balanced between physical and spirit in truth. This is
when you are ready to be sealed in the Hallowed Name of God the way Yahshua was.
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THE DEAD BURY THE DEAD
The non-canonical scripture can sometimes provide interesting insight if we take care
to assess the source and make sure it's not misleading.
The Gospel of Mary, for example, speaks of the interconnected relationship between
the spiritual and physical and offers an intriguing look at how Yeshua (Jesus) was
able to ascend to the Father. The gospel may not be Canon - but it was sourced among
the Nag Hammadi scripture which has proven to be invaluable in verifying the
canonical scripture as accurately preserved.
Therefore... it may be worthwhile investigating these lost scriptures (as they are
sometimes called) to see what can be found:
The Gospel of Mary speaks of a conversation Yeshua had with the disciples - in
which He reassures them all that is good will be restored. After He departs, the
disciples feel unsure how they can take the good news into the world, given the fact
the world rejected Yeshua, but Mary provides them with courage.
This inspires the disciples to ask her what Yeshua had told her, so she told them of the
soul that ascended - which Yeshua spoke of in third person to describe His whole
body passing through several stages that were personified as:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Darkness (which was slain)
Desire (which was ended)
Ignorance (which died)
Seven Powers of Wrath (which failed)

The Seven Powers of Wrath include the first three stages which were:
- Darkness
- Desire
- Ignorance
- Excitement of Death
- Kingdom of the Flesh
- Foolish Wisdom of the Flesh
- Wrathful Wisdom
The Word of God often speaks in terms of layers.
The Book of Revelation, for example, tells us the four bowls of wrath are within the
seventh trumpet which is within the seventh seal - so it's important to recognise the
Most High observes events within events and powers within powers.
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For this reason... we can begin to appreciate the four stages are strongholds that serve
to ensure people remain enslaved within the chains of wickedness. The innocent mind
will observe an image or event and develop a curiosity to understand how and why
the image or event exists. This is not a problem, in of itself, because curiosity can
remain a curiosity and nothing more.
The problem begins when the soul imagines it can use the understanding of how and
why the image or event exists for the purposes of self-gratification. This is when
curiosity becomes temptation and the innocent mind decides to attain knowledge of
how and why the image or event exists.
The innocent mind then becomes intoxicated by the knowledge, it attains, because
the inebriated feeling of power comes with a perceived understanding of the image or
event. Unfortunately... as the innocent mind develops a perceived understanding of
something - it loses the ability to recognise what is happening as it falls into apostasy.
This intoxicating effect is the perversion of the innocent mind - which fails to
appreciate it is being placed into the chains of wickedness as it begins to thirst for
more knowledge of the image or event.
At the spiritual level... this perversion becomes personified - as sin - and begins to
attain a consciousness of its own: which is the satanic mindset. This is why Yeshua
said... sin does not exist - but the soul creates sin - and this is the ultimate
Frankenstein monster because it seeks to devour the whole soul.
Sin is the Seven Powers of Wrath which enslaves the innocent mind in chains of
wickedness by the process of perversion so it becomes a satanic mindset.
The satanic mindset is a consciousness that seeks to rationalise impiety which means
it is flawed in nature. What's interesting here is... we, having the image of God, are
able to adopt the Christ mindset or satanic mindset.
The serpent, having the predilection to destroy all of reality because his petition
for clemency was denied, has developed this process of perversion - specifically to
enslave everyone to worship his worthless existence.
Yeshua, having the predilection to save everyone from the conflagration of reality
because He was sent into the world, has developed the process of sanctification specifically to free anyone who appreciates worshiping the Father in spirit and truth is
wholesome to their eternal existence.
Basically... a soul can be seduced by the promise divine power because it does not
understand the satanic mindset is destructive to all of reality. In fact... the innocent
mind cannot understand anything about the satanic mindset - until it is subjected to
the evil nature of the satanic mindset of another or it realises it has become the satanic
mindset, which is predicated by the assertion of authority over another, and it sees the
harm it causes others as wrong.
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The creator warned the innocent mind - knowledge of good and evil (which is lust for
power) would lead to death: but the serpent seduced the innocent by reassuring it
would not die: which means it became open season on sovereign authority.
The true-Christ mindset (personification of Christ) is aware the destructive nature of
the satanic mindset, is the flaw in reality, that is referred to as: entropy.
The true-satanic mindset (personification of satan) is also aware of the way
consciousness - with the presence of sin - is destructive to reality because the flaw
in perception disrupts the harmonious function of the wave.
Science has observed these things - but it refuses to accept reality is an illusion
created by the conscious mind that gives rise to the three dimensional reality from the
two dimensional fabric of the spiritual and physical realms.
This is to say... a mind, that allows faith to determine the function of the wave has
the potential to (literally) forge reality - just as Yeshua told us: a mustard seed of
faith, can move mountains. However... this does not negate the fact reality is subject
to entropic variables when sovereign authority is in the hands of the individual - given
to impiety - or a plethora of false deities that are reprobate in nature.
The only way satan can achieve sovereign authority is to usurp the freewill of every
individual - which means the conscious mind, that facilitates the three dimensional
reality, loses the ability to let faith determine the functionality of the wave.
This means... all of reality, that is under the authority of a reprobate mind, will selfdestruct under its own inability to sustain function of the wave.
In the meantime... we have a situation where all of reality is subject to entropic
variables because the world has two distinct mindsets that allow reality to remain
functional while a war is waged in heaven.
The personification of sin (satan) is seeking to pervert ever human mind to adopt a
reprobate mindset - convinced evolution is true - because that aptitude, apparently,
justifies the competitive nature they want to use to assert authority over others.
The personification of truth (Christ) is seeking to affirm the Royal Law - and
renounce all forms of idolatry and sexual immorality because they know the
fulfilling of the Law of God is the restoration of the creation (reality).
This war is spiritual in nature - but it goes to the heart of every individual: because
each person is ultimately responsible for their own actions. The innocent mind that
becomes perverse will seek to rationalise impiety as it embraces the satanic mindset so it can delude itself into thinking it is still innocent.
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This is self-righteousness.
You see... the chains of wickedness don't feel heavy until the soul realises it is unable
to live piously. Instead of recognising the chains of wickedness (immoral behaviour)
are causing harm to others - they choose to rationalise their impiety and become
aggressively protective of their immoral behaviour.
They are unable to cope when they need to repent because the rationalisation of
impiety is when the soul is balancing the psychological aptitude in line with
perversion. This is why the chains of wickedness are so powerful in keeping a person
enslaved. People that are enslaved in the chains of wickedness are unable to recognise
their actions are wrong - because the mind has achieved psychological balance as it
rationalises the predilection it has to sin.
If a person could see how this 'process of perversion' plummets the soul into an abyss
- they would immediately stop and attempt to escape - because no one, in their right
mind, would want to end up in Hellish conditions. Of course... they can't see this
because they are looking downward, searching for answers or reason, thinking
nothing is above them.
However... a person can see how the 'process of sanctification' ascends the soul to the
throne of God - because the angels minister unto them as they grow in spiritual
maturity and they look upward toward a state of perfection in purity before the Most
High. This is where a saviour is needed to release a soul from the chains of
wickedness - so it can return to the innocent mind of the Christ mindset.
The journey Yeshua (the soul) takes through the various levels is characterised by
four stages - which allude to the individual and the whole body of Christ. The Gospel
of Mary has several lines missing at the start of the ascent, when the soul was said
(later) to have slain the darkness.
We do not know the words spoken at that point - but we can see the soul was
somewhat polite to the Seven Powers of Wrath as it ascended.
What is arguably interesting with the ascent is - the personification of each stage
attempts to stop the soul from ascending by asking questions and making accusations.
We can only imagine the conversation, between the soul and darkness, must have
alluded to the soul discovering its true nature being that of light: and this would be
destructive to the darkness because the light is greater than the darkness.
Later... where the text starts to reveal the discourse between the soul and the four
stages - we see desire attempting to stop the soul from ascending: and the soul must
have declared it had descended from above after desire enquired what was going on.
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Desire says, "I did not see you descending, but now I see you ascending. Why do you
lie, since you belong to me?" The soul answered, "I saw you. You did not see me nor
recognize me. I served you as you as a garment but you did not recognize me."
This confirms the person cannot see how the soul is falling into an abyss, as it
explores the opportunity for self-gratification, but they are very aware the soul is
ascending as it departs the darkness toward the throne.
The narration tells us the soul was 'greatly pleased' after this conversation because it
could continue to rise toward a stage called ignorance. This confirms the process of
sanctification which is characterised by angels ministering unto those who overcome.
Yeshua had gone into the wilderness to be tempted three times by satan to:
1)
2)
3)

receive false nourishment (make food)
tempt the Most High (leap off a ledge)
receive personal glory (serve satan)

These are all associated with using the power He had attained - through understanding
how faith allows the conscious mind to activate the manipulation of reality - but years
of studying the scripture had taught Him how to walk upright before the Father.
He was fully equipped to understand how to keep the Commandments of God - so He
could fulfil the Royal Law and give glory to the Father in Heaven. The soul ascends
to the next level, called ignorance, and this is where we see Yeshua was able to attain
perfection by not judging those who judged Him.
It may seem odd that ignorance, personified, should have knowledge of the chains of
wickedness - but it is equally odd the means to break the chain is to not place anyone
else in bondage. The soul becomes truth, personified as it ascends, because: a person
who preaches apostasy of any false doctrine is placing another into the chains of
wickedness.
This is not too complicated to understand because a person who is privy to curiosity
only needs an excuse to pursue knowledge of good and evil - and false doctrines
provide that excuse.
The doctrine of the Son of God being the Father made manifest, for example, is a
subtle seduction of the soul to pursue the power of the Most High. This doctrine
provides the excuse to pursue the power of the Father because the person thinks the
imitation of Christ includes attaining such power.
Thus... false doctrine causes a person to fall into the chains of wickedness (apostasy).
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We can see Yeshua had gone through the four stages listed in the Gospel of Mary:
1) Darkness (was slain)
After years of studying the scripture: the Holy Spirit descended to rest upon Him
after He was baptised.
2) Desire (was ended)
In the wilderness He refused the temptation of satan to abuse His power to assert
authority.
3) Ignorance (had died)
After Yeshua denied satan - the angels ministered unto Him: which means all the
years of studying scripture was brought to the fore of His understanding so He
could attain a level of wisdom greater than King Solomon.
4) The Seven Powers of Wrath (had failed)
This was a polite goodbye to the dark principalities that laid false accusation at
the feet of the ascending soul when Yeshua refused to judge (unrighteously) those
who sought to oppress Him.
What's ironic here is... the entropic variables will accelerate when the whole body of
Christ ascends - so it's, somewhat, true to say this ascent will result in destroying this
reality: but it is the presence of sin that initiated that destruction (in the first place).
The fact sin has the capacity to express concern, this reality will pass away, has no
authority in the eyes of God because it wilfully pursued exasperating the aptitude for
self-destruction.
The Christ mindset will have one thousand years of righteous judgement to effect the
process of sanctification. The satanic mindset will have had six thousand years of
unrighteous judgement to effect the process of perversion.
The Most High has ensured His Hallowed Name is made known - so He can obtain a
small remnant who will assist Yeshua in ushering in the Kingdom of God. Those who
are able to recognise these things will immediately appreciate their value because it
reveals how they (as a whole) have ascended to the throne of the Most High.
Those who cannot appreciate these things will bury the dead with the dead thinking
they can reactivate the consciousness of the individual with advanced technology.
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They crave immorality.
They lust for power.
They refuse to acknowledge there is a greater power than themselves.
...which is sad really.
They have a little knowledge - which the Most High has declared useless.
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THE MAGICIAN AND THE FOOL
...are bringing the closing chapter to an end. The Ascended Elite (illuminati) use the
three acts, of a magician, to perform their tricks upon the world stage:
1) The Pledge - set the scene (Problem)
2) The Turn - give reason to doubt (Reaction)
3) The Prestige - realise the illusion (Solution)
This means they are Masters of Illusion.
Therefore... it requires a Master of Reality to expose their illusions and that is where
the Righteous Elect take centre stage. However... many disillusioned well intentioned
people are attempting to secure this role.
Many people, who call themselves 'truthers,' try to expose the deeds of the Ascended
Elite - but they are doing more damage than restoration because their 'good intentions'
overlook pertinent information regarding the nature of reality – and that is the means
by which a person lives by faith in the creator has critical value.
The Ascended Elite work to manifest the name of satan - which is the three pyramid
structure of:
1) Politics - the False Prophet (six)
2) Religion - the anti-Christ (six)
3) Military - the Beast (six)
...and they truly believe their god is a benevolent being who only has the best of
intentions for all mankind - because of a misunderstanding. They believe this because
they are unable to recognise the possibility of a world without functional hierarchy.
They cannot imagine logistical aptitude in a world governed by true equality - so they
are driven by progress at any cost. They are (also) intoxicated by the power the
hierarchy gives them - so they have a vested interest in believing the lies of lucifer.
The Righteous Elect, on the other hand, work to manifest the Name of God which is the personification of perfect equality. The truthers, however, often flag
events that are considered conspiratorial - and this appears to be the front line of the
spiritual war: to enlighten people to a perceived truth.
However... the Ascended Elite are much more insidious and resilient than people
realise. For example... they influence science to explicate theories that are considered
fact (before sufficient evidence is available) so the innocent minds of children are
inclined toward embracing the hierarchy that allows the name of satan to exist.
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While the 'truthers' seek to debunk the system - the system is brainwashing the world
with lies and misinformation. This is like watching a dreary episode of 'He Said - She
Said' when the media and truthers report on current events.
The scripture makes it clear - we live by faith: so it's more important to let the
spirit of prophecy move to achieve its objectives rather than kick against the dust and
deliver people into truth. If someone wants to know the truth - they will find it for
themselves: when they seek the Kingdom of God with reverent humility within the
scripture.
The Righteous Elect allow people to draw their own conclusions and remain faithful
to the Word of God - even when the hate-mongers attempt to impose humanistic
values as the moral authority to defile the Name of God. They expose the Ascended
Elite by shining the true light of the world into the hearts of those who recognise the
need for a saviour.
The spirit of rebellion has fixed its gaze upon those who shine in this way - so many
false accusations and wrathful vengeance will precede the end (such is the
tribulation). You see... satan is (still) very angry - and bitter - he was cast out of
heaven from before the presence of the Father: and he means to take as many as he
can with him in the end.
Therefore... let the magician play his tricks, upon the world stage, but don't be fooled
into thinking you should react in any way. Our faith is in the resurrection to Eternal
Paradise not the restoration of this (ruined) world.
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THE MURDER OF INNOCENCE
Why does satan hate innocence?
In this world we see two kinds of religions that express themselves by:
1)
2)

Attacking the innocence of children.
Preserving the innocence of children.

Many of the religions don't even realise they are attacking the innocence of children
because they have been conditioned to not recognise the evil nature of their ways.
For example, many Christians think the smiles on the faces of children make
Christmas magical - so they become oblivious to the way the pagan tradition causes
the infant mind to associate happiness with receiving material possessions.
Satanists practice child sacrifice because they think the act gives them the power
to wield the seething energies of lucifer - when the truth is: satan is using them toward
achieving his own purposes.
A more benign attack may include preaching false doctrines to pervert the spirit or
asserting humanistic values that lead to the abortion of the unborn. Buddhism, for
example, teaches children to disassociate themselves from the creator by preaching
the universe is a consciousness - making the universe an idol. It seems that wherever
we look in society: children are the focus of some malicious spirit that is intent on
destroying innocence - and adults are being manipulated to effect such hatred.
Sometimes... knowingly sometimes unknowingly.
Paedophiles, for example, often hate themselves because they do not want to hurt
children but they don't know why or how they are have developed a predilection
toward child sex. They have allowed the reprobate angels to establish a garrison
within themselves - who lust constantly for the destruction of innocence - which
means they have been placed into the chains of wickedness that fester perversion.
Anyone who is in these chains, that use pornography or fornication, are in dire danger
of developing the predilection toward child sex - because the malign spirit (within) is
intent upon delivering the subject it possesses into that frame of mind.
The only way to escape this is to ask Yeshua to return them to a state of purity by changing habits gradually shedding each perversion toward freedom in Christ
(truth). Paedophiles may be considered the most vile people on the planet - but at
least they acknowledge what they do is wrong and want to stop hurting children.
Many Christians, who celebrate Christmas, refuse to even acknowledge the harm that
pagan tradition causes to the soul of a child.
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Satanists, who practice child sex and child sacrifice, without any consideration toward
the child's welfare, will always deflect attention by saying that is practiced by other
covens. The reality here is... there is a malicious spirit that is intent on the murder of
innocence by whatever means is available to it.
This malign spirit has even convinced a group of angels to enter into an agreement to
prey on children - when the Watchers (Sons of God) saw that the daughters of men
were beautiful. Yeshua told us to be as one of the little ones so we may enter into the
Kingdom of God - which means we are to become the very thing satan hates most:
and that means refusing to do the will of satan that effects attack upon the innocent
children in this world.
Those who have caused any harm to children, whether it is by celebrating
Christmas or having an abortion or paedophilia, should recognise the blood of Yeshua
allows their previous sin to be forgiven - but they must effect repentance to stop doing
the will of satan.
This article may be written to inform people of the nature of satan and his will to
usurp the throne of God - but it should go to the heart of the reader to effect
repentance and stop hurting children.
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THE PLACE OF SAFETY
The Book of Revelation speaks of place of safety.
The whole world will see a flash, that moves from East to West like lightning, which
is so sudden Yeshua tells us it will happen in the blink of an eye. The Fallen Angels,
who call themselves Ascended Masters, also speak of a sudden flash that will be so
sudden it will be over before many realise it has happened.
This is the moment the Righteous Elect will be translated to the 'place of safety'
where they will receive their garments of glory - in preparation to return with Yeshua
to usher in the Kingdom of God.
Meanwhile... on earth... the Fallen Angels will immediately initiate their version of
translation by levitating people up to their ships where they will be altered to
immortality (by genetic upgrade). This, obviously, sounds fantastic... but the fact we
have two accounts that speak of the same event from polar perspective tells us
something awesome is about to happen.
If You Are Not Translated
If you are not translated to the place of safety you will face the ultimate challenge of
surviving off-grid and / or dying for your faith. The reason why you were not
translated is because you held on to false doctrines that caused your spirit to falter - so
the opportunity to die in Christ will become your ticket to the first resurrection.
All you have to do is refuse the mark of the beast - which is the genetic upgrade - and
survive or die in Christ to come to the first resurrection. This is when you will be in a
position to learn how to place the Name of God in the forehead - to root out all the
false doctrines of the apostate church.
If You Are Translated
If you have been translated... you may still receive instruction on what to discard - but
it's highly likely you'll have the purity of heart and perfection of mind to receive your
garments of glory sooner rather than later. The 'place of safety' is not Eternal Paradise
because it is a designated area in this reality that has been placed within a containment
field - so the laws of entropy do not apply.
It's important to understand the 'place of safety' will remain in this state of
incorruptiblity: as long as the collective consciousness of the Righteous Elect
maintains the pure and perfect estate.
In other words... your trials and tribulation, in this world (now), will have prepared
you with a heart and mind that exemplifies perfect humility before the Father.
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You'll have learned to let Yeshua have the last word - because your soul is the
personification of truth which receives light as nourishment. The 'place of safety' may
be within a containment field but it, being a part of this reality, can be damaged by the
presence of sin - but that will be purged by the time we are translated.
Thus... the 'place of safety' will resemble the Eternal Paradise that we are destined to
inherit - so there will be a sense of wonder at that time as we sup with Yeshua
HaMashiách. I pray the struggle to remain pure and perfect before the Father is made
easy for you as we prepare ourselves for translation.
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THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION
It would appear the 'Measurement Problem' has forced science to include the mystery
religions that speak of aliens and their attempt to 'help' mankind to evolve. This is a
dangerous situation because science is yet to prove the Theory of Evolution (which is
based on the observation of adaptation rather than speciation) is actually true.
This isn't to say it isn't true but, rather, the studies on the subject are not conclusive
enough to determine the authenticity of the theory. There is more information that
says it is not true than there is information that says adaptation is a fact.
For example... science has consistently failed to demonstrate how the genome can
increase in information. They have only been able to determine how the genome
either decreases or rearranges the information already contained.
The Theory of Evolution also states evolution is the process by which we improve, by
natural selection, which means the genome increases its code by natural means and
not intervention by a higher intelligence such as aliens.
The pursuit of trying to determine how we may have evolved by natural means is
noble enough - but to accept the Theory of Evolution is true with the implication
aliens may have intervened in some way completely undermines this noble pursuit
and reduces the scientific credibility to that of a sham.
This post is written to remind people that the scientific pursuit of trying to determine
the authenticity of the Theory of Evolution does not mean we should assume it is
proven true before there is conclusive evidence.
If it is proven true - and aliens do make contact saying they have the ability to
genetically enhance us... we must recognise the fact it was by natural selection we
evolved and not by alien intervention.
This means that even if the theory is proven true - the aliens have to demonstrate how
they intervened in the past because we'll have the proof it was by natural selection and
not alien intervention.
Therefore... if evolution is true - the aliens are lying about their intentions.
If we are unable to determine how natural selection increases the genome we must
consider the fact there was, indeed, an intelligence that created mankind. This means
we should ask ourselves who is this intelligent designer.
Is it the aliens or is it something greater?
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The fact science has discovered the 'Measurement Problem' (which is the discovery of
how light becomes a wave when observed and remains a particle when not observed)
we have seen science venture into theoretical physics which postulate ideas based on
mathematical equations.
These theories have become widely accepted in science but they remain improvable which means science has become a religion – and given the fact we have a situation
where aliens are becoming a heightened area of interest - we are approaching a time
when the whole world is about to face an ultimatum.
To accept the aliens and their offer to evolve and become as they are (being imbued
with immortality) or be considered a hindrance to evolution - and end up executed in
the name of progress. This is because science is willing to accept the mystery
religions that speak of gods (who are the aliens) that assisted mankind in developing
early civilizations.
The problem here is... this new era of mankind is being based on assumptions that
scientific theories (that remain unproven) are already accepted as proven.
This means the ultimatum is going to be based on mass delusion which will most
likely be reinforced by signs and wonders. This page is not interested in religion because it seeks to take a respectful look at the way science is making science fiction
science fact. The scientific community have made it an issue - so we shall include it in
this particular post.
If we are to face a kind of ultimatum when the aliens arrive - it would be wise to
consider the alternative to what the mystery religions have been seeking to establish.
They want to establish a society that subjects everyone to the authority of a ruler - that
will have an intermediary between mankind and the aliens (Ascended Masters).
These Ascended Masters are seeking to create a race of immortal beings from the
gene pool of mankind who have the ability to astral project their conscious presence
into multiple dimensions where they can be as gods in their own realities.
The boundaries between science and fiction, that were previously blurred, are starting
to take shape (and form). Therefore... it would seem all of mankind is being offered
the opportunity to be like gods who live forever. This is where we need to take a step
back and take care not to be seduced by the offer of power and immortality – so we
can look at the situation objectively.
It would seem we can be like God and live forever: under the condition we are in
a society that is subjected to the rule of the Ascended Masters – and they want us to
agree to this offer. This is where scripture takes centre stage because it warns us all
these things would come about.
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For example...
In the Book of Genesis we can see the serpent (which means charmer) made the exact
same offer of godhood and immortality. How ironic it would seem the Ascended
Masters are identified by the ancient religions as serpentine in nature.
Surely... this cannot be mere coincidence.
The scripture also tells us – as it was in the days of Noah... so shall it be in the days of
the coming of the Son of Man.
During the days of Noah - we had a pre-flood and post-flood situation that speaks of
genetic manipulation that corrupted man and the animals... and the emergence of the
mystery religions - that came from Nimrod: who was inspired by his father to
establish the first kingdom using violence (military) subterfuge (politics) and rebellion
(religion) to rule the world.
This is exactly what is happening in the world today - and it also seems too much
of a coincidence the number 666 (which is a human number) is depicting the three
pyramid powers of the military (The Beast) politics (False Prophet) and religion
(Anti-Christ) because each six is represented by the number beneath the equation for
the pyramid.
What is going on?
Well... it's simple... each and everyone is going to be faced with a simple choice:
Those who accept the Mark of the Beast
If you like the way the world has become a place where the peace and immortality
hinges on the promise of a genetic upgrade - you will most likely welcome the
aliens and embrace your destiny (fate).
Those who deny the Mark of the Beast
If you can see how mankind has been lead into a trap: in which the Ascended
Masters have been preparing a society where they will be worshiped as gods - you
will most likely recognise the importance of the seed (DNA) that needs to die
before the soul can be imbued with glory (immortality).
What is the point of this post?
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Science is supposed to be the noble pursuit of truth - and not the crutch for some
religious agenda. This post is written to inform you of what is approaching the world so you are aware of the choices that are forthcoming.
In the end... science cannot save mankind if it seeks answers with extraterrestrial
beings that have an agenda.
This will all boil down to: faith in the resurrection (after death) because scientists are
helping the Ascended Masters to perpetrate this situation with the assistance of
mediums, who channel demonic spirits, to seduce with flattery.
Scientists (of the atheist kind) and the ruling elite will do anything in the name of
progress - so this situation is culminating. Scripture speaks of a great tribulation that
is more terrible than anything that was before - nor will ever be again... and this alien
agenda is at the forefront of this situation.
...and all because the Theory of Evolution is believed to be: proven true.
The Ascended Masters would have us believe we lack the divine element when the
reality is we do. What we do lack is the garments of glory that can only be given to
those who overcome in the Name of God. Yes... immortality is on the horizon.
The question is... do you trust the aliens who have been interfering in the affairs
of mankind - or do you trust Yeshua (Jesus) who laid His life down for you.
They both offer immortality.
The difference is...
The aliens offer it without death of the flesh to live now (which means death of the
spirit). Yeshua offers it after death to live forever after death of the flesh. It all comes
down to faith in the resurrection - because this heaven and earth will pass away which
science has confirmed: because entropy is accelerating.
This means time is running out.
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WHAT DOES SATAN FEAR MOST?
The Truth that satan fears most is:
1) The Name of God (revealed in Christ Yeshua).
2) The Bride of Christ (revealed in the true-church).
3) The Laws of God (that establish the eternal Kingdom of Heaven).
4) The Truth of God (that expose the lies of satan).
If you enter into a debate on (any) church doctrine - you will see how people are
constantly striving to assert the truth as they have understand it: either by what the
apostate church has taught them or by the humble study of scripture under the gentle
guidance of the Holy Spirit.
What is particularly interesting is: those who follow the doctrines of the apostate
church accuse those who studied scripture in humility in pdivate of understanding
scripture with the heart of men - as though 'they' are of the world. These pointless
debates, entertain satan as he watches those who have learned his demonic doctrines
(and think they are truth) argue black and blue they are in truth - when they have been
utterly fooled into believing the lies of satan.
Even those who are in truth have been fooled into thinking they are duty bound to
reveal the truth they have come to understand.
This is because they do not know the Name of God.
The adversary (satan) revels in these debates because as long as people are arguing
they are not abiding in the love of Christ and he knows the subtlety of his lies give
people the impetus to defile the Hallowed Name of God as they fool themselves into
thinking they are doing His Will.
The Name of God is revealed in the way we love one another in Christ when all
are equal with no one raising their head above another. Any doctrine that facilitates a
person to raise their head above another is the defilement of the Hallowed Name of
God. Thus, any doctrine that breathes life into a hierarchy is the allowing the
adversary to establ7sh a presence in the Kingdom of Heaven - and there is no need to
debate the doctrines to know the truth because:
1) Everyone is personally responsible for learning the truth under the guidance of
the Holy Spirit: and Yeshua's Words define the truth and clothe us in glory.
2) God has repeatedly shown in scripture He will act to protect His Hallowed Name,
as and when He deems it necessary - so we are not required to defend His honour.
We are required to abound in the love of Christ.
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Then there is the the Law of God which satan is striving to lead people into thinking it
has been done away with. While the ordinances and sacrifices have been done away
with - we are required to circumcise the heart so the Law of God (while eternally in
place) will not feel a burden.
For example, in the Kingdom of Heaven - everyone will share everything they own:
thus - no one will ever feel the urge to covet anything or steal or lie etc, etc. This then
means the people will live beyond the Law of God - but it is the Law of God that is
the foundation of the Kingdom of Heaven - so it will prevail forever.
The adversary (satan) knows it is easy to pervert this truth to make people believe
the blood of Christ gives them the grace to live in a perpetual state of repentance because the Law of God has been done away with.
It has not been done away with.
By perverting this truth - believers are being lead to walk a life of sin under the
impression it will all be easy when satan (the tempter) is cast into the bottomless pit to
walk a life of righteousness.
They are unaware they are feeding personal habits that will remain with them
after satan has been cast into the bottomless pit: and they will be shocked to discover
the Laws of God will be re-established when Yeshua and His Saints return to usher in
the Kingdom of God.
These are the main things that satan focuses his attention upon to lead people to
destruction - and many will blindly follow him into the lake of fire if they do not take
repentance seriously. This time is for the Children of God to learn how to walk
upright before the Lord so they can stand before Him and give thanks for the patience
and grace that allowed them to perfect their ways.
The adversary (satan) fears the identity of the Bride of God being revealed
because they are the righteous elect who will judge all the world and undo all of his
work. He tends not to bite when this one appears unless it reveals the living glory of
the Father in Heaven - because he knows if he causes a fuss over this: it will open a
can of worms he will not be able to deal with.
For example, he does not want the world to know the word judgement means: the
process by which the creation will be sanctified and the truth will be taught by the
Holy Ones of God as appointed by Yeshua to be Saints that complete the creation.
This denies him the power to turn people away from the truth using fear - just like the
bad shepherd uses a dog to herd sheep. Yahushua is the good shepherd who uses love
to inspire the sheep to follow Him wherever He goes.
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The greatest fear the adversary has is the revealing of the Name of God.
This is one truth - he has never even attempted to debate of discuss because he knows
this is the truth that exposes every false doctrine he has ever devised. This is the one
that totally renders him defeated.
The only thing he can do with this one is remain silent and try to inspire his
demonically possessed lay false accusations to try and discredit them.
However... the angels are given charge to watch over and protect those who are in
Christ whether they know it or not. Now that these things have been made known to
the world: people need to pay particular attention to the righteous receiving the
authority to judge in due time.
If you are reading these posts and wondering what to do: you only need to do one
thing: circumcise your heart. Render your love to the Most High with a genuine desire
to walk upright before Him and He will know how to guide you to overcome in His
Name - so your place in paradise may be secured.
Everything is as it should be in the world - so do not give yourself to alarm or fear:
because the Father loves you with a fervent love that satan cannot even look upon.
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GETTING THE GOAT
There is a popular video game called Fallout 3 which is about survival in a postnuclear world in America.
The game requires the player to go through a series of events which includes taking
the Generalised Occupational Aptitude Test (G.O.A.T) to determine how you fit in to
the vault - which is like an underground micro-city that escaped the nuclear invasion.
After this... the player is required to escape the vault to find their Father.
This is where the game begins as the player roams the wasteland. I quite like this
game - but it was only recently I discovered the Masonic Order have an initiation
where they seek to ride the goat. The fact this game (Fallout 3) features a person
riding a goat - we can safely assume the software company were either instructed to
include this or they are masons.
In any event... there are some important implications, here, I want to highlight.
The initiation involves learning to get your own goat in order to ride it. This is
symbolic of mastering self-control because the idea behind this is: if you have selfcontrol - you're riding your goat which means no one else can 'get your goat'.
This is where the phrase 'get your goat' comes from - and it's clear this means to (win)
pwn someone in an argument. From this we can see... the masons recognise the need
for self-control to win arguments - and this is what we can see is happening all around
us every day.
Even Christians are constantly seeking to assert their understanding of scripture and
they often get angry when people disagree - which means people are getting their
goat. The masons (illuminati) are laughing at them: because they have learned to
restrain themselves feeling confident the system, they have in place, will continue to
indoctrinate people with the demonic doctrines - of all the apostate religions.
This includes satanism and the apostate Christian church and all the other religions
that feed people leaven.
The only way to the Father is to accept Yeshua as the saviour - and circumcise the
heart of the leaven (false doctrines) so we may abound in the love of Christ - which is
to worship the Father in spirit and truth.
That can only be done when we understand how to place the Name of God upon the
forehead - and we actively seek self-sacrifice to overcome in the Name of God www.white-flag-publishing.com
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which we do by fulfilling the Law of God.
Here's the thing...
All this 'get your goat' to have self restraint is completely opposite to what we should
do. The scripture tells us the goat was imbued with the sins and allowed to wander off
into the wilderness.
This was part of the process they were instructed by God to purify Zion - in order to
receive the light into the world - and we are required to follow this tradition by
allowing the goat to go free rather than try to get (and ride) the goat.
This means the masons actively seek to do the opposite and many Christians also seek
to get the goat - when they practice self-restraint in discussions they feel passionate
about. The masons are aware they seek to seize the goat to ride it - so they (like Adam
and Eve) wear an apron, which is symbolic of the fig leaf, to cover their sin.
Christians ought to know better and stop seeking to get the goat because they should
set it free after laying all their sinful ways upon it. The blood of Christ will then wash
them clean so they become spotless.
When the goat is imbued with the sins and is set free - no one can 'get your goat' and
you have nothing to do with sin ever again... which is what the Father requires of us.
The masons are aware they are seeking to sieze control of sin - which may be
influenced by the words, in scripture, that says about sin crouching at the door - and
we should master it - but this does not mean: try to make satan a servant - so we can
practice sin under the delusion it's ok if we master it.
God is saying: we must not let satan rule us by refusing him any access to our
thoughts and ways. That means letting the goat go - not try to capture it and ride it.
How do we let the goat go?
Love.
Love that allows us to worship the Father in spirit and truth is the only way.
If you see your baby playing with a knife - you take it from the baby by giving them
something else: to distract their attention away from the knife. This avoids causing the
baby to get upset - because you've done the right thing in the right way.
A parent does this because they love their child and they try to ensure he or she is
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safe. If you see your child of, say, five playing with a knife - you ask them to give you
the knife saying they are too young to play with it.
They may wish to continue to play with it, and pout, but at five or six they understand
you know best so they hand it over. This is the right thing to do at this age - because
love is at play here again.
By the age of ten or eleven the situation changes to explaining how it might hurt them
so they understand it is better not to play with the knife. At twelve or thirteen - the
situation changes again to simply giving a warning so the child exercises some
common sense.
Though you may remain watchful until you feel confident they are able to have the
knife and remain safe with it. Now... the point I'm making here, if you don't already
know, is: there are different ways of dealing with situations which require
understanding to administer the correct method of teaching (ministering).
This is the situation - regarding the way we must learn to appreciate how to minister
the Word of God. If I was speaking to a youngster about the dangers of sexual
immorality - I could explain how they need to be aware of the dangers involved with
developing obsessive behaviour.
Whereas... if I was to speak with a person who is caught in the snare of pornography it would require a different set of skills to explain their need to repent of each type of
behaviour until they are free of the spirit of lust.
Let us consider a recently baptised Christian who is still struggling with being
sexually immoral. Technically... they should stop all sexual immorality before
baptism - but they can be baptised again after they overcome.
...so there's no need to be judgemental.
The first thing they need to do is recognise the types of sinful behaviour. Say they
recognise five but cannot see another five things: which means they have ten - but
they will only recognise five.
If they recognise they have five but cannot see the other five - the teacher must
understand the only way they will ever recognise the other five is when they start to
repent of the ones they are aware of.
The problem, then, is: they will come to four and realise there's another - which brings
it back to five in their perception. This will make them feel disheartened and they may
wonder how many more there are.
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This is where the teacher has to understand how to maintain their keen interest in the
process of sanctification. These are the kind of things the anointed Son of Man will
learn about during the final three and a half year ministry of Yeshua in the place of
safety.
In Conclusion
It is not necessary to prove a point, in an argument, because all things will be revealed
in due time - what is important is: to not seek to ride the goat - but to let it go after it
is imbued with the sin in the heart.
This is when we deny satan access into the heart and mind and temptation becomes
less frequent with each time we deny satan - until in the end we can say: "satan has no
place in me," which basically means we are ready to receive our garments of glory.
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURE TIME LINES
Al Bielek chronicles his adventures in two future times - after the Philadelphia
Experiment went wrong. The Philadelphia Experiment was intended to provide stealth
for warships, during the war, and involved several prominent scientists such as Albert
Einstein and Nikola Tesla.
This means the government was only interested in stealth and not time travel.
...or were they?
The scientists involved may have been (well) aware: the activation of high
electromagnetic fields has an effect on space-time because the videos surrounding this
experiment featured these men discussing time travel.
Perhaps this is merely the ego of the scientists latching on to the result because Al
and Duncan, the two service men who leapt overboard, have come forward with an
extraordinary account of visiting the future.
The government may have been inspired by the a model ship being made invisible but
they, probably, called in Tesla and Einstein as an afterthought. The ability to make a
model ship vanish was already proven - therefore: they had no reason to call in an
inventor and a theoretical physicist (that specialises in space time).
The government were able to get the backing of congress for stealth technology but they used this to initiate a covert experiment in time travel.
The account given by Bielek may sound incredible, it is consistent on many levels –
so let us assume the account is 100% accurate and examine the implications of such a
situation in relation to the scriptures.
Bielek describes what happened after he jumped overboard and woke up in a
hospital - where the only difference he noticed was the television was in colour. He
then goes on to say he suspected something was not right and asked for a map of the
world - and it was then he noticed things had changed dramatically.



Rising seas submerged coastal cities.
Various earthquakes levelled mountains.

These things are all prophesied in scripture.
Bielek then talks about the way society is maintained by artificial intelligence: where
a crystal based computer keeps everything running smoothly – in floating cities –
thereby all forms of government, we have seen in the past, no longer exist.
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Now... if this isn't outlandish - Bielek, being a person hungry for answers, ends up
meeting a group called 'The Wingmakers'. These people are the ones who built the
new society with technology that includes time-travel. This sounds like a Hollywood
movie about the Lost City of Atlantis.
Bielek later explains how these people have travelled back in time to change history citing the way the south, who were winning the war, ended up losing the war - which
led to America becoming a superpower – and if this isn't incredible enough - he then
talks about „aliens‟ being involved.
This is enough to make your head spin... but let us try to sift through this maze and
see what we can find. The name 'Wingmakers' invokes thoughts of the Righteous
Elect teaching people how to walk in the ways of the Lord - because this physical
reality is where we are required to birth into the spirit and grow, in truth, in the image
of God. I'm not claiming this is the case - but it does make one wonder: why would
they call themselves by this name?
They could have chosen any name.
It is possible they called themselves this because of the medical symbol of the two
snakes rising up a pole toward a light with wings – which would explain why they call
themselves 'Wingmakers'.
The Ascended Masters have, apparently, been involved in guiding mankind in a
desperate struggle - which is depicted as the two serpents climbing up a pole - toward
a more enlightened consciousness.
This is New Age philosophy and because the mystery religions (secret sects) have
held to these beliefs - it lends weight to the validity of their argument. This kind of
story, by Bielek, adds an incredible insight to the possibility this is real – because he
mentions the new society is maintained at 500 million: which is the same figure
written upon the Georgia Stones.
Therefore... the Wingmakers are either the anointed elect ushering in the Kingdom of
Heaven or they are the illuminati trying to maintain the social order - they have been
dreaming of for eons. Then... we have the details of aliens, Bielek indicates are not to
be trifled with. Let us not forget: scripture makes it clear the serpent must be raised as
it was when Moses placed a serpent on a pole for the Son of Man to return.
The question here is, is this scripture describing the two snakes climbing the pole?
Here we see... man is striving to attain spiritual enlightenment and immortality
(without the need for grace) whereas scripture tells us, the serpent will be lifted up.
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The Reprobate Angels (aliens) know about this, so they have done everything they
can to obscure the process by which we come to the full knowledge of the Father.
What is interesting is... Bielek tells us the Wingmakers have essentially succeeded
in creating a society that is happy and successful. However... their society lacks any
innovative kind of thinking or action – because people are content and do not feel the
need to express such things. This simply sounds like cannabis will be legalised.
Anyway... this is where we can discern who these people are - because the scripture
describes this as a good thing: but the Wingmakers describe this as a bad thing –
primarily because they feel society cannot continue to survive unless it is innovative:
never mind the fact they have probably crossed every frontier such as deep space
exploration (including dimension traversal).
This a slam-dunk they are the illuminati and not the Righteous Elect. Therefore... the
Wingmakers (Ascended Masters) are the Reprobate Angels spoken of in scripture and
not benevolent aliens with only our best interests at heart.
The account Bielek gives discusses the time period 2137, in which we see a world
prior to the prophetic events trying to reshape itself, and 2749 where a group, calling
themselves the Wingmakers, have succeeded in establishing the New World Order.
Bielek is unable to explain why or how he was able to visit the two time periods –
but it seems evident the reason why is because the Wingmakers saw an opportunity to
take him on this journey because the Philadelphia Experiment would become high
profiled enough to capture the imagination of open minded people.
Their intention was to set the stage for the world to become aware of a future that is
different to the one explained in scripture (but still contained similar variances in
prophecy). Bielek tells us there is no government, as we currently understand
government are in Earth's history; but that does not mean there is no government.
He explains how people remain within boundaries of acceptable behaviour – and
anyone who steps outside ends up in front of this computer for judgement.



Misdemeanours are given a telling off.
Fellons are either rehabilitated or terminated.

This rarely ever happens because everyone is happy – and if they were not: people
were free to leave. This is a form of governance.
To clarify Bielek... I think he meant there was no formal political structure (type of
government) but there is the rule of law (which has a New World Order worship of
humanistic values).
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He said this socialist type of society was very successful because people were happy but there was the problem of people not being motivated to achieve anything.
This... clearly indicates the Wingmakers are the illuminati elite – because they
value progress: given the fact they believe in evolution.
Furthermore... the fact Bielek saw two societies (deliberately) we can see – they are
trying to encourage as many people as possible to accept the New Age religion that
came from the mystery religions.
Now... assuming this account is true... where is the Son of Man in all this?
Here's what I can see.
The Son of Man is currently „being lifted up‟ as people begin to realise the apostate
church and religion has caused no end of problems in the world. This is the serpent
„being raised up‟ as people learn how to walk in the ways of the Lord and not defile
His Name in all that they do.
This is leading up to the great tribulation, which is when sin will be sacrificed just
as Yeshua, who took on the sins in the world, was sacrificed. The early Christians
were thrown to the lions whereas the late Christians will be beheaded.
This is the serpent being raised - as foreshadowed by Moses in the wilderness because
tribulation is the time of purification when a Christian can forgive their oppressors.
This will take place during the terrible afflictions Bielek spoke of (but was ambiguous
on the details - because the New World Order will cover up the great tribulation).
Scripture tells us the Son of Man will return after all these things have taken place
- during a time when people think there is peace.
Bielek was specific about the fact these cities had peace.
If we consider the possibility our Father has ordained the society Bielek describes...
there is no way – the lack of innovation would be considered a problem.
What we have here (assuming the account is true) is an insight into the world the
elite are attempting to create and – it is quite feasible they succeed because our Father
recognises the need to let all these things take place.
The main reason why is... He wants everyone to see the effect of sin in the world: and
how it ultimately fails to achieve true happiness. Therefore, Bielek is not describing
the Kingdom of God – because Eternal Paradise has no problems, with anything, ever.
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There will be no need for any computer (crystal based technology or otherwise)
because every person will have overcome in the Name of God.
A person who overcomes has no need to worry about any law because the act of
loving your neighbour as yourself is how we are to love the Father with all the heart
and soul – and that is the personification of the truth (fulfilment of the Law of God).
What might happen is: when Yeshua does return... He will use the things already in
place to edify people to the Kingdom of Heaven.
When I consider the things Bielek says... I wonder if this is a deliberate attempt to
bolster the agenda of the illuminati (which Bielek is unaware of) - or if it is the last
desperate attempt of satan to seek redemption – by trying to create a society that does
have innovation and progress – while he (being the consciousness of the crystal based
computer) remains in control.
After all... isn't that the spirit of human adventure?
I feel sad for satan in many ways - because he has never had the ability to be creative.
Even after he achieves complete dominion over the whole world – it would seem – he
remains devoid of that ability.
This is something for everyone to consider - because if this account is true: it doesn't
negate the scripture in any way. If anything... it underlines scripture.
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A LOOK AT PROPHECY - A BRIEF OUTLINE
The end will quickly unfold when:
Matthew 24:15 (ESV)
So when you see the abomination of desolation spoken of by the prophet
Daniel, standing in the holy place (let the reader understand).
The question is... where is the holy place and what is the abomination of desolation?
Most would say it is Jerusalem, or the temple in Jerusalem: however, some have
postulated the city has been defiled ever since the Romans occupied the land. Some
might argue when Pontius Pilate was made ruler of Jerusalem, this was the moment
we could see the abomination of desolation standing in the holy place.
However, Daniel refers to the 'abomination that makes desolate' - so we are looking to
see a person or object (probably an idol) defiling the temple which causes people to
flee the holy place.
Daniel 11:31 (ESV)
Forces from him shall appear and profane the temple and fortress, and shall
take away the regular burnt offering. And they shall set up the abomination
that makes desolate.
The regular burnt offering was taken away with when the Romans destroyed the
temple in Jerusalem. However, the city was not made desolate at this time so this is a
type and shadow of things yet to come. This means we are looking to a situation when
people will flee the 'holy place' when they see the temple has been defiled.
The world today is very different from the way it was in the time of Pontius Pilate
- because everyone is aware (now) the region is a tinder-box that is ready to ignite
World War III and most know of the awesome power of nuclear weapons.
This means something will happen to make people see an abomination has defiled the
temple; and it is easy to see how many millions will flee (in this modern day) causing the holy place to become desolate -- indeed.
To understand how things will transpire – we must know where the locations of the
lost tribes are – because this allows us to obtain perspective on the situation.
If we look to Genesis 48-50, Jacob describes the lands where the sons will settle.
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Genesis 49:13 (NKJV)
Zebulun shall dwell by the haven of the sea; He shall become a haven for
ships, And his border shall adjoin Sidon.
This verse describes Holland.
This, then, means we can ascertain where the lost tribes are:






Ephraim is Britain
Manasseh is America
Ruben is France
Dan is Ireland and / or Denmark
Levi is Wales and so forth.

Given the fact these nations have settled to the four corners of the world - we know
the promises made by God to Abraham having ownership and dominion over the
whole world has come true. Britain, being the most prominent, was known as the
Union of Jacob – which is where the name 'Union Jack' has come from.
The phrase, 'You don't know Jack' was coined; as a mark of disrespect to the 'House
of Jacob' (the British people all over the world) as to who they really are.
This then means the 'holy place' is the hearts of the descendants of Abraham that have
covered the whole face of the earth. The abominator that desolates could be when an
atheist Jew acquires the power of Judah – which is the British prime minister – who
(falsely) claims to be an atheist or Catholic because he does not recognise any god
worshiped by the multitude (see Daniel 11:37).
He will then be responsible for setting up the idol in Jerusalem, which causes the
holy place to become desolate, or establishing a means to worship an idol of the heart
at a spiritual level.
This could also be when all the religions of the world are (ecumenically) established
and recognised as the only religion. We cannot flee from our own hearts however –
we can flee from the sin of the world that is causing us to be defiled:
Revelation 18:4 (NKJV)
And I heard another voice from heaven saying, "Come out of her, my people,
lest you share in her sins, and lest you receive of her plagues".
The abomination of desolation is of one mind with the beast:
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Daniel 11:37 (NKJV)
He shall regard neither the God of his fathers nor the desire of women, nor
regard any god; for he shall exalt himself above them all.
This is describing the Masonic Illuminati who allow all initiates to worship whatever
they want – because they consider all other gods beneath the god they worship.
This, Masonic Order thinking is the image of satan.
Revelation 17:13 (NKJV)
These are of one mind, and they will give their power and authority to the beast.
The beast is the might of the adversary to cause people to stray from the truth (true
knowledge of God) - that is personified in the agenda of the Illuminati – Masoinc
Order.
Daniel 11:40 (ESV)
At the time of the end, the king of the south shall attack him, but the king of
the north shall rush upon him like a whirlwind, with chariots and horsemen,
and with many ships.
King of the South is: Media and Persia (Egypt, and the Libyans and the Cushites which includes Iran and Iraq etc: Muslim Caliphate origin) and the King of the North
is: Greece (Europe - Britain – America etc: False-Jew illuminati origin).
To put a finer point on it: Ishmael vs. Israel
They have been goaded, by the illuminati (King of the North), to draw Christians and
Muslims into a conflict with one another because a World War III will drive people to
such despair they will accept the rule of the elite without question.
The adversary (satan) has exploited the weakness God said of Ishmael's presence:
Genesis 16:12 (NKJV)
He shall be a wild man; His hand shall be against every man, And every man's
hand against him. And he shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren.
Surely, we can learn to love one another as brothers.
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The Masonic Order say peace, peace, to lull the initiates - but they are raging wolves
in sheep‟s clothing - giving honour to the adversary of the true loving God of Israel
(the creator of life eternal and joy). The illunimati worship the false hateful - fallen angel (the creator of death eternal and destruction).
Daniel 11:41 (NKJV)
He (King of the North) shall also enter the Glorious Land, and many countries
shall be overthrown; but these shall escape from his hand: Edom, Moab, and
the prominent people of Ammon.
Edom, Moab and Ammon are: Russia, China and Arabia.
Daniel 11:42-43 (NKJV)
He shall stretch out his hand against the countries, and the land of Egypt shall
not escape. He shall have power over the treasures of gold and silver, and
over all the precious things of Egypt; also the Libyans and Ethiopians shall
follow at his heels.
Here we see a situation where the King of the North is allowing the gentile nations are
given immunity to his fury while he goes against the King of the South.
Daniel 11:44-45 (NKJV)
But news from the east and the north shall trouble him; therefore he shall go
out with great fury to destroy and annihilate many. And he shall plant the
tents of his palace between the seas and the glorious holy mountain; yet he
shall come to his end, and no one will help him.
This news will be the moment when the Christ returns.
This just goes to show how the beast will be caught off-guard as he goes about the
business of destroying the world and its inhabitants. The verses preceding these by
Daniel – describe the resurrection and gives a brief outline of the events that are given
more substance in Revelation.
This then shows that there is much more going to happen after the return of the
Lord so we should be watchful of His return and ready to continue the task of
assisting the Christ returned.
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The Scroll of God
We are given the account of the journey John takes to heaven and while he grieves
over the fact no one was worthy to take the scroll from the throne of God - the angel,
with him, tells him to take note the Lion of Judah (who is Yahushua) was found
worthy.
Then he observes what happens as each seal, of which there are seven, is broken.
1) Seal One
A white horse with a rider wearing a crown and carrying a bow came forth
conquering.
This is describing the people who have conquered lands to establish their own
kingdoms. People like: Pharaoh; Xerxes; Alexander the Great; Caesar; Alfred the
Great, etc
This has continued from the beginning right up to modern times when we saw people
like: Napoleon Bonaparte and Adolf Hitler etc.
The bow is symbolic of the use of weapons to secure kingship that is depicted by the
crown.
2) Seal Two
A bright red horse with a rider that was permitted to take peace came forth - so people
would kill one another. This shows us the people that conquered to establish
kingdoms were not able to secure real, lasting, peace.
Perhaps this is because a new conqueror was on the horizon or those who established
themselves as rulers were unable to maintain order and true justice under their rule.
If we look to history we can see that both of these have been the case - even when
Rome declared 'Pax Romana' (which means world order) would have had problems
within and without their borders.
3) Seal Three
A black horse carrying a set of scales - and a voice using merchant terminology and
desire to protect oil and wine.
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This is when history has observed the establishment of economic activity which has
been used to empower those who have established kingdoms.
Wine was used in the ancient times to ensure slaves would maintain the status quo as
the empowered built their kingdoms. Oil is used in the modern times to ensure the
lower class maintains the economic balance as the empowered build their kingdoms.
4) Seal Four
A pale horse with a rider named Death rides out and Hades followed it.
This is the one that shows how sin, that has matured, in the world - when lawlessness
abounds denies people the opportunity to eternal life.
This is because the first four horsemen have established the presence of evil in the
world - because power structure is the essence of evil and people become conditioned
to accept it as normal and even necessary.
When people think in these terms - death and hell comes swiftly because they are
unable to appreciate truth - love and light.
This is primarily because - they, having been conditioned and indoctrinated, are
convinced the world can only function if there are hierarchies that allow men to rule
one over another. They place their trust in the 'hierarchy' that (are supposed to) allow
men of honour to lead them to improved lifestyles - not realizing the hierarchy is the
cause of all the problems.
5) Seal Five
The martyred, at the throne, cry out for vengeance but are told to wait a little while
longer.
Although this may appear to be a simple statement - it does offer some insight into the
fact the martyrs were denied the opportunity to life in the world as we see it now which suggests: having a soul (which is when the flesh and spirit are together in the
body) is preferable to being in the spirit, alone, by the throne of God.
Many are under the impression the goal is to be in heaven with God - but here we see
people - who have exactly that - are not happy they were denied their opportunity to
life in this world.
God's greatest achievement is the way the spiritual body and the physical body are
brought together to create the soul.
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In our current state we have fallen into sin and in need of glorification, as Yahushua
was glorified, if we are to return to our perfect state as the Father intended us to be.
The martyred are in the spiritual bodies without their physical bodies awaiting the day
God will give them new physical bodies - so they may be glorified as Yahushua was:
after they have their souls restored.
This is to say: though it may be preferable to retain your soul, as it is now (so it can be
glorified in death at the appointed time), it will require an extraordinary amount of
trust in the Father to give you a new physical body if your current soul is destroyed
and your spiritual body is consigned to be with the other martyrs.
...and many more will join these martyrs.
6) Seal Six
This is when the world will experience: earthquakes, blackening sun, blood moon,
falling stars and falling figs in a gale.
It is interesting to note how this seal has suddenly moves from the spiritual to the
physical - considering the previous seal was about the martyrs that are in the spiritual
crying out for the restoration of their physical presence.
The first physical manifestation is a great earthquake.
The world has been experiencing earthquakes since the birth of planet earth.
However, Yahushua told us there would be earthquakes in divers places. In other
words... we will see earthquakes in places we wouldn't normally expect to see
earthquakes.
This speaks of a great earthquake - which may affect the whole earth. Perhaps... a
massive shudder - as the foundations of heaven are shaken.
The next physical manifestations are - the sun turning black and the full moon
becoming blood red and stars falling from the sky. This will most likely follow the
great earthquake to make sure the inhabitants of the whole earth are under no illusion
the great Day of the Lord is upon them.
The next thing we are told is the figs fall from the tree in the gale.
This is a rather subtle reference to the elect that are fearful of these events and many
begin to fall for satan's lies - unaware they are being deceived.
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Upon seeing these terrible things - they may be drawn to the false doctrines of the
apostate church who are able to offer some reassurance of these events. What is
interesting here is the way this seal takes us to physical events, in the beginning, then
returns to the spiritual allegory: of figs (elect) and gale (satan's fury) toward the end.
Then returns to the physical describing how every person king and servant alike were
filled with dread - and in terror pleaded for the mountains to cover them: so they
might hide from the Day of the Lord that has come.
The scripture then has a kind or interlude before it continues on to the seventh seal to
give an overview of the first six seals.
The first thing that happens is:
The four angels that stood at the four corners of the world were holding back the four
winds - and an angel rising from the sun told them not to harm the vegetation as they
held back the four winds.
This tells us the task of holding back the four winds required the kind of effort that
may cause damage if they are not careful.
This is the first indication of the Most High beginning to exert His direct influence over His creation. This means all the previous things that happened - such as
earthquakes etc were the result of sin's influence upon the world. The command to not
harm the vegetation clearly indicates the Father is beginning to focus His attention
upon those who have caused sin to grow in the world.
The first four seals confirms this - where it stipulates they (the four horsemen) were
permitted to kill with the sword and famine and pestilence and even wild beasts. It's as
if the Father has decided to let the world see the effect of letting sin grow to maturity.
The word 'permitted' does not mean it is His Will that sin should become so prevalent
in the world.
The Father has a gracious nature of letting His children see what happens when they
do not obey His commands. He has consistently done this through history and often
declared what would happen if disobedience continues.
The first six seals are clearly representative of the first six days of creation - which
leads up to the last day which is the period of sanctification. The angels are required
to ensure the sea and the land (with its vegetation) is not harmed until the servants of
God have been sealed.
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...and the number of the sealed are 144,000 who are from the nation of Israel including 12,000 from each tribe (not just the Jews who are of the tribe of Judah).
We are then told about the great multitude from all nations who believed in Yahushua
were standing before the throne of God. The angels and the elders (Son's of Abraham)
began to praise the Most High - which suggests He made an appearance.
Now this is where it gets interesting.
The Most High (creator of all things) appears and the first thing that happens - after
all worship and praise the Father - is: one of the elders asked John who are the people
dressed in white robes.
John tells the elder - "Sir, you know."
Then the elder tells John: they are the ones that have come out of the tribulation and
been washed clean in the blood of the Lamb of God.
In other words Christians that held onto their faith unto death.
What is so interesting here (other than the fact a humble question was asked when the
Most High appeared) is: the children of light were identified.
...and that was the moment they received their eternal reward for their faith in
Yahushua and their trust in the Father.
The elder goes on to say these are the ones who will hunger no more or thirst no more
as they partake of the living waters of life.
They receive the glorified body of light as they are prepared for the arrival of
paradise.
INTERLUDE
Up until now... satan has had his run - and now it is God's turn to respond - to deal
with the sin (once and for all) and restore all things.
What we must keep in mind here is - the Father wants everyone to come to repentance
to maximize the number of children that will enter into paradise.
The 144,000 are righteous ones but the multitude (in robes) will need instruction on
the truth - thus the 144,000 (saints) will work with the multitude while the final
chapter unfolds on earth.
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...the aim of which will be to bring the haughty and proud to repentance - be they
believers and non-believers.
7) Seal Seven
When the seventh seal is opened there is, initially, a silence in heaven for one hour which is one year on earth. There is nothing to explain what this signifies. However,
this may be a reference to the beast being granted a short time when he can declare
peace in the world.
Scripture makes it clear this is a false peace - thus we can determine the Father is
allowing those who have chosen the ways of the world to experience relative peace
(where they can have the clarity of mind to contemplate what is going on).
The moment a person is at the threshold - between falling into the abyss or
overcoming in the Name of God - they experience a moment of profound clarity. The
Father has put this in place to ensure everyone has a fair chance to repent and turn
back to Him.
Thus, the world (His whole creation) will have this moment (opportunity to
overcome).
It would be fitting for the Most High to make provision to collect those who realize
their error and repent - because the shepherd will gather in those that are lost (if they
call to Him) - because what follows is - hell on earth: which precede the establishment
of the Kingdom of God.
First of all... the seven angels that stand before the throne of God are given a trumpet
each and another angel came and stood before the altar with a censer. The censer
contained the prayers of the saints - and this was cast upon the earth like thunder and
lightning.
What is happening here is... all the saints that have been wronged by the wicked will
see their oppressors receive their reward. It's as if each prayer reveals who is who that
is deserving of the wrath to come as the seven angels prepared to blow their trumpets
- even though the prayers have been requests these people repent that they may share
in the life to come.
1) Trumpet One
Hail and fire, mixed with blood, is thrown upon the earth and a third of vegetation is
burned up.
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Here we see the return to the duality of the spiritual and the physical being spoken in
the same allegorical description - in definitive terms.
For example - an angel blowing a trumpet (spiritual) and the effect it has on earth
(physical).
This time though, unlike the four horsemen, the effect of the spiritual activity is the
direct result of the Will of God.
2) Trumpet Two
Something like a mountain is thrown into the sea - a third of which became blood and
killed a third of the creatures in the sea and a third of the ships were destroyed.
'Something like a mountain' seems to suggest the failed attempt of man to establish
righteous government in the world.
This then is symbolic in nature because the sea represents the inhabitants of the whole
earth. Thus, a third of the wicked will be killed along with the vessels that empowered
them.
The verse uses the word 'creatures of the sea' to describe the wicked: because only the
righteous are described as people. God sees those who are of sin, and darkness, as
beasts and creatures - not worth of the description of man or woman or child etc.
This may not sound nice or politically correct - then again: we are describing the
Wrath of God here.
3) Trumpet Three
A falling star called Wormwood (which means poison) falls from the sky and pollutes
one third of the sea.
This appears to be the false prophet (or spirit of the false prophet) that leads many
astray. The verse describes the star falling upon the rivers and the living waters like a
blazing flame.
This is when the Father in heaven sends a great delusion (as He promised He would
unto the rebellious) to cause them to stumble.
...by unleashing the rebellious angels (that have become demons) to spread their false
doctrine causing the righteous church to become apostatized.
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This then is how the living waters have been poisoned.
Although many of the doctrines of the church have their origins in pagan beliefs - the
focus has always been on the one who offered Himself up as a sacrifice: thus... there
may be error present in the church - but the hearts of many Christians is that of
pursuing humility.
...and that glorifies the Hallowed Name of God.
However, we read in Isaiah where the stork (which is an unclean animal) gathering
her young and returning them to her home.
This is a reference to the apostate church establishing itself in Babylon under the
guise of Christianity - but everything about the religion becomes wholly pagan.
This is the living waters being poisoned - because the moment the truth is perverted the life-giving properties are polluted.
It is interesting to note the word Chernobyl (in Russian) means Wormwood - and may
signify the exact date this trumpet was blown.
However... it would be more prudent to note how this trumpet is the process by which
the Word of God has been polluted - from the early establishment of the Roman
Catholic Church.
...which introduced the false doctrines of pagan faiths and abandonment of the Feasts
of the Lord - we see in Christianity today.
4) Trumpet Four
The sun, moon and stars are darkened - then come the calls of woe.
...and rightly so too.
This trumpet tells all of mankind the Day of the Lord has arrived.
Few (if any) people have understood the significance of this scroll - simply expecting
the sun, moon, stars suddenly losing a third of their light at some point in the future.
What comes to mind here is the parable of the 'thief in the night' that Yahushua spoke
of when the Day of the Lord arrives.
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A thief is someone who will take that which is valuable - and the only thing that has
any true value in the world is that which emanates the light of the Most High.
Thus, this trumpet is declaring those who walk in the ways of the Father will be
gathered up - and taken to a place where they will be nourished for a time, times and
half a time.
The words time, times and half a time is three and a half years.
The prophecies tell us Yahushua will minister for seven years - but He was cut off
half way through when He had only completed three and a half years. This trumpet,
then, tells us: He intends completing the seven year prophecy in the place of safety
when the little flock is brought to Him.
The little flock are the one third of the light that are currently shining in the world.
These are the people who are in truth and are the only hope mankind has while we are
allowed to try and govern ourselves.
When they are removed the woe is deeply relevant because the last hope of mankind
has gone - until Yahushua returns.
This is because the remaining two thirds are unable to recognise how satan is
deceiving the whole world.
Even though - those who are in truth have told them. The leaven has caused them to
stumble and fall into snares (believing false doctrines).
The woes are directed toward these people because it is clear they genuinely wish to
love the Father with all their hearts as commanded by God - but they partook of the
leaven.
These people will witness the result of evil - which is the failure to seek the Father in
heaven with due diligence - so they will not be so quick to declare their own wisdom
(the teachings of the apostate church) as truth.
Many of these will be in the first resurrection (those dressed in white robes before the
throne of God) because they will have been prepared to heed the teachings of those in
truth - the little flock who are one tenth of the 144,000 (and those they work with;
who are - the remaining 144,000 - the elect that rise up to meet Yahushua when they
return with the Alpha and Omega).
These figures can be found in scripture where it says one tenth of the Manna (Law of
God) was placed into the Ark of the Covenant.
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This was a foreshadow of the place of safety (Ark of the Covenant) and the little flock
who are one tenth of the 144,000 (Manna).
In the meantime - before they return...
5) Trumpet Five
A star falls from heaven and is given the key to the bottomless pit.
This one is the mind-bender of all the ages.
The star is an angel that is permitted to make the lives of those who do not have the
seal of God a real bad time.
Some have tried to say this is Yahushua doing the Will of God because it seems to
suggest this angel is trying to teach those who are not of God a lesson or two.
Implying this is the Will of God.
However, if we look to the Book of Job - we see how the Most High uses satan to
achieve a similar goal. In the Book of Job, the Father allows satan to torment Job with
many afflictions - but commands satan not to kill him.
With this trumpet - an angel falls from heaven: to torment those who do not have the
seal of God upon their foreheads - but the angel is commanded not to kill these
people.
If the Book of Job is a shadow of this trumpet - we need to understand exactly what
the story of Job was about. As it turns out - the answer to the Book of Job is stipulated
by Job himself in the beginning. After the first affliction strikes he says: "That which I
feared most has come upon me."
Here, he is admitting his relationship with God is flawed because if it was right - he
would have no fears. Of course, the story goes on to say that Job (who genuinely
wishes to love the Lord with all his heart) had issues of pride - which gave rise to
leaven (within his soul).
This can be seen as those who were not given the seal of God. The Father in heaven is
obviously of a mind to teach these people - pride is not acceptable.
The good news is - those who have a genuine wish to love the Father with all their
hearts will emerge from this torment to receive their reward in heaven.
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Just as the Book of Job describes satan as a real being; the reference to the star falling
from heaven is telling us satan has been trapped in the lower realm of physical form.
The words 'falling from heaven' tells us things have changed for him - for example the
seal given to the loyal servants means satan and his demons can no longer tempt these
people. These are the people who have overcome in the Name of God and are sat on
the throne with Yahushua.
A seal is something that stops something from entering or leaving a container.
Scripture has described the body as a kind of container thus where it stipulates 'let the
wicked remain wicked and the holy remain holy' - we are being informed the ability
the angels (in the spirit form) have to enter a person [like possession] is no longer
functional.
A demonic spirit will seek to obtain a foothold and establish a place of permanent
residence within a person - whereas the Holy Spirit will only enter a soul to assist in
the understanding of scripture then depart until the person requires further guidance.
This, then, shows the doors are open or closed and it is each person's responsibility to
ensure the only spirit that enters is the Holy Spirit when they are in need of guidance.
We have the ability, while we are in the flesh, to let the spirits in or keep them out but satan will be in possession of the keys to those who are in utter darkness (the
bottomless pit) when he is cast out of heaven.
He will only be able to enter or leave (as he so desires) the souls of those who are of
the darkness - and these people will torment those who do not have the seal of God.
The demonic spirits: being able to move from person to person who accepts them will no longer possess the power to roam to and fro as described in scripture.
However... satan will be able to move among those in darkness - because he has the
key to the bottomless pit. Effectively, this means these people will experience a
complete lack of control and be totally helpless to stop the puppeteer.
The reason why I am describing this is - people need to know: the Four Horsemen
were spirits who gained access (to cause all the problems they have been causing) by
entering the souls of those who were unaware they were puppets.
Toward the end, people will become more and more aware of these things as the veil
is lifted - thus there will be more of an emphasis on judgment upon those who
willfully walk in darkness.
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This is why Revelation is more inclined to speak of these spirits by reference in the
beginning then character toward the end.
Although the woes are directed toward those who are leavened, those who are in
darkness are in such a bad situation - the Most High doesn't even reference their
torment.
They are described as a black smoke rising.
The Most High doesn't even care about how these people might be suffering under the
control of demons. It's as if the Most High wants to let everyone see... he is serious
about the business of bringing children to the Kingdom of God - and only those who
walk in His ways will be accepted.
Thus, all the world is continually called to repentance.
6) Trumpet Six
The four angels are released to kill one third of mankind.
The bible scholars have tried to say this is when the Four Horsemen are sent out. Thus
they have been called: The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse - which has given rise
to the word 'apocalypse' being seen as a kind of end times annihilation which they call
Armageddon.
While it is true this trumpet describes an end of the world scenario - the word
'apocalypse' actually means 'lifting of the veil' and the word 'Armageddon' comes
from the word 'Megiddo' where, the scholars believed, the final showdown would take
place.
As it turns out - even that is incorrect because scripture says Megiddo is where the
armies of the whole world will gather as they prepare to march on the Holy City of
Jerusalem.
...and this trumpet does not reference Zion.
During the fifth trumpet: the terror experienced by the leavened is so horrific - even
Death flees from them. However, they are now able to die by the hand of the four
angels that were bound ready for the hour, the day, the month and the year.
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This phase speaks of people refusing to repent - thus the four angels have instructions
to target the worst of people (who would never repent in a million years) in order to
let other people who might repent and turn to the Lord.
This tells us the Most High is (even at this time) still gracious enough to offer people
the opportunity to repent.
John describes the troops, that are the four angels, in great detail - but the people
refuse to give up idolatry. If anyone saw what John described - people would most
surely stop worshiping idols (for a short time at least - given that fear cannot perfect a
person).
Thus, we have some confirmation the things Johns sees are deeply spiritual in nature
and not actual horsemen or chariots etc.
When the sixth trumpet is blown - a third of mankind will die by:
1) Fire
2) Smoke
3) Sulphur
These are what destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah.
If we look to the story of Sodom and Gomorrah - we are reminded of the sexual
immorality that lead to their destruction.
While there may be sexual immorality present in the world today - this particular
trumpet speaks about people refusing to repent of their idolatrous wicked ways including sexual immorality.
The Most High stipulated He would destroy Sodom and Gomorrah: for His Name's
sake and we have the account of Abraham pleading with the Most High to try and
save his brother Lot from destruction.
Thus, we can see the four angels are sent out to kill one third of mankind because He
feels His Hallowed Name is under threat from idol worship.
...and there will be someone pleading for the Lord to spare the world because they
know they have family members that might be killed by these plagues (as they are
called).
Is this you? Are you concerned for family members?
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If so... do not worry... for the Most High will visit those you are concerned for, and
show them how to avoid the plagues to come.
This is the 'call to get out of her' lest they share in the plague to come - which is
prepared for the apostate church who value iniquity above everything else.
Indeed, this trumpet stipulates - the idolaters refused to stop worshipping gold and
silver.
...and the plagues will come upon the merchants - of which the apostate church
(Whore of Babylon) is associated with.
The word that comes to mind is: Illuminati.
...or Freemasons who are businessmen that have any faith (even Christianity with its
false doctrines) as a required means of entry. However, a woman in scripture is
usually symbolic of that which gives birth to religion - be it righteous or unrighteous.
In this case we see the woman, who is called the Whore of Babylon, being destroyed
and the world laments the loss of all the merchants. This means the church and
corporation are seen as one and the same because they have merged in their ways.
The four angels lay this woman and her children (who are all the various
denominations) to waste and the call to get out of her is the call to repent of all the
false doctrines.
A false doctrine is anything that facilitates a man to a position of authority over others
- which is the defilement of the Hallowed Name of God.
INTERLUDE
The Angel and the Little Scroll
John heard the sound of seven thunders - and was told not to write what he heard. It is
entirely possible the number of people who come to understand these things may be
the very thing that rumbles like thunder as the 'mighty angel' speaks with a loud voice.
The verse that states the right foot is on the sea and the left foot is on the land is a
reference to the way those who walk in the Ways of the Lord are righteous in the
spiritual (right foot on the sea) and righteous in the physical (left foot on the land).
Many have said this is Yahushua - and quite rightly so.
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Yahushua told his followers they are in Him as He in the Father. Thus, the sound of
the seven thunders are the seven churches (the people who are considered alive by the
Most High) having great power in Yahushua.
These are the people (Body of Christ) who have had the veil lifted to understand
prophecy: which is depicted as the angel holding the scroll, and John is then asked to
seal up the seven thunders.
This means those in Christ, who walk in the ways of the Father, come under the
protection of the Most High.
The mighty angel then declares there should be no more delay - that the mystery of
God should be fulfilled during the time of the seventh trumpet.
This is the confirmation of the lifting of the veil.
John is then told to consume the little scroll and is advised it will be sweet to the
mouth but bitter to the stomach. This is then followed by an outline of the moments
that lead up to the seventh trumpet.
The Two Witnesses
John was then given the task of measuring the temple of God but was asked to leave
the court outside the temple.
Earlier we saw that those robed in white before the throne of God were confirmed
when John said who they were.
From this we can see that John has an important role in the confirmation of those who
walk in the ways of the Father and the lifting of the veil which will allow Yahushua to
fulfil the mystery of God.
By measuring the temple of God - John is initiating the permanent establishment of
the Kingdom of God: with the acknowledgement and confirmation of those who have
kept the Commandments of God and the faith of the risen Christ.
We can see this when we look to the verses that tell us John was told to leave out the
court outside the temple. He was told to leave this out because this is for the many
nations that are yet to accept the ways of the Father.
The establishment of the temple of God is the time, times and half a time: when the
woman is taken to the place of safety - mentioned later - with the angels given charge
to protect the multitude dressed in white robes and the little flock are gathered to the
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place prepared by God (the holy of holies - called the bride-chamber) which will be
for three and a half years.
We are then told about the two witnesses that are sent out to call the remaining
nations to repent of their ways. This is because the court outside the temple cannot
take up permanency until after the nations accept the ways of the Father.
When the two witnesses are sent out: they will prophesy and call for repentance for
three and a half years - so the outer court may take shape by the time Yahushua
returns with all the hosts of heaven.
This is to say - the dead in Christ are to be fulfilled so the first resurrection can be
initiated at the time Yahushua returns.
The world has been under the impression the Father in heaven is a God of punishment
with emphasis on all the bad things that will happen toward the end.
This has fuelled fear in the hearts of people - who live in dread at the thought of
seeing all the terrible things that have been prophesized.
The truth is quite different.
The dreadful things that occur during the first six seals are not God's doing but rather
the result of sin being prevalent in the world.
The heaven and the earth was not designed to have sin present - thus it is the presence
of sin that has caused such terrible things. Scripture tells us the foundations of heaven
(earth) were shaken when sin reached up to the gates of heaven.
This happened when the age of puberty was lowered by the sinister organisations to
the lowering the age of sexual consent. In ancient times - the age of puberty was much
higher than it is today.
In these modern times - the water supply has been laced with chemicals to slowly
bring this age down to the low age we see today.
Children are becoming sexually active long before they are ready to deal with the
complexities of having a sex-life; and given the fact the Laws of God have been
abandoned - there is no opportunity for love (in purity) to grow between a man and a
woman when children have been defiled.
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This is how the iniquity has reached up to the gates of heaven and the earthquakes
(and other signs, as Yahushua called them) are the direct result of sin, in its maturity,
in the world.
The short period of three and a half years leading up to the seventh seal (when
Yahushua returns) is when God responds to all the sin - lending His grace to those
who would repent.
God takes no pleasure in seeing people suffer. God takes pleasure in seeing people
repent and turn to Him.
Who are the two witnesses?
Scripture tells us they are the two olive trees and the two lampstands that stand before
the Lord of the earth. They will prophesy in the streets of the old city, that is
symbolically called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was crucified (Jerusalem).
The language here seems to suggest they are the people who stand in defiance of
satan's deceptions.
The olive trees and lampstands = those in truth. The Lord of the earth (during this
time) = those in darkness.
This is verified by the way the verse goes on to say: and anyone who seeks to harm
them are doomed to die by the fire that pours out of their mouths.
Whether this is prayer that invokes the protection of the angels or the literal spewing
of flames from their mouths is something we cannot be sure of.
The reason why it is important to clarify this is - we need to understand the level of
obviousness there are supernatural powers at work here.
The Father in heaven has a great emphasis on the necessity for faith in the unseen
because this demonstrates trust beyond the self toward the Father in heaven.
They are given the authority to bring the plagues of Egypt (that Moses used to free
Israel) upon any nation they can see are refusing to repent and turn to the Most High.
Moses and Aaron are the shadow for this event. They were the two witnesses that
stood in defiance of Pharaoh in Exodus.
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...and while there is the desire to have those who are imprisoned by the dark
principalities - released: we can see the separation of the sheep from the goats is also
taking place.
During this time - the function of the prophet is laid bare as they seek to call as many
as they can to repentance - and even though they are able to bring plagues the stiffnecked will continue to try and rationalize the events as natural phenomenon probably claiming the prophecies are mere coincidence.
The book later tells us, those who dwell on the earth rejoiced when they were killed,
because they saw the two prophets as tormentors.
This would indicate - those who were able to repent will have done so by this time
and may well have been killed or in hiding.
What is clear is - those that are left are the people who don't care if the witnesses are
true representatives of God or not.
At this point the scripture also confirms the spirit of defiance (that are the two
witnesses) are personified in two living people as they seek to release the captives.
Rejoicing tells us many attempts were made on their lives - but only after the
witnesses finished their testimony were they killed by the beast that was released from
the bottomless pit.
This is where it gets interesting, because scripture tells us the two witnesses were left
(unburied) in the streets of the great city - where they lay for three and a half days.
Then the breath of life enters into the two prophets that lay in the streets of Jerusalem
- this is the first resurrection when all the dead in Christ will rise first from their
graves and raise up to meet Yahushua as He returns.
This causes a great fear to grip those who dwell upon the earth and the beast is
released from the bottomless pit, then three and a half days later the Son of God
returns.
The bottomless pit is when the reprobate angels are trapped within the bodies of those
they possessed - and smoke rising is symbolic of their resolve to defeat Yahushua.
This is a reference to the great tribulation.
Satan (trapped within the body of the man he possessed) and all his demons (trapped
within the bodies of those they possessed) will be released to see Yahushua and all the
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hosts of heaven kill the people that allowed the reprobates to establish a presence in
the physical realm (by demonic possession).
This is the great showdown between Yahushua and satan - with the sons of light
against the sons of darkness that end up being separated like the parting of the red sea.
A great earthquake destroys a tenth of the city, killing seven thousand people leaving
the rest giving glory to God in their terror.
This means the seven thousand people that are killed in the great earthquake are those
that were a dwelling place for the reprobates.
Revelation then tells us there is one more woe to come.
7) Trumpet Seven
There were loud voices in heaven saying the kingdom of the world has become the
kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ forever.
The twenty-four elders who sit on their thrones before God fell on their faces and
worshiped God. They praise the Lord and stipulate He sent His wrath to subdue the
rage of the nations.
The final woe is - the time has come to judge the dead and reward the servants, the
prophets and the saints, and those who fear His Name, both great and small:
...and for destroying the destroyers of the earth.
Few are aware that the word 'judge' in the biblical sense is not the same as 'judge' in
the language of the world.
The word 'judge' in the biblical sense is: the process by which a person is brought to
the light.
The final phrase //destroy the destroyers of the earth// is the final woe and that will
include all those that cannot be brought to life.
The phrase //judge the dead// is a reference to the resurrection when some will come
to eternal life and others will go to eternal shame.
Because the word 'judge' means - the process by which a person is brought to the light
- is the same as assisting those in darkness to the light - where they will obtain eternal
life.
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Those that refuse to listen will be cast into the outer darkness where there will be
wailing and gnashing of teeth.
Yahushua told us: there will be those who are the sons of the kingdom who will be
cast into the outer darkness. Yahushua was speaking of this time when the process of
sanctification will begin.
This is why He told us to beware the leaven. He knew the time will come when the
ego of self-understanding will not be tolerated when it is time to establish the eternal
Kingdom of God.
This means that after all the wrath - and Yahushua has returned with all the hosts of
heaven - there will be a lot of work to undo the work of satan who has indoctrinated
billions with false doctrines.
Those clothed in white robes, who stood before the throne of God, will require
education regarding the qualification of truth - and many will struggle to accept what
is being taught.
These are the sons of the kingdom - and some will think they know better when a
saint is trying to bring them to eternal life.
Thus, the final woe is the struggle to accept the truth as taught by the saints and not as believed - the passing of judgment at the examination of one's past.
The books will be opened: but this will be after the saints have completed their work just before the moment heaven and earth will pass away - leaving only the words of
Yahushua (which are those who have been born again into the Kingdom of God).
Being born again is more than merely accepting Yahushua into the heart and taking
on the mind of Christ. Accepting Yahushua into the heart is when the eternal soul is
conceived. The eternal soul is in danger of eternal death - while it is in the womb (the
flesh) and only when it is born into the Kingdom of God - it is glorified the way
Yahushua was after death.
These are some of the things that the saints will be teaching during the millennial rule
of Christ - which is the sanctification period also known as the Sabbath day
mentioned in Genesis at the time of creation.
Judgment (as understood by the world) cannot be passed upon those who were not
aware of the truth - thus: the millennial rule of Christ, which will take place in several
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phases denoted by successive resurrections, is the process by which the creation will
be sanctified.
One hour (which is one year) before the heaven and earth pass away - satan will be
released again and only those who accept him will fall into sin at this time.
Having been taught the truth by the saints they will then be subject to destruction - in
order to allow the heaven and earth to pass away and the new heaven and earth pass
away. This is the way the creation was originally intended to be when Adam and Eve
were created - only this time: sin will no longer exist. Even the memory of sin and all
those who were partakers of sin will be forgotten as the Kingdom of God grows
forever and ever.
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THE EXPOSITION OF PROPHECY
1) Phase One – The Call To Repentance (Chapters 1 to 3)
Seven Letters for Seven Churches
The Throne Room and Worthy is the Lamb of God
2) Phase Two – The Historical Outline Of Purification (Chapter 6)
Seal One – The Conqueror on Earth
Seal Two – Conflict on Earth
Seal Three – Scarcity on Earth
Seal Four – Death on Earth
Seal Five – Cry of Martyrs
Seal Six – Cosmic Disturbances
3) Phase Three – Tribulation Of The Church (Chapter 7)
The Seal of Israel – And The 144,000
Multitude From The Great Tribulation
4) Phase Four – Judgement Of The Church (Chapter 8 to 9)
Seal Seven – Prelude To The Seven Trumpets
Trumpet One – The Vegetation Struck
Trumpet Two – The Seas Struck
Trumpet Three – The Water Struck
Trumpet Four – The Heavens Struck
.
Trumpet Five – Locusts From The Bottomless Pit
Trumpet Six – The Angel From The Euphrates
5) Phase Five – The Church Raptured (Chapters 10 to 12)
The Mighty Angel and The Little Book – Which John Eats
The Two Witnesses – Killed and Resurrected
Trumpet Seven - The Kingdom Proclaimed
.
- The Son of Man – Caught Up To The Throne Of God
- satan Cast Out Of Heaven
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6) Phase Six – The Wrath Of God (Chapters 12 to 16)
The Proclamation Of The Angels
.
- The Woman Persecuted
.
- The Beast From The Sea
- The Beast From The Earth.
.
- The Lamb and The 144,000
- The Proclamation Of The Three Angels
.
Reaping The Harvest (Repentant)
Reaping The Grapes of Wrath (Unrepentant)
Prelude To The Bowl Judgement
.
The Seven Bowls of Wrath
.
Bowl One – Loathsome Soars
Bowl Two – Seas Turned To Blood
Bowl Three – Water Turned To Blood
Bowl Four – Men Are Scorched
Bowl Five – Darkness And Pain
Bowl Six – Euphrates Dries Up
Bowl Seven – Earth Utterly Shaken
7) Phase Seven – Ushering In The Kingdom Of God (Chapters 17 to 22)
The Scarlet Woman And The Beast (And The Meaning)
The Fall Of Babylon
.
- The World Mourns The Fall Of Babylon
- Finality Of Babylon‟s Fall
.
Heaven Exults Over Babylon‟s Fall
Christ On A White Horse – The Return Of The Messiah
.
- The Beast And His Armies Defeated
- Satan Bound For A Thousand Years
- Satanic Rebellion Crushed
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The Great White Throne Judgement
All Things Made New
The New Jerusalem
The Glory Of The New Jerusalem
.
The River Of Life
The Time Is Near – A Warning – I Am Coming Quickly
1) Phase One – The Call To Repentance (Chapters 1 to 3)
The first thing that catches my attention is:
An angel brings John to Yeshua and He rarely speaks other than to tell John what to
write when He addresses the church.
He also speaks briefly during the sixth bowl judgement to affirm: “Behold, I am
coming as a thief. Blessed is he who watches, and keeps his garments, lest he walk
naked and they see their shame.” and He also issues a warning – in the end – to keep
the words in the book. This means His words have the purpose of alacrity that asserts
the veracity of His authority.
After John sees the Lamb of God (Lion of Judah) obtain the scroll from the Throne of
God – we are given a detailed account of everything that will take place: and the
seven letters (sent to the seven churches) are a warning – where each person will find
themselves if they do not heed His Words.
We know Yeshua received this scroll after He overcame in the wilderness because
we are told the angels ministered unto Him. This means the Holy Spirit would have
taken what He had studied in scripture and allowed His mind to comprehend scripture
the way the Most High intended it to be understood.
This is confirmed by the fact Yeshua provided an account of the end in Matthew 24 –
which was an outline of the Book of Daniel – and Revelation serves to validate this.
He (obviously) decided to wait until an opportune moment to let John know of His
testimony (by way of visions) so we could receive the Revelation of Jesus Christ
(Yeshua) – which shows His testimony is the spirit of prophecy.
Therefore, the seven letters are more important than any other part of the whole –
because they are a call to repentance: and this is the true Gospel of Yeshua which is
intended to purify and perfect the church ready to be translated to the Throne of God.
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Theologians have striven to make Revelation fit their own understanding, based upon
the verse that stipulates the male child, caught up to the Throne of God, is Yeshua.
However, they have failed to understand: the Son of Man is not only Yeshua but
the whole church – because (as Yeshua told us): we are in Him as He is also in the
Father. This means the whole of Revelation is an outline of all creation from
beginning to end – given Yeshua declares He is the Alpha and Omega – and as such it
is linear and not prone to leaping about in history: even if the similarity of adjacent
events are shown in perfect alignment which is the observation of shadows and types.
The reason for this is: Yeshua has a job to perform.
He is required (by the Father) to call as many to repentance as He possibly can – and
each phase is intended for the varying types of people: from gentle perturbation, in the
beginning, to heavy handed bashing – just prior to the start of the Millennial Rule of
Christ: which is then with an iron rod.
Given the fact there are four chambers where the disembodied spirits will go – He can
exact His judgements with precision to determine who is to come to the first
resurrection and who is to come to the second and who will never rise again.
Furthermore… those who accept the Mark of the Beast will be cast into the lake
of fire (alive) because the will have attained immortality – so the prophecy pertaining
the worm that does not die will be fulfilled at that time.
The various types of people (in this instance) include:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The Faithful Church – will be sealed as the 144,000.
The Dead Church – will experience tribulation.
The Lukewarm Church – will experience the great tribulation.
The Unrepentant Wicked – will experience the Wrath of God.

The tribulation and wrath of God are intended to inspire repentance.
As you can see... with each level of disobedience a relative level of judgement is
administrated and this (interestingly enough) is the domain of men when it is
tribulation and then the domain of angels when is comes to the Wrath of God. Yeshua
is obviously making use of every resource available to teach people the stakes could
not be higher when it comes to the Kingdom of God.
The 144,000 include 12,000 from each tribe - except Dan - which means these are the
Christian people who have been purified and perfected (including 12,000 from the
tribe of Judah and 12,000 from the tribe of Benjamin who are currently known as the
Jewish people in Israel and are called Messianic Jews).
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The reason for this is the Northern Kingdom (that had the ten tribes of Israel)
travelled North West toward Northern Europe and America – and then on to Canada
and Australia etc. This means when Yeshua said He came for the lost sheep – because
they, having lost their Jewish identity, would be more receptive to hearing the Word
of God – He was specifically speaking about the people who have been scattered
around the world (the lost Tribes of Israel including the Messianic Jews).
The tribe of Judah (including the tribe of Benjamin) from the Southern Kingdom
recently returned to the land of Israel and established the nation – in a day – as
prophesised: but these are the people who refuse to accept Yeshua as their beloved
Messiah: because they retained their identity and traditions.
They, having retained their identity, served to witness the Most High in defying
the entire world because their ability to survive and keep the written Laws of God
(Torah) in perfect quality.
The lost sheep (the lost ten tribes) have learned how to let the Law of God – that the
Jewish people protected – be written upon the heart: so the Law of God can become a
living expression of the light that exists in heaven and on earth. Therefore, the Book
of Revelation is aimed toward perfecting those who accept the Law of God as written
upon the heart and this is defined by the faith in the risen Lord (circumcision of the
heart). The way these two are brought together is the underlying theme of Revelation.
Seven Letters for Seven Churches
These series of letters show how apostasy takes root and destroys the living soul and
Yeshua has asked each church to repent – or hold on – so they can be translated and
gathered up to the Throne of God at the appointed time.
This is how the apostasy takes root and kills the soul:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Ephesus – Forgetting the First Love – by considering self.
Smyrna – Weakening of Faith – by persecution: which tests.
Pergamos – Compromise of Truth – by pagan influences.
Thyatira – Corruption of the Heart – by holding false doctrines.
Sardis – Dead in Ones Ways – by empathy toward truth.
– – Not listed because this church is faithful.
Laodicean – Belief In Mixed Doctrines – by ignoring the call to repent.

The name of each church has also been included here.
6)

Philadelphia – This church is the one that will be translated (raptured).
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This list shows how the Philadelphia (attitude) is the translatable church and Yeshua
wants us all to strive toward emulation of a clean spirit – so we can be gathered up at
the appointed time.
This is because the Alpha and Omega has been expressed in seven phases:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Phase One – The Call To Repentance (Chapters 1 to 3)
Phase Two – The Historical Outline Of Purification (Chapter 6)
Phase Three – Tribulation Of The Church (Chapter 7)
Phase Four – Judgement Of The Church (Chapter 8 to 9)
Phase Five – The Church Raptured (Chapters 10 to 12)
Phase Six – The Wrath Of God (Chapters 13 to 16)
Phase Seven – Ushering In The Kingdom Of God (Chapters 17 to 22)

These seven phases clearly show how Yeshua is implementing a strategic plan to call
the whole world to repentance – and when the Faithful Elect will be translated to
receive the final three and a half year ministry, of the Messiah, before they return to
usher in the Kingdom of God.
The Faithful Elect (144,000) will receive this during the sixth phase – while the
angels wrought the Wrath of God upon those who refused to repent – after they have
been birthed into the world then caught up to the Throne of God. They will, then,
return to start the Millennial Rule which is when in the seventh – final phase – begins.
This means the sixth phase is given to the destruction of the kingdom of satan – and
the seventh phase is the sanctification period, called the Sabbath rest. This is because
satan will be placed in the pit: and the anointed saints will be in a position to teach
those (now willing to listen) how to walk in the Ways of the Lord – so the light within
can fill each person to perfection.
There is a great emphasis on the translation of the perfected church to the Throne of
God so this article is going to facilitate the predilection to perfection.
The Throne Room and Worthy is the Lamb of God
John is taken to the Throne of God where he sees the seven spirits of the seven
churches before the Throne of God and there upon the throne is a scroll that no one is
found worthy to take. John begins to lament but the angel with him reassures the Lion
of Judah (Yeshua – who is the Lamb of God) is able to take the scroll from the throne.
This is the birth-and-life of Yeshua (having studied scripture) then – most notably
– when He was in the wilderness and overcame temptation and the angels began to
minister unto Him.
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Yeshua hasn‟t even broken the first seal yet – and the seven spirits that are the seven
churches are already before the Throne of God. How can these spirits be before the
Throne of God when Yeshua clearly tells them they are not perfect before the Lord?
This is why the Father says: „I knew you before you were in the womb.‟
These are the seven spirits of the seven churches before they had become born of
flesh – and Yeshua (being the Lamb of God) is the one who was worthy enough to
obtain the scroll because He was the first – and He will also be the last. In other
words… even though the spirits of the churches were before the Throne of God – they
were without wisdom and knowledge of the Lord. However… Yeshua (having been
sent) was able to attain the wisdom – while in the flesh to allow the seven spirits to
follow His lead and attain wisdom also.
I imagine the seven spirits, before the Throne of God, were more inclined to follow
Yeshua being as He was sent (first) in order to become full of the Knowledge of God
and become Sons of God as they find rest in the Messiah and enter into the Name of
God with Him. This would account for the increase in wisdom of the Most High and
His ways as the church is purified and perfected toward the moment the New Heaven
and New Earth arrive.
2) Phase Two – The Historical Outline Of Purification (Chapter 6)
The Seven Seals upon the Scroll – taken from the Throne of God – reveal the way sin
has matured throughout history and concludes with the final seal which focuses on
perfecting the church ready to return with Yeshua to usher in the Kingdom of God.
The seals can be summarized as follows:
One: The Conqueror – People in history who have used war to establish kingdoms.
Two: Conflict on Earth – The kings find it (near) impossible to share power.
Three: Scarcity on Earth – This refers to the way kings neglect those they rule over.
Four: Death on Earth – Kings become agitated they cannot have true Godhood.
Five: Cry of Martyrs – Those who have endured the tribulation in the Name of God.
Six: Cosmic Disturbances – The Wrath of God that precludes the Kingdom of God.
Seven: Seven Trumpets – This is the Proclamation of the Kingdom of God.
By the time we arrive at the end of the sixth seal – we are ready to see what the Most
High (through Yeshua and His saints) will do to restore everything to perfection.
Given the fact we have the Tetrad Blood Moons falling upon the festivals of the Lord
– it would be prudent to consider we are approaching the breaking of the seventh seal.
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The first six seals also look like the brief outline of the account given in Enoch
regarding the way the reprobate angels sought to usurp authority but only ended up
losing everything they cared about. Seen as a whole – yet – somehow strangely
showing events in the beginning and end that seem to reflect each other, as Yeshua
said: „As it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be in the end.‟
You can also note how the seven seals also seem to pattern the seven phases in the
way we see the presence of sin is causing oppression from the moment men attempt to
establish kingdoms which leads to the people having a natural inclination to repent –
hoping the Most High (or any god) will protect them from such oppression.
This is a valuable insight into the thinking of the Most High who has the patience
to see such things through to conclusion. The nation of Israel is the one that wins any
measure of favour having survived this oppression and as such the world is drawn
toward the light that they reveal – through the Law of God and the Faith in the Risen
Lord.
This is what the historical account might look like:
Seal One – The Conqueror: is also The Call to Repentance in Phase One
Seal Two – Conflict: is also The Outline of Purification in Phase Two
Seal Three – Scarcity: is also Tribulation Of The Church in Phase Three
Seal Four – Death: is also Judgement Of The Church in Phase Four
Seal Five – Cry of Martyrs: is also The Rapture in Phase Five
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Seal Six – Cosmic Disturbances: is also The Wrath Of God in Phase Six
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Seal Seven – Bowls: is also Ushering the Kingdom of God in Phase Seven
The Seventh Seal speaks of the Trumpets and the Bowls that will be used in the Fifth
and Sixth Phase and this precludes the Proclamation of the Kingdom of God arriving.
This is because the perfect church will have been caught up to the Throne of God
where they will receive instruction on how to perform miracles and such.
If you are struggling to understand this – focus on the phases so you can see how
there is a linear progression to the way Yeshua is calling the whole world to
repentance: and how He directs His attention toward those who respond to the Word
of God first and those who refuse to respond the Word of God last.
The following outline may help:
The Trumpets signify the Fourth and Fifth Phases (Fifth Seal –Tribulation)
The Bowls signify the Sixth Phase (Sixth Seal – The Wrath of God)
The Seventh Seal outlines the Trumpets and Bowls: is the Seventh Phase
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The Seventh Seal focuses on the work the Righteous Elect will engage in bringing to
the world – and things start to fall into place in recognising how world events are
revealing the Will of God.
The reason why I have shown these seven phases is because it offers some solidity in
seeing the way the seals and trumpets and bowls (which often appear to overlap) are
in succession – as the call to repentance goes out to every individual on the planet.
3) Phase Three – Tribulation Of The Church (Chapter 7)
From the Historical Outline of Purification (in Phase Two) we have the tribulation
which determines the people who take the Word of God to heart and those who
discard or neglect it. This, then, makes it easy for Yeshua to ascertain who can be
sealed to work with Him and those who are required to go through the Great
Tribulation as martyrs.
This is because Yeshua will judge the church first and foremost:
The Seal of Israel – And The 144,000
These are the people who having been cleansed: have not caused their spirit to
become unclean with false doctrines or sexual immorality – and have been
found worthy to receive the garments of glory – having remained virgins (after
repentance of minor transgression by the Blood of the Lamb of God).
Multitude From The Great Tribulation
These are the people who were washed clean in the Blood of the Lamb of God
having caused their spirits to become unclean with false doctrines or sexual
immorality. They have been cleaned in the Blood of the Lamb of God and they
are given garments as they stand before the Throne of God but they do not have
their physical garments yet because they are awaiting resurrection.
Clearly we see two types here and there is a distinctive difference:
The 144,000 have not been disembodied (having been sealed ready for translation –
with the flesh into the glory of the Most High with Yeshua) whereas the Multitude
from the Great Tribulation have been disembodied and are awaiting the resurrection
to resume the opportunity to be perfected so they can receive the glory of the Most
High with Yeshua.
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The 144,000 (Righteous Elect) have not – yet – been caught up to the Throne of God
while these things continue – because they are the ones Yeshua refers to as being the
blessed who come to the first resurrection. The reason for this is they are virgins who
(having not tasted the sin of false doctrines or lived a self-cantered life) have already
died in the flesh.
The Righteous Elect will survive the Great Tribulation and witness the terrible
afflictions that will befall those who took the Name of God in vain: while the Great
Multitude will be taken before the Throne of God and given white garments – ready
for resurrection.
God wants the Righteous Elect to see the wicked receive their reward having
been faithful to the Most High and Yeshua through the tyranny of men – in order to
instil within the sense of resolve they need: to ensure the Kingdom of God is brought
to full realisation.
4) Phase Four – Judgement Of The Church (Chapter 8 to 9)
Seal Seven – Prelude To The Seven Trumpets
The Seventh Seal signifies the turning of the tide in the way satan has had the run of
bringing so much sin into the world – yet even now (at this time) the maturity of sin is
not yet complete – because the Book of Revelation is yet to speak of the dragon and
the other characters of perdition.
The first six seals showed how sin has been allowed to mature in the world.
When the Seventh Seal is broken – Yeshua will turn His attention to those who say
they believe but do not have the heart toward true repentance. These people are in
danger of going into the fourth chamber – where there is no resurrection – and they
will share in the torment of eternal hell with the wicked: because they have taken the
Name of God in vain and the Most High has said He will not hold them guiltless.
Here we see the stages of the seven trumpets offering opportunity for them to
repent and we can see the afflictions steadily increasing in intensity because the Most
High wants to offer people the opportunity to repent before they accept the Mark of
the Beast.
Those who do repent will avoid the fourth chamber and go into the third chamber –
where the Great Multitude go before the Throne of God – which means the Seventh
Seal is overlapped with the third phase – that separates the church into two categories:
1)
2)

Repentant – destined for the third chamber
Non-Repentant – destined for the fourth chamber
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This is also a time of the gathering, of the harvest, just prior to the proclamation.
The Seven Trumpets will bring the following afflictions:
The first four trumpets are a kind of prelude to the Wrath of God: because the Most
High judges those closest to Him first and foremost.
Trumpet One – A third of the vegetation struck.
Trumpet Two – A third of the seas struck.
Trumpet Three – A third of the water struck.
Trumpet Four – A third of the heavens struck.
The final three will administer the devastating effects of the Wrath of God.
The fifth trumpet is when the Most High goes all out against those who accepted the
Mark of the Beast: regardless of their beliefs because enough was said – and done – to
deter both believers and non-believers against this.
The reason why the Most High is so against this is because the Mark of the Beast is
the acquisition of immortality (by the hand of satan – with medical advancement) and
this stops people from being Born Again – after they die – into the Kingdom of God.
This, therefore, means the Mark of the Beast will cause the complete breakdown of
the mechanism for salvation which allows the Father to call His children back to Him.
The ability to become immortal means the whole purpose of creation becomes void –
and this is why the Most High will act so aggressively against the whole situation.
Trumpet Five – Locusts from the bottomless pit.
Trumpet Six – A third of mankind is struck.
The Book of Revelation clearly tells us the locusts that rise from the bottomless pit
will go straight for those who accepted the Mark of the Beast – and it clearly tells us
death flees from these people. This is because the Mark of the Beast is the acquisition
of immortality – so they will suffer the torment of the locusts which are described as
scorpions with golden crowns and the teeth of a lion.
This means the sixth trumpet is intended to place those who did not accept the
Mark of the Beast into the second chamber – and these are the people who have not
had judgement brought upon them during their lifetime: so they will be resurrected
after the Millennial Rule of Christ.
This chamber is not a place of torment.
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However, the people in this chamber will know there is more to the whole situation
than meets the eye – so they will become a lot more receptive toward the teachings of
the Righteous Elect and the Saviour when they are resurrected.
They will not know what it means to live in a world where satan is not present
because he will have been released from the bottomless pit after the Millennial Rule when these people are resurrected.
This is describing a kind of skirmish between the forces of darkness and the light that
are vying for the souls of each and every man, woman, and child in the world.
The only difference is: satan is calling people to live immortally in this world whereas
the Most High is calling people to live immortally in the next world. However, satan
is saying we don't have to die to live forever whereas the Most High has made it clear
we are required to die (at least once) to be Born Again – so we can enter the Kingdom
of God.
Essentially... we are asked to trust one of these and the Most High is placing His cards
on the table by showing people how He can be trusted – whereas satan is going to try
and deceive the whole world into thinking he has only ever been benign and caring
toward mankind. This is why we are told: He who believes in the resurrection of the
Son will have eternal life. If we believe on the resurrection – we will place out trust
ion the Most High.
The devil (satan) will most likely try to show how all the recent afflictions – of the
Wrath of God – are totally uncalled for and claim these are the actions of a cruel and
evil deity. He will seek to convince the world he is the one who has given mankind
immortality, as he promised, and the Most High has continually shown wrath toward
those who stray from the Laws of God.
However... there is one thing he cannot escape from – and that is: the resurrection.
The sixth trumpet appears to be exacting the Wrath of God – but the reality is: the
people who are killed at this time are being saved from the horror to come.
Before the Wrath of God can begin - it is essential to do one thing:
5) Phase Five – The Church Raptured (Chapters 10 to 12)
The whole world will receive one more opportunity to repent: with the two witnesses
– who will be able to use the plagues (of Egypt) to call the whole world to repentance.
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The Mighty Angel and The Little Book – Which John Eats
At this time the world will have seen many terrible things; and everyone will be in a
prime position to reveal the true intent of their hearts – be it repentance or hardness –
and they will join those in the second chamber or the fourth chamber: depending on
the testimony of their hearts.
What are these chambers I am referring to?
These are the four deep hollows seen by Enoch and they are described as the place
where the disembodied spirits of people go after they die (in the flesh):
1) Chamber One: is for those who in whom there is a bright spring of water.
2) Chamber Two: is for those who have not had judgement during their lifetime.
3) Chamber Three: is for those who were martyred in the Name of God.
4) Chamber Four: is for those who are complete in their transgressions.
The disembodied spirits of the Nephilim and Eluit and giants will not enter into any of
these chambers because they are the unclean spirits that were created by the reprobate
angels and, as such, they are doomed to roam the desolate wastes of the spirit realm
on earth.
These are demons and there is no salvation for these spirits – and it is staggering
people have bought into the Matrix movie idea it is a good thing to enter this
desolation when the demons dread this place more than people can comprehend.
Perhaps they need a sharp lesson in why the demon named 'legion for we are
many' asked to go into pigs – rather than go back to the desolate wastes where they
came from. Never mind... how they came to have possession of the soul they had
garrisoned themselves within.
The Two Witnesses – Killed and Resurrected
When the world kills the two witnesses – the dye is cast: and the only thing left to do
then is wrought the full Wrath of God upon the whole world – and everyone who dies
at this time will go into the fourth chamber: no questions asked – if they do not repent.
Those who go into the fourth chamber: will (as the angel tells Enoch) not rise again –
so they are doomed to remain in their disembodied state forever and Yeshua refers to
these people as: those who are poor, naked and wretched.
As for the people who accept the Mark of the Beast – to attain immortality – they are
in for a nasty shock in the closing chapters of this awesome sequence of events.
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By the time they get their due... the Most High won't care about this argument
regarding who is more trustworthy between satan and Himself – because the Kingdom
of God will have been established by the steady and faithful deeds of the Righteous
Elect (The Saints) that is about to transpire.
The maturity of sin in the world, which is about to take full effect, will prove once
and for all who is trustworthy – and who is not trustworthy; and as you can see... it
will be too late (by this time) because the two witnesses were the last chance people
had to repent.
Now the world will witness the full force of the Wrath of God.
Trumpet Seven - The Kingdom Proclaimed
The first thing that happens is: there is a silence in heaven for about half an hour.
This is because the whole world will have what's called a 'moment of clarity' because
the whole world will – after this moment – consist of two kinds of people:
1) Those who accept the Risen Lord Yeshua and love the Commandments of God.
2) Those who deny the Risen Lord Yeshua and hate the Commandments of God.
This is the moment everyone will consequently decide which category they fall into
(if they have not already done so) and this means the proclamation can go forth to
usher in the Kingdom of God. I can't emphasis the importance of this 'moment of
clarity' because after this „overcoming‟ comes the ministering of angels the way they
did with Yeshua after He had His 'moment of clarity' and overcame in the wilderness.
The silence in heaven – which was (about) half an hour – is the turning point of all
creation: and the fact it uses the word 'about' tells us it's not a specific time which
means the Father is at liberty to let this moment take full effect to ensure the world
falls into two categories.
This means: those who overcome (or have already overcome) will get caught up while
the others are categorised into two types:
1) Those with the potential to overcome (who have repented but need instruction).
2) Those who have no intention of ever repenting and deserve the Wrath of God.
The Son of Man – Caught Up To The Throne Of God
These are the verses that have caused many theologians to fall short of understanding
what is going on.
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This is only because they have overlooked one simple truth: that we are in Christ as
He also is in the Father – which means the body of Christ (the Male Child) – that is to
be caught up to the Throne of God at this time: is the Faithful Church.
This means the faithful church (Righteous Elect) is the bridegroom.
Theologians believe the 144,000 are Jews – but the scripture tells us they are 12,000
from each tribe of Israel (except Dan and Joseph takes the place of Ephraim) so these
people are those who have accepted Yeshua as their Lord and Saviour and accepted
the Commandments of God as Pure and True: with a glad heart.
Scripture describes them as virgins: which means they will have never defiled
themselves with false doctrine or wilfully partaken in immoral sexual activity: with an
emphasis on the spiritual virginity (never being defiled with false doctrines).
Scripture also describes them as not having any deceit upon their lips.
This means they have the Name of God in their foreheads and they know how to teach
others how to have the Name of God in their foreheads: the way Yeshua did when He
walked among us.
If we look to the signs that are appearing in the heavens – for example the Tetrad
Blood Moons that fall on the feast days of the Lord, which are holy convocations or
appointments in 2014 and 2015.
We can see there is also a time when the planet Jupiter (also known as the King
Planet) will enter into the womb of the constellation of Virgo the Virgin – and it
remains there for about nine to twelve months as it goes through a conjunction (which
can be interpreted as the ingestion period of pregnancy).
The phenomena of the planet Jupiter entering the womb of Virgo the Virgin is not an
uncommon occurrence because the planet Jupiter tends to spend about twelve months
in each constellation which means the planet is regularly in the womb of Virgo.
However... immediately after the Tetrad Blood Moons (which fall on the feast
days of the Lord) we observe twelve stars stationed in the Leo constellation, which
are the nine main stars and an additional three planets that makes twelve stars appear
above Virgo's head.
This even will occur on the 23rd September 2017 which is immediately after the signs
of the Blood Moons and sackcloth Sun – we are told to watch for. We can also
observe the Blood Moon Tetrad will not occur for another thousand years: which
means this is a sign marked by the 50th Jubilee year since the liberation of Jerusalem
on 7th June 1967 and the 6000th year (since creation began) is drawing to a close.
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The fact the constellation of Virgo the Virgin will also have the Sun as apparel and
the Moon beneath her feet at this time is adding to the validity of the prophecy in the
Book of Revelation.
satan Cast Out Of Heaven
Then, continuing with the signs in the heavens theme, the constellation of Draco will
have a strange phenomenon where a third of the stars appear to fall to the earth (from
around the tail end) because this star group will have an intense meteor shower around
this time period too.
I don't want to get into the business of stipulating times or setting dates – because
history has shown our Father will do His Will when He is good and ready.
However, I am obligated to reveal what I know, and understand, because the Son
of Man has been appointed as Watchman. This means I – being in Christ Yeshua – am
required to inform the whole world of the sword that is coming: and this situation
(when the Male Child is caught up to the Throne of God and the serpent is cast out of
heaven) is the great sign of the coming of the sword.
The sword is, in fact, the words spoken by Yeshua when He returns.
The gathering (harvest) is yet to take place and the world needs to be prepared for the
way things will transpire – because their repentance or non-repentance will determine
which chamber they will enter into: when the spirit is separated from the physical
body. From the perspective of the angels: they have received the Righteous Elect and
satan has been cast out of heaven: which means the heaven has been cleansed – ready
to receive the remaining people who have not accepted the Mark of the Beast – and
the earth (physical realm) is yet to be cleansed. This is why satan, having been cast
out of heaven, will be allowed to pull his resources together.
This will be characterized by the great wrath he has: because he knows his time is
short. All the planning he has undertaken throughout history to marshal his resources
will culminate when he reveals himself to the world as the Messiah or New Age
Ascended Master and goes to war against the Lamb of God. This will be observed in
the way he seeks to deceive the whole world into thinking Yeshua and the hosts
(armies) of heaven are an invading alien threat.
It‟s almost unbelievable people will actually believe this because so many are
incapable of seeing anything beyond the physical realm: even though the science they
trust has confirmed there is an adjacent (spiritual) realm.
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6) Phase Six – The Wrath Of God (Chapters 12 to 16)
The Book of Revelation has, up to this point, been an outline of how the Father in
heaven has allowed sin to mature (by letting satan do what he does) and given
everyone the opportunity to repent from their sinful nature. The main theme of His
actions up to this point has been the separation of those who accept Yeshua as their
Lord and Saviour and love His Commandments – and those who refuse to accept
Yeshua as their Lord and Saviour and hate His Commandments.
If you ask an atheist: what is so hard about keeping the Laws of God – they will
attempt to justify their self-cantered desire to fornicate or steal or lie - etc - etc - etc.
The fact remains: they refuse to accept Yeshua and His Commandments because they
want to do what they want to do – regardless of the repercussions of the harm this
may cause upon others. Their excuses, regarding the effects of religion, are the result
of refusing to see the truth: that Yeshua never intended us to have a ritualistic religion
where hierarchy exists: because that is the source of all the problems in this world
regardless of religion or atheism.
Those who refuse to accept Yeshua and His Commandments think mankind has the
right laws (even though they have proven to degrade all of society) because it allows
them to live a life where they can assert their authority over others. Yet they seek to
shift the blame of failure upon those who genuinely seek the face of the Lord.
This war is waged upon the Law of God and the law of mankind and those who
personify them - are at the forefront of this war.
This is why these two categories, then, fall into two sub-categories:
1) Righteous Elect – who have overcome and have the Mark of God (sealed).
2) The Repentant Church – who have returned to the ways of the Most High.
--------------------------------------3) The Unrepentant Church (Heart) – who have denied Holy Spirit.
4) The Wicked and Iniquitous – who have accepted the Mark of the Beast.
The war is between those who have the Mark of God and the Mark of the Beast.
The Proclamation Of The Angels
From these four categories we can see the battle between number two and number
three – where both satan and Yeshua are striving to win souls. This has been waged
since the beginning of time: and it is also why we are presented with seals – trumpets
and bowls – so as to illustrate how this will intensify toward the final moment when
the opportunity to repent has gone.
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People will either fall into one of these four categories toward the end and the
following verses speak of this whole situation being brought a conclusion.
The 144,000 who have already received their seals and their garments of glory will be
with Yeshua when He decrees the angels to gather up the remaining people listed in
number two and three (above) when the proclamation of the three angels is made.
The first thing that happens is:
The Woman Persecuted
Before the proclamation, of the three angels, can go out to reap the earth of categories
two and three: we will see the woman (who is Israel – Jewish people) being
persecuted in their own land and this will drive them to build a temple in the hope of
regaining the favour of the Most High.
Building the temple will not appease the Most High because we are required to
accept Yeshua as Lord and Saviour. Those who are of a mind to accept Him will have
already received their seals and been caught up to the Throne of God. The building of
a temple will be futile to say the least – but it will demonstrate how desperate they are
to get right with God.
This means (at this time) they can only hope to fall into the second category or else
they fall into the third or even fourth category – listed above – because the reaping of
the harvest is about to take place and the final opportunity to repent is at hand.
With the death of the two witnesses: people will quickly lose the opportunity to repent
because a person can repent as long as they draw breath. This period of time is quite
critical as the 'moment of clarity' will have allowed the whole world the opportunity
to think clearly on the subject and the Jewish people are equally subject to the
judgements of God as everyone else in the world.
This will be followed by the rising of the two beasts that satan has quietly been
preparing to rise up, through history, to subject the whole world to his tyranny.
The Beast From The Sea
This spiritual hierarchy will grow in the presence of men and will operate from the
desolate wastes where the unclean spirits – and reprobate angels dwell. People are
expecting satan to appear from a portal in the sky when he falls to earth – but the
reality is: he, and his reprobate angels, will be cast out of heaven to the desolate
wasteland that exists in the spiritual realm on earth.
This area is also called the bottomless pit.
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However... satan will still have the power to traverse the realities between the spiritual
wasteland and the earth physical: because scripture tells us he will be given the key to
the bottomless pit – which is referenced in Revelation 9:1.
This means he will be able to move between the realities (much like the alien
encounters that have seen unidentified objects shimmer in and out through portholes
of light) and he will have exclusive access to those who are willing to let him and his
demons possess their bodies.
The Beast From The Earth.
This is physical hierarchy that will grow in the presence of men and this will (also) be
operated from the desolate wastes where the unclean spirits – and reprobate angels
dwell. This is where the reprobate angels are constantly working – through demonic
possession – to establish a New World Order: and there are people who have been
totally convinced they are benign spirits with only the best of intentions towards all
humanity. These are the New Age Spiritualists who have been channelling spirits (of
the demonic nature) to receive the higher wisdom of the reprobate angels – thinking
they are doing a service to all humanity.
They are in for the shock of all shocks.
Meanwhile... the reprobate angels have also been working to create a hybrid race of
beings based on the genetic code of man and reprobate angels to bring back the Eluit
and Nephilim that were spoken of by Yeshua when He said: 'As it was in the days of
Noah, so shall it be in the end of days.'
The reason for this is the demons (unclean spirits) have been roaming the desolate
wastes for some time now and the reprobate angels want to give them the power to
procreate – so they can increase their numbers when they come against the Lamb of
God and His armies. This may sound too incredible to believe: but what's more
incredible is mankind has been helping them to achieve this goal because they crave
the power that technology facilitates – and the reprobate angels have been giving
them this information.
I am not going into all the UFO blah blah here – because the simple fact is, there is a
war going on between the forces of darkness and light.
The Book of Revelation outlines how this will culminate – and here we also see the
cryptic message of the number of the beast, which is 666, being presented to those
who have understanding what the number means.
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When we understand the Name of God is revealed in the way we abound in the love
of Christ in perfect equality (humility) it is easy to see the name of satan is the mirror
opposite when the presence of hierarchy becomes manifest and people assert authority
one over another. The Number of the Beast tells us the name of satan is manifest in
the way a pyramid structure (which has the number six at the base of the equation) is
threefold in the world:
1) False Prophet – Politics which makes empty promises of a brighter future.
2) Anti-Christ – False Religion because it promotes anti-Christ with false doctrines.
3) The Beast – Military because the military is ferocious like a beast.
These three hierarchies of politics, religion and military are the three sixes of 666 that
are observed in the world today – and they make up the ruling elite: who are the
adversary (Devil) of God.
The Lamb and The 144,000
The verses here speak about the Lamb of God standing on Mount Zion with the
144,000 who have the Name of their Father written upon their foreheads and there
they sang a new song before the throne.
Theologians have taken this to mean they are literally standing on the Mount of
Olives but they have overlooked the fact the verse tells us they were singing before
the Throne of God – which means they are not on the earth.
Furthermore... the words '...the Name of their Father' tells us these people are the
Righteous Elect (Faithful Church) who are the Sons of God. This, basically, means
these are the people who were caught up to the Throne of God after they were birthed
by the Woman clothed in the Sun.
I'm making this point because people need to be aware the whole of Revelation
is linear from beginning to end because Yeshua declares He is the Alpha and Omega
– so the words contained in the Book of Revelation (which is the testimony of
Yeshua) are an outline of the beginning, of creation, to the end, of creation, which
precedes the Kingdom of God.
The verse: These were redeemed from among men being first fruits to God and the
Lamb, means they will have repented fully of any sinful nature and overcome the
world as Yeshua also overcame – by the redeeming power of His blood. It is
important to understand these people will have overcome – to become virgins because
there is no way a person who 'never' transgressed the Laws of God could understand
how to relate to those they will be required to instruct in the ways of the Most High:
when they are appointed as Saints. This section does not say 'they never defiled
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themselves with women' it says 'they were not defiled with women' which would
explain why the verse goes on to say: they 'were redeemed from the earth.'
This is because the power of the Blood of the Lamb of God redeems a person who
truly repents because the act of repentance means the person has learned there is no
profit in sin – and as such: they are highly prized by the Most High. This means the
Father really does blotch out past transgressions of those who repent because those
who learn there is no profit in sin will never sin again: and that is what this whole
creation is designed to do. It (having been destroyed by satan) helped the Father
recognise the opportunity to let people find the only way to true joy and eternal
happiness is by keeping His Commandments.
The faith one has in the Risen Lord is the way we prove to be trustworthy in holding
on to these Commandments – even when all of life appears to be lost: when we
wonder if the Father has forsaken us – the way Yeshua thought He had been
abandoned as He was dying on the stauros (stake or tree).
Yeshua never gave up on the Father – even unto death. Death while in the flesh
(having the Holy Spirit of the Lord upon us) is the way back to Paradise – and this
death can be so briefly experienced you would not notice it.
When the 144,000 receive the seal – they will not even be aware they have gone
through the veil of death: because this death is much like the moment you stop
breathing out and start to breathe in again. The seal itself... is another matter (which I
will not mention here): suffice to say the garments of glory will come at a later date
when they are caught up to the Throne of God.
The Proclamation Of The Three Angels
Here we see an angel call the world to repentance one more time with another angel
proclaiming Babylon is fallen, is fallen – which means this is the last chance anyone
will ever have to repent.
What's important here is: the verse "Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord from
now on," because this is the moment those who can die will be gathered into the
second and third chambers. Those who die without the Lord will enter the fourth
chamber from which there is no resurrection.
Reaping The Harvest (Repentant)
These are the people who have come to accept Yeshua is the Messiah and the
Commandments of God are the perfect expression of eternal truth – which is
personified in the Son of Man.
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Reaping The Grapes of Wrath (Unrepentant)
These are the people who continue to deny Yeshua is the Messiah and the
Commandments of God are the perfect expression of eternal truth – which is
personified in the Son of Man.
The reaping of those who can die (see the categories above) will be gathered: both the
repentant and the unrepentant will go into the respective chambers so they can be
resurrected at a later date (except those who enter the fourth).
Those who have attained immortality by accepting the Mark of the Beast will soon
have to deal with those who attained immortality by accepting the Mark of God.
Now... there is no opportunity to repent.
Prelude To The Bowl Judgement
The Bowl Judgement is the Wrath of God that is wrought upon those who have
refused to accept the Son of Man – and there is no escape: even as they have accepted
the Mark of the Beast which gives them immortality (within the flesh).
These people are not able to die so the seven bowls are specifically designed to inflict
the kind of punishment that makes them realise the creation is the property of the
Most High and as such: they had no right to deny the Father His purpose to raise the
Son of Man to the Eternal Paradise.
I'm sure you are starting to appreciate the war between satan and Michael has been
characterized by the systematic denial of mankind's ability to worship the Father in
spirit and truth – which is what raises up the Son of Man to the Throne of God.
The devil has worked tirelessly to cause as much confusion to divert the attention of
men away from accepting the Name of God in the forehead – and he has also been
striving to remove the ability of people to ascend to the Throne of God too.
The moment a person accepts the Mark of the Beast – they are incapable of dying
which means the seed cannot germinate into eternal life and as such the person is
condemned to remain in the flesh without the garments of glory. This is why the
reaping takes place before the Bowl Judgement.
By the time this takes place – people will be aware they are being judged by God and
those who have taken the Mark of the Beast are about to discover who is the true
owner of creation.
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If you want to know exactly what the Mark of the Beast is:
The Mark of God is given to those who have „kept‟ the Name of God in the
forehead – probably by the angels (who embrace the ways of the Lord).
The Mark of the Beast is „accepted‟ by those who have the name of satan in
their foreheads / forearms by embracing the beast system (ways of the world).
A person who lusts for authority over others will continually have the name of satan
in their foreheads (as they consider schemes to assert authority) and in the forearm (as
they work their schemes to assert authority over others).
This is any belief a person has in the system satan has established to participate in
society as a person who facilitates the progress toward the New World Order
knowingly or ignorantly.
People know if they want power over others – and God sees their hearts.
This includes attending college to get degrees (of any kind – including religion or
politics or business or humanities or psychology) because the person is accepting the
hierarchy which facilitates the power to buy and sell – when they graduate into the
system satan has established.
This may sound harsh – but the fact of the matter is: the Most High has it in mind
where His Eternal Hallowed Name is glorified forever – and any inclination toward
hankering for authority or power over others is unacceptable.
This is the leaven Yeshua told us to beware.
Leaven is especially dangerous because we convince ourselves how we are seeking
power and authority for righteous purposes – even to obtain a management role in a
care home or charity: means the heart is impure before the Father in heaven.
Fortunately… the Blood of Yeshua will wash these people as they end up before the
Throne of God with white garments awaiting resurrection.
The RFDI chips that are recently being pushed, by the government, is only a small
part of the whole – because we are already participating in the system satan has
established: so it is difficult to deny this chip which will give people the right to buy
and sell. The Mark of God (in contrast) is the denial of the hierarchy satan has
established in the world – by remaining humble so as to abound in the Love of Christ
to manifest the Name of God.
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The Mark of the Beast is so much more: because no chip or tattoo will ever provide
immortality – and it is the attainment of immortality (by medical means) is what the
Father takes issue with.
Scripture tells us death will flee from these people: which means the Mark of the
Beast is a kind of medical serum that protects the ends of the DNA against
unravelling with time: and this will be automatically administered to those who have
accepted the RFID chips as a medical breakthrough in enhanced agelessness.
People will accept this serum thinking the science of medicine has finally achieved
the ultimate goal of eternal youth (in the physical). Given the fact, the world will have
already experienced the first six seals and the seven trumpets – people will become
terrified of the prospect of dying because they know the judgement of God has come:
and they will fear death greatly.
The RFID chips are an extension of the credit card and passport – which means
people already have accepted these things including the name of satan (if they lust for
power and authority over others) and are not the Mark of the Beast – even though they
allow people to buy and sell.
Credit cards allow people to buy and sell.
The serum, that provides immortality, will be offered to those who want to be active
members of society – which means buying and selling. The RFID chip allows Big
Brother to manipulate people: which is a completely new level of wrong. The world
will accept the serum oblivious to the fact death is a natural component to being born
again into the Kingdom of God.
They will argue: being „Born Again‟ is accepting the mind of Christ because you die
in the flesh to the ways of the Lord and blah, blah, blah. However... Yeshua told us
not to marvel upon the things He spoke of which means being 'Born Again' – is
something potentially marvellous.
A person who accepts the mind of Christ then falls short of the glory of God
(gives up on his faith as so many have) is not marvellous. Receiving the garments of
glory is marvellous – and this can only be achieved when we are resurrected after
death – be it fleeting or centuries.
This is the purpose of creation: that we in the flesh may return to the Father having
been purified as gold in the Holy Fire (baptism) and made perfect before the Most
High: so we may enter into Eternal Paradise. This means we are required to trust the
Father even unto death – just as Yeshua did.
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People who refuse to accept the purpose of all creation is to facilitate the process of
purification and perfection – to be born again – through death and accept the Mark of
the Beast to attain unearned immortality will endure the following judgement:
The Seven Bowls of Wrath
--------------------------------------Bowl One – Loathsome Soars
--------------------------------------Bowl Two – Seas Turned To Blood
Bowl Three – Water Turned To Blood
Bowl Four – Men Are Scorched
Bowl Five – Darkness And Pain
--------------------------------------Bowl Six – Euphrates Dries Up
Bowl Seven – Earth Utterly Shaken
--------------------------------------None of these judgements mentions anything about people being killed. This is
because the bowl judgements are directed toward those who accepted the Mark of the
Beast and have become immortal.
These judgements are placed into three categories because they specifically start by
making people aware these judgements come upon those who have accepted the Mark
of the Beast – and they will increase with intensity to illustrate how righteous the
judgements of God are.
The good news is, the Book of Revelation makes it clear we are to decide which side
of the dividing line we come into and God will gladly receive anyone who is of a
mind to repent. He understands this is not the easiest thing to do: but He knows the
heart that is genuine and He allows these hearts to find their place with Him in the
process of time.
This period of judgement is, therefore, categorising people into the correct chambers
so they can receive instruction during the Millennial Rule of Christ.
...after resurrection.
Those who have done as Yeshua requested in the seven letters to the seven churches
will not feel the bitter sting of death – because the Father rejoices when a soul repents
and He rewards such a person because the life they lived was death enough.
This means it all comes down to faith – in the end.
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Those who have accepted the Mark of the Beast have forfeited their opportunity to be
born again into the Kingdom of God and that is the reason for the Judgements of God
in these closing chapters.
7) Phase Seven – Ushering In The Kingdom Of God (Chapters 17 to 22)
The final phase of this account requires the approbation of the full maturity of sin –
before it can be dealt with once and for all. From the account given in the beginning
– regarding the four horsemen that show how sin has been allowed to mature – we can
see the way the beast has come into existence and now we are shown a scarlet woman
riding the beast. This is because Yeshua wants to shift His focus upon the way the
reprobate angels and their offspring (demonic unclean spirits) have sought to seize
control of the right to reproduce – from their own kind: the way the Most High has
ordained His creation was intended to reproduce – from their own kind.
When the angels declared 'let us make Man in our own image' a third of the angels
(having satan as their leader) wanted this under the proviso Man would be subject to
the angels forever – however: the Most High had it in mind to create Man in His own
image. This meant Man would (ultimately) become greater than the angels – and this
is what caused satan to rebel against the Most High: because he was foolish enough to
think his high position was not subject to the Will of God.
...and so began the struggle between the two to elevate one over the other – with satan
making the first move to seduce man (who was already above him) to bow to him.
He did this by approaching the woman: because Eve, being effeminate, would be
more susceptible to submissive nature was able to identify with subjection to Adam:
and this was when sin (being able to identify the opportunity to establish a hierarchy)
was introduced into the creation.
The Most High was perfectly aware this was a real danger – but He allowed it to
continue: so He could instruct His own creation in understanding what went wrong. –
even as He wanted them to remain pure and perfect: as innocent children.
It was after this fall our Father decided to let us have an awareness of good and evil
with the proviso we would also experience the devastating result of this awareness:
which only facilitates hierarchies – because the natural inclination of sin is to assert
authority over another – and this will always cause harm upon others.
Even when a person is totally convinced in their mind they are meek and humble – as
they seek to attain authority (in the name of good): they will cause harm to others.
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This, then, means the Most High has had two battle-fronts through history:
1) The right to be God (sovereign authority)
2) The right to reproduce children of light
Of course... the Most High has never (actually) sensed any real threat from the
reprobate angels, who have foolishly conceived of this plan to try and usurp power
from their own creator. Thus far: we have seen what satan has done to assert his own
authority in the world with the rise of the Beast from the Sea and the Beast from the
Earth – who have given him power.
Now... we see what he has done to try and usurp the right to reproduce children –
and this is where it gets really interesting...
The Scarlet Woman Riding The Beast (And The Meaning)
The reprobate angels were not willing, the physical presence of Man, had the clean
spirit of the Most High and Holy Spirit to animate him toward the purpose of the Will
of God. This is why the reprobate angels took the daughters of men as wives (by
possessing the Sons of God) to deny the Holy Spirit and the Most High the
opportunity to parent children of light in the world – in the first instance (in the
beginning): and in the last instance (in the end).
The Most High responded by denying these children of darkness (Eluit and Nephilim)
the physical presence in the world by way of a great flood (in the beginning) that
disembodied the spirits of these creatures – and they became the unclean spirits that
are often referred to as demons.
The point I am driving at here is: when a man and a woman are in unity with the
blessing of the Most High: the purity of this union allows the Most High and Holy
Spirit to parent children of light into the world – and for the most part this is how the
Father intended this creation to function.
This pure unity between a man and woman (with the Most High and the Holy Spirit
upon them) is called a – virgin – Man whereas the impure unity between man and
woman (with the reprobate angels upon them) is called a – harlot – woman.
All forms of sexual perversion are referred to as „woman‟ because it is wholly of the
earth because the spirits, produced by sexual immorality, are unclean (demon)
children of darkness. The pure unity between a man and woman is referred to as a
„man‟ because it has the pattern initially designed by the Most High to create (Sons of
God) children of light.
This means the reprobate angels that have been seeking to manipulate the genetic
code to create hybrids (of angels and men): has been the wilful act of war against the
Most High – and this is why they were kicked out of heaven.
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This is heightened by the active role the unclean spirits are constantly seeking to deny
everyone the opportunity to remain pure – by abusing children at every opportunity.
This has been a difficult task for them because every person has the natural inclination
(other than the truly evil) to preserve the innocence of children and they will take
immediate measures to protect a child they suspect is in danger of such perverse
activity. The pagan religions (throughout history) have all revealed themselves
worshipers of nature who celebrate fertility by sacrificing children to false gods.
They may have toned this down but the attitude of free love is filtering into the
early development of children using false doctrines such as Easter and Christmas.
This act of sacrificing children (or affecting the early development of children) is at
the very core of denying such purity to produce Children of Light unto the Most High.
A child will lose perspective on the sanctity of this perfect unity before the Most High
– before they can learn the truth – and society is too blinded by the selfish desire to
see this.
The moment a person initiates sexual activity (with another) they are placed into the
bonds of unity and if that unity is without the blessing of the Most High – they fall
into chains of wickedness and initiate a sexual lifestyle in the hope of finding the one
that is right for them.
Then we see a run away situation: where child abuse (including all manner of
inappropriate sexual activity – including fornication that people think is ok because
the law says it is legal) seems rampant in a society that cannot explain why it has
become such a pervasive issue.
This lifestyle becomes exasperated by some while others find a measure of happiness:
but sensing something is not right – after some time has passed. Few find true love in
this world – and the reason why is satan is working fiercely to deny the Father His
right to parenthood.
This is why there will be a population explosion during the Millennial Rule. The
whole purpose of creation will be restored forever.
The Fall Of Babylon
The first thing that happens is the Scarlet Woman riding the Beast is going to be
burned up, because God put it into the minds of the ten kings to burn her. This
means... the men who have been assisting the reprobate angels are going to realise the
only way they can successfully establish absolute power is when the predilection to
commit sexual immorality is removed from the world.
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To be more accurate: the Masonic Order (illuminati) will realise the only thing that is
stopping them from securing absolute power is the spiritual realm is being diffused by
the multitude who are calling upon the unclean spirits and reprobate angels to engage
in sexual immorality. They will remove the provocation (porn) in an attempt to selfjustify they are righteous to pursue immortality.
These people crave it so much they will burn the Scarlet Woman – having decided
they need to deal with Yeshua when He returns: because they will have achieved
immortality and the reprobate angels will be thinking they can re-initialise sexual
immorality later.
This (immortality) will embolden them foolishly.
There are many who believe Mystery Babylon is the Roman Catholic Church and
Babylon the Great is America – even though Revelation tells us this is one and the
same because the Scarlet Woman has written upon her forehead:
MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT.
THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.
Not only that… the world would not lament if the Roman Catholic Church and
America were burned. They would lament the destruction of the sex industry because
the sex industry is so vast: its collapse will have the knock on effect of devastating all
the other economies in the world.
Given the fact we have already had a woman described as being: arrayed in the
Sun and having the Moon beneath her feet with a crown of twelve stars we can see
this is in perfect contrast to the Scarlet Woman who is the impure sinful nature of the
whole world that is ruled by satan at this time.
Zion: pure (virgin) mother of the Son of Man – Children of Light
Scarlet Woman: impure (whore) mother of the Nephilim – Children of Darkness
These are the two (spirits) attitudes within the world that create children unto light or
darkness. Zion is Israel that has been purified through centuries of sacrifices ordained
by the Most High which means the children of light are the true-Christians.
The Scarlet Woman is not only the religions that facilitate sexual immorality but also
the attitude that is unbecoming of anyone who imagines there is morality in sexual
immorality – both spiritually (false doctrines) and physically (fornication etc).
This means... all those who hold to false doctrines, and the industry that encourages
sexual provocation, will be burned up at the hand of the ten kings who are seeking to
establish absolute power.
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The World Mourns The Fall Of Babylon
The Scarlet Woman is described as being sat upon many waters that (in the
wilderness) is described as being sat upon a scarlet beast: which was full of
blasphemy having seven heads and ten horns.
This verse goes on to describe she is arrayed in purple and gold having precious
stones. This is why theologians have identified the woman as being the Roman
Catholic Church – especially as she is holding a cup (full of abominations and the
filthiness of her fornication) because a cup is symbolic of religious status.
In these closing chapters – we can see how the Roman Catholic Church can easily be
seen as the 'Mother of Harlots' because they are responsible for indoctrinating so
many denominations (which can be viewed as her children) with pagan beliefs.
However... this is not entirely the case because there are other churches that have no
affiliation with the Roman Catholic Church that have false doctrines.
The Mother of Harlots is the Pagan religions in the whole world that celebrates
fertility in the belief they are honouring false gods – when the reality is they are
justifying their carnal sensual desires of the flesh: which are the abomination and
filthiness of fornication described in Revelation.
This means the Scarlet Woman is not (only) the Roman Catholic Church but the Spirit
of Jezebel that exists within to justify rebellion against the Father – and drink of the
cup of fornication. The Roman Catholic Church simply represents the visual aspect of
this spirit of rebellion – so the Scarlet Woman upon the Scarlet Beast is the attitude
associated with the ego of a person who wants to indulge in their perverse
inclinations.
If you are wondering why I am seeking to clarify this character: it is because every
person (regardless of their religious denomination or non-religious claim) is
responsible for the attitude they carry in this world toward the Most High – and the
Book of Revelation has clearly defined there can only be one attitude any one person
should ever ascribe to:
...and that is, you can either be:
Pure before the Most High (having accepted the redemptive power of the
Blood of the Lamb of God) and repented of your imperfect ways or...
Impure before the Most High (having rejected Yeshua – or taken the Name
of God in vain) and refused to repent of your imperfect ways.
The Book of Revelation is seeking to reach within each and every individual upon the
face of the planet – to repent before the opportunity to repent has passed.
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Though... by this time: that opportunity will have passed: which means this article is
critical. Furthermore... if a person believes the Scarlet Woman riding the Scarlet Beast
is the Roman Catholic Church they will tell themselves they are going to be fine as
long as they have nothing to do with the Roman Catholic Church – but that is part of
the great deception.
The Scarlet Woman is the rebellious attitude toward the Most High (regardless of
religion) to pervert the divine pattern of birthing pure and perfect Children of Light.
She personifies sexual perversion – both spiritually and physically.
Finality Of Babylon’s Fall
This can be further illustrated by the way the Book of Revelation describes the Scarlet
Beast as having seven heads and ten horn – because this is the culmination of the
three pyramid powers that make up the six - six - six name of satan that exist in the
world. The devil will not allow the spirit of rebellion against God supersede his
(usurped) authority.
satan will burn the Scarlet Woman because her usefulness has expired – even as the
reprobate angels, who lust after the daughters of men, agree to give satan power: to
prepare themselves for the moment Yeshua is about to return with all the hosts
(armies) of heaven. The thinking of the reprobate angels, at this time, is one of
desperation because they need to be focused on the end that is drawing near.
Heaven Exults Over Babylon’s Fall
This is after the Scarlet Woman is burned – and the angels didn't even lift a finger to
effect it. I mean... what can one say – but admire the fact the reprobate angels are
revealing their utter dread of what is about to take place.
Praise the Lord.
Christ On A White Horse – The Return Of The Messiah
The moment Yeshua returns with all the hosts (armies) of heaven – which will include
the Righteous Elect 144,000 will be when the armies of the world march from
Megiddo into the Jezreel Valley just outside Jerusalem.
The word Jezreel comes from the Hebrew, and means God sows and this is when the
Most High will sow His final wrath upon the rebellious attitude (spirit) in the world.
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The reaping of those He wishes to gather unto Himself has already taken place and
now He is sowing the seeds of love – with the final wrath – so the earth can be used as
the stage to usher in the Kingdom of God. Effectively we can see how the Father in
tilling the ground of all the weeds to plant the righteous seeds required to implement
His plans.
Scripture often refers to people of good standing to be righteous plants and Yeshua
spoke of seeds that need to pass through the veil of death to be born into the Kingdom
of God – so it is only fitting to understand this moment in the context of the Father's
heir being a farmer.
This is shadowed by the curse brought upon Man to till the ground in the
beginning: is a prophecy being fulfilled in the end – because the Son of Man (Yeshua
and the 144,000) are effectively tilling the ground ready to sow the Plant of
Righteousness in the world. Enoch spoke of a Righteous Plant (Abraham) that was
planted in the third week – of his ten week prophecy – which required nurturing and
pruning through history to ensure the world can be restored: in the end.
The Book of Revelation describes the heaven opened and a white horse with He
who is Faithful and True judges and makes war in righteousness.
The Beast And His Armies Defeated – The Military Destroyed
The heaven and earth will (at this moment) see the most incredible arrival of the
Son of Man and every eye shall see this moment – even those who pierced the
Messiah shall see Him: from their chambers in the spiritual heaven including all
who are in the world on the physical earth.
This will be so sudden, and awesome, the wicked won't have the opportunity to
call out the Name of the Lord – because the opportunity for repentance has
already passed. Not one voice trying to say: "This is not fair," will be heard
because they had their chance.
The Beast and the Prophet (and those who accepted the Mark of the Beast –
immortality) are cast into the lake of fire 'alive' while the rest were killed by the
sword that proceeds out of the mouth of Yeshua – by the hand of the armies of
heaven.
This is when the Beast (Military) is dealt with – once and for all.
Yeshua utters the command and the angels perform their duty to remove the rest
of the wicked from the face of the earth – and this will be global not only at the
Valley of Jezreel because not everyone who refuses to accept the Mark of the
Beast will be considered righteous.
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Satan Bound For A Thousand Years – The Political Government Seized
The Beast and the Prophet (and their immortal servants) are cast into the lake of
fire and satan is bound in the bottomless pit – so these are different places.
Some have tried to say the centre of the earth is the bottomless pit because it loses
gravitational pull at the centre – but this is the burning lake of fire and not the
bottomless pit. A black hole would better qualify for a bottomless pit because it is
not a hole but a gravity well that is so deep it causes the physics to fall apart at the
core. Of course... I am thinking in physical terms here so it may be these things
(when the veil is lifted) or a completely different kind of prison: as seen and
described by Enoch in the heavenly realm.
This is when the False Prophet (Politics) is dealt with – once and for all.
What is important to understand here is: satan is going to have all his power taken
away from him and he is going to be placed aside for a future purpose – I will
explain later.
Satanic Rebellion Crushed – The (false) Religion Destroyed
This is when we shall see the cleansing Judgement of God (called the
sanctification) begin as the process by which a person is brought to the full
knowledge of God and His ways – and this will take a thousand years.
This means judgement began with the tribulation (which was initiated by men
upon those who take the Name of God in vain in the first instance and the angels
upon those who deny the Lord and His Laws in the second instance). The
Trumpet Judgements which lead to the Bowl Judgements upon those who accept
the Mark of the Beast.
Then we see the Judgement of God take on a more subtle role (even though
Yeshua will rule with an iron rod) during this Millennial Period to teach the whole
world how to have the Name of God in the forehead.
This means: those who stress over the struggle to edify people when faced with
sickening leaven just need to think about this article that shows clearly the
measures Yeshua has to take to call people to repentance – and even though: there
will be many losses to eternal death. People who want to work with Yeshua to
prepare the way for His return should recognise this problem has been with the
Father from the beginning of time – so they are not alone in their struggle to edify
people in the Ways of the Lord.
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What is important is people need to understand the name of satan (which is six –
six – six) is going to be dealt with decisively in the following manner:
1) Beast (Military) destroyed first.
2) False Prophet (Politics) seized second.
3) Anti-Christ (False Religion) crushed third.
All these will eventually be cast into the lake of fire – but what we can see here is
violence is destroyed by violence, sorcery is seized by miracle and subtlety is
crushed by subtlety.
Each number six (that represents a pyramid in the world) is going to be judged
righteously by the Will of God because Yeshua confirmed he who lives by the
sword shall die by the sword and he who leads into captivity will be lead into
captivity.
Those who judge will be judged by the same measure they judge because
perfection can only be achieved through the cleansing of imperfection when like
for like is returned.
Let those who seek to edify: first look to their own hearts – and effect the
necessary changes required to be chosen for the role as one of the 144,000
(Righteous Elect) and not assume the authority to undertake this role.
Consider the fact Yeshua asked His Father in all humility to be glorified even as
He prayed in the Garden of Gethsemane awaiting to be crucified. He walked a
perfect walk before the Father yet He still asked for glory and did not assume it
was given Him. This is because He understood how death was the means by
which we are born into the Kingdom of God – so it would be fair to think He was
confident: but He was not assuming in any way.
This is when the anti-Christ (False Religion) is dealt with – once and for all.
After the Millennial Rule – everyone (even Yeshua) will be required to relinquish
the power they had to rule with an iron rod and cast their crowns to the Throne of
God. It may be difficult to appreciate how Yeshua will also relinquish His
authority – but the ability to deny satan in the wilderness proved He is trustworthy
enough to do the right thing when the time comes: as will all the 144,000 and all
those who have learned the Ways of the Lord.
This is when things get really interesting... because the Judgement of God enters
the final stage.
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The Great White Throne Judgement
People fear this day when there is no need to fear it – because those who come to the
first resurrection will have the same confidence Yeshua had in the Garden of
Gethsemane and understand how we are not being assuming when we consider our
place in the Father.
The part that is interesting is: those who were placed in the second chamber will
not have experienced a world without satan because they will be risen after he is
released from the bottomless pit – and they will see, first hand, how the world will be
completely different.
These people will be amazed by how wonderful everything is – and they will not even
realise satan is now working on them to try and stop the Most High form completing
His task. The people who rise from the second chamber will start to and think they
have entered into Paradise or Heaven and start to give glory to the Most High – but
their joy is tainted with a dark shadow.
This is the kind of conversation that will ensue:
Damon: Is this not Heaven? Have I not made it into Heaven?
Michael: This heaven and earth is about to pass away. You have been resurrected
from the second chamber to receive a physical presence so you can learn of the
Ways of the Lord.
Damon: This place is wonderful... surely this is Heaven?
Michael: We have learned how to walk in the Ways of the Lord while you were in
your chamber awaiting resurrection. The Book of Life is about to be opened and
you need to make every effort to make sure your name is not blotched out of the
book.
Damon begins to tremble.
Damon: This is judgement day. I don't think I'm going to make it. I never knew
what to do.
Michael: This resurrection is your opportunity to learn the Ways of the Lord so you
can be ready to go before the White Throne for Judgement.
Damon: How much time do I have to get ready?
Michael: You will only know your own ability to remain pure after several trials.
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Damon: What will they be? How much time will I have?
Michael: You will see those who passed enter into the New Jerusalem that will
soon come down from the Throne of God and those who fail being cast into the lake
of fire. This may take some time – but can you afford to procrastinate?
Damon: Teach me how to be good enough.
The 'second chamber' is for those who never had judgement during their lifetime – so
this period of time is allocated for them. This effectively means – no one can learn to
overcome in the Name of God if satan is not present in the world: because it is only
when a person is being tempted of satan can the Father see if the heart of the
individual is worth purifying unto perfection.
The devil will manage to muster up an army to go against the Most High one more
time – but he will be defeated and cast into the lake of fire after this. All the Children
of Light born into the world at this time will have a moment to consider what their
parents endured while living in a word where satan ruled – so they know what it was
like for them. This is because the Most High will forever continue to use witnesses to
birth Children of Light into the eternal Paradise that is stationed at the level of His
Eternal Throne.
All Things Made New
Before the full restoration can begin: the world will be cleansed of all evil – and any
trace of wicked propensity including the predilection to iniquitous attitude will be
gone forever. This is because those not found to be in the Book of Life will be cast
into the lake of fire with the others who wilfully denied God His right to be Father.
Atheists ask, „Don't you think it egotistic of God to demand we worship Him?‟ to
which I ask, „Don't you think it egotistic we seek self-worship if we do not?‟
This is what it all boils down to at the end of the day.
The are the only two options available:
Worship the Father in spirit and truth and have the Name of God in your
their forehead.
Worship the self (using limp excuses such as false gods or false doctrines
or being atheist) and have the name of satan in your forehead or in your
forearm.
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These are the only two options whether we like it or not – because the sin within
us: is driving us to worship the self (with idols of the heart) unless we
circumcise this arrogance and worship the Father in spirit and truth instead –
and using scripture to elevate oneself is not worshiping in spirit and truth.
We were created imperfect in the first instance: but having been born of flesh we are
now able to be made perfect so we may be born again: with the opportunity to
overcome in the Name of God.
This means we are all co-creators with the Father.
Therefore... all things will be made new by the way we contribute toward the
Kingdom of God as we work with Yeshua to conclude this epic journey.
During the Millennial Reign of Christ there will be a population explosion because
the unity between a male and female to create the Man will take an initial step toward
the 'Bridal Chamber'. This is when the sanctity of unity between a man and woman is
given the true blessing of the Father and the two can return to the original state of one
flesh (which is called Man) and the two of each part – which is the physical and
spiritual – can become the fourth that creates the One Whole.
At this time people will begin to understand how the rights and privileges of the
individual are aligned with the Most High to engage the pattern required to produce
Children of Light.
The 144,000 (Righteous Elect) are a small portion of the whole that are used to strike
the rule of satan in the beginning – but this number will grow: as the rock (that struck
the feet of iron and clay – in the dream King Nebuchadnezzar had) begins to grow as
a mountain that covers the whole earth.
This means the people who come to the first resurrection: will be instructed in the
Ways of the Lord to learn what it means to produce Children of Light. This
population explosion, of such children, will not be perfect as yet – because this will
take place during the Millennial Rule before satan is released from the bottomless pit.
By the time the Kingdom of God has matured and the mountain (the glory of the Most
High) covers the whole earth – and satan is released – these Children of Light will be
faced with the hour of trial to ensure they recognise what it means to overcome in the
Name of God. At this point we can begin to wonder why it is the Father would do
such a thing – but this is easy to appreciate when we consider the sanctity of His
perfect domain is to remain pure forever: and the whole of creation begins to take on
the perspective of being a proving ground for perfection.
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The world has undergone many judgements throughout history – which have served
various purposes as the Father seeks to establish His eternal Kingdom.
These judgements can be illustrated as follows:
1) The Veil Between Heaven And Earth.
A veil – that stopped those born of flesh seeing the spirit realm – was set
in place because the Most High wanted people to prove they are
trustworthy through faith.
This has proven extremely effective because those who have the slightest
inclination to wickedness have found this world (without the ability to
see angels and the spirit realm) a playground where they can let their
wickedness fester toward all manner of abominations.
This includes those who practice sorcery because they are deluded into
thinking they are empowered above those who cannot see the spirit
realm – and the spirits they accommodate are the reprobate angels and
demons (unclean spirits of the disembodied Eluit and Nephilim) who
teach them spells and incantations to facilitate false empowerment.
The moment the veil is lifted – the sorcerers are totally powerless (not to
mention naked) because everyone has the ability to see the spirit realm.
To be more accurate... they can see the creation without the veil – which
means the spirit realm and physical realm are converged as one reality.
What is particularly interesting here is: the moment Adam and Eve
partook of the forbidden fruit – they were able to see they were naked
which means a veil of some kind was lifted. In the beginning, this was
when the veil came into existence and they lost their ability to see the
spirit realm which was so bright they were unable to see such things as
their flesh. This, then, means the veil that came into existence suddenly
stopped them from seeing the creation in all its splendour and, as such,
they could see the nakedness of their flesh.
In the end, when all things are made new, this veil will be lifted and what
will happen then is those who are not aligned correctly with the Ways of
the Lord will not be as bright as those who are and there may be an
initial shock how dark many people are.
This may not sound frightening now but when we consider how
everything will be illuminated with the presence of the Most High
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(because the veil has been lifted) those who are not as bright will feel
fear and all manner of shame how dark they appear. The words 'the Book
of Life was opened' is the subtle reference to the veil being lifted because
the verse describes how some will feel shame and others will feel joy.
2) Birthing Pains And Tilling The Ground
This was the decree given by the Most High against the sinful nature of
man - so the way could be prepared to usher in the Kingdom of God by
birthing pains and the tilling of the ground – to sow righteousness unto
eternity.
3) Eating The Dust Of The Earth And Upon The Belly One Goes
This was the decree brought against the rebellious attitude of those who
wilfully seek to defile the Name of God – which causes such people to
crave material gain: that will never satisfy their lust.
This can be likened to the hardening of the heart of Pharaoh – which the
Most High does to let the wicked lead themselves into utter destruction.
This is the curse we break when we accept Yeshua as our Lord and
saviour – because we learn how to appreciate the Father is looking after
our every need when we pray and walk in humility and faithfully keep
the Commandments of God.
4) Flood and Fire – to Baptise The Creation
This is when the Father has had to take measures to protect His Eternal
Hallowed Name against the abominations that have festered in the world
– because the creation needs to have some hope of redemption.
This came in the form of the Word of God and the Blood of Yeshua.
Markers for this can be seen with:
Noah and the Flood Judgement upon the world – in the beginning.
Sodom and Gomorrah (fire)
Water and Fire (Holy Spirit) Baptism
Seas and Rivers turned to blood (water)
Babylon and the Fire Judgement upon the world – in the end.
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Many will not recognise baptism is a type of judgement – but this is
because the word 'judgement' is normally associated with punishment:
when, in fact, it is more about teaching the Ways of the Lord.
5) Tribulation Unto Purification And Perfection (Trumpets)
This is the call to repentance.
This is when those who accept the Father (but are complacent) are taught
to forsake the ways of the world to hold on to the faith of the Risen Lord
– to return to Paradise.
This can be seen in effect from the beginning of time – after the fall of
man right up to the modern time which is more intensified – and would
have started after Yeshua proclaimed the acceptable Year of the Lord.
Yeshua made this proclamation to fulfil the prophecy that tells us: a time
will come when people will not have the excuse of saying they did not
know – because the Gospel of Yeshua (Testimony of the Son of God)
spells out the simple necessity to practice humility.
…to circumcise the heart: of all arrogance.
This was commanded of us so we may all abound in the Love of Christ
to let the Kingdom of God be established forever in the world – even
though the great apostasy (which means falling away from the truth) was
prophesised to take effect.
The apostasy was allowed to take effect in order to filter the Faithful
Servants to be called as the 144,000 from those who are either: too
leavened or in need of instruction.
6) Wrath of God (Bowl Judgements)
This is when God removes the possessions of the illuminati. He does this
to undermine the rebellious attitude that hampers the opportunity to learn
the Ways of the Lord – to teach the whole world: who owns the creation.
7) The Process By Which One Comes To The Knowledge Of God
This is the restoration – when the creation is sanctified by the Sabbath
from temptation to grace the creation with ability to learn how to walk in
the Ways of the Lord.
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These judgements may be seen as a list of punishments – but that will only be the
observation of the wicked who seek to exploit any and every opportunity to assert
their authority over others. Those who are faithful and true to the Most High will see
these judgements as righteous.
So… the veil will be lifted when the 'Book of Life' is opened: and those who are not
as bright as they thought they were will be shocked and fearful of this – but they will
be shown how to remove the darkness so they can become aligned with the Will of
God. However... some will still be foolish enough to resist this process of
sanctification and they are the ones who will be cast into the outer darkness where
there will be wailing and gnashing of teeth. The majority of these will include those
who were brought out of the second chamber when satan is released from the
bottomless pit.
Those resurrected from the second chamber will not have had the privilege of
parenting Children of Light – so they will have to accept the grace of having the
opportunity to become aligned with the Will of God in this short period of time and
some will make it while others will not. There are some who were in the first
resurrection who are Children of Light who may or may not make too – because we
are all expected to achieve the high standard which Yeshua has set.
The Book of Life, being opened, heralds the dawn of eternity because many who were
in their graves will be risen to learn of the Ways of the Lord and the Mark of God will
be issued to all who are proven trustworthy. This means Death and Hades will also be
cast into the Lake of Fire with those who accepted the Mark of the Beast.
This is a crucial time when all who seek entry into the eternal Kingdom of God
will finally receive the seals – that the 144,000 (Righteous Elect) received just prior to
the Bowl Judgements: when the countdown began – but they must be earned. This is
because the New Jerusalem (which has been prepared in heaven) is ready to descend
out of heaven from God.
The New Jerusalem
The New Jerusalem is described twice as:
The holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God,
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband ~ Revelation 21:2.
The great city, the holy Jerusalem, (after John is carried away in the
spirit to a great and high mountain) descending out of heaven from God
~ Revelation 21:10.
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The reason why the Holy City is described twice is:
The first observation is describing the process by which the 144,000 (Righteous Elect)
arrive to usher in the Kingdom of God and the second observation then showing us
when the seals are brought down to the people who have overcome in the Name of
God.
This is because the Holy City is the perfect semblance of physical and spiritual which
is prepared during the Millennial Rule of Christ and made manifest when the creation
is complete.
Immediately after the first description we are told of how the tabernacle of God is
with men and every tear is wiped away and all things are made new. Then the verses
tell us: He who overcomes shall inherit all things and the wicked will have their part
in the lake of fire. This is describing the Millennial Rule of Christ because the
144,000 (Righteous Elect) will work with Yeshua to usher in the Kingdom of God –
and the rod of iron is testimony to the fact the Son of Man will not tolerate leaven or
abstinence obstructing the Will of God.
This means the New Jerusalem will be prepared during this time – in readiness to
descend into the new heaven and earth because the spiritual and physical aspect of the
Holy City will establish an eternal gateway between the Eternal Creation and Eternal
Paradise.
After the Holy City is described in the first instance: as the bride of the Lamb of God
– descending which is characterized by the Righteous Elect being anointed to serve
the Lamb of God to usher in the Kingdom of God. We are told of the second instance,
which is the multitude of people, who have successfully learned how to place the
Name of God in the forehead, will receive their eternal garments of eternal glory.
This is the second description of New Jerusalem descending out of heaven from God
and here we see the physical description of a city being made known to us – because
the creation is being prepared to establish an eternal gateway to Paradise for the
purified and perfected Son of Man.
The garments of glory are the seals (of immortality) that are given to all who are
found written in the Book of Life – so the Kingdom of God can finally take its place
within the Paradise that each and every individual has diligently been working to
prepare with the Most High. This is done by the shedding of the old ways
(repentance) toward purification and perfection, which allows the angels in heaven
prepare the home for the person that is learning to walk in the Ways of the Lord.
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This will allow people access to the New Jerusalem – which is the only thing that
exists in both the Eternal Creation of heaven and earth and the New Heaven and Earth
(of Eternal Paradise) that awaits the Children of Light to inhabit forever.
This may sound somewhat complicated but it is easy to understand when you consider
how the process by which a person comes to the full knowledge of God prepares the
soul to receive the garments of eternal glory. This (sure) process is called purification
unto perfection before the Lord and as a person goes through this transformation –
they have a home prepared for them in Eternal Paradise but they only have access
through the Holy City which means they can only enter if they have received their
garments of glory.
The New Jerusalem can only take on the physical form during the Millennial Rule as
those who are redeemed from the earth (the Son of Man) work with the Most High to
place flesh and bone upon the spiritual frame of the Holy City ready for her to
descend from the Throne of God.
The Bride is the Holy City whereas the Righteous Elect (and all who overcome) are
the Son of Man.
Holy City = Spiritual (realm) requiring – Physical presence to exist eternally.
Son of Man = Physical (realm) requiring – Spiritual presence to exist eternally.
The Bridal Chamber is where death is destroyed – because they complement each
other perfectly.
The Glory Of The New Jerusalem
This is illustrated by the way there is no temple in the New Jerusalem because God
and the Lamb are it's temple which is illuminated by the glory of God and the light of
the Lamb. This means the Son of Man (those who are in Christ) will be bright in their
own right and each person will contribute toward the living light that shines forever in
the great and Holy City.
Here we are told the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb will be the light because
each person will have their own habitation in respective Paradise of their own where
their children will contribute toward the eternal growth of Paradise – from
thenceforth.
We are reminded of the fact the only people who will be allowed to enter the Hol y
City will be those who are written in the Book of Life – which means the city will be
resting upon the earth while the Father is in a position to continually parent Children
of Light unto eternal Paradise. The size ratio of the city upon the earth will be like a
matchbox upon a tennis ball.
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The River Of Life
This is where the Throne of God is shown to nurture the heaven and earth so the
inhabitants can continually learn how to walk in the Ways of the Lord and receive
their garments as and when they earn them. The Book of Revelation continues to talk
about calling to repentance those who are inhabiting the earth: even after the eternal
Glory of God has covered the whole earth.
This is because the Father will have established the eternal Paradise at the level of
His throne and this will remain inaccessible to those who refuse to repent – which
means: the only way to enter Paradise is through the New Jerusalem – and His right to
be Father will never be challenged again.
The river of life is the Word of God that is flowing through all who have the Bright
Spring of Water within them – and these are the Son of Man: because the spiritual
abyss which satan created will have been cut off from beneath the Throne of God
when the first heaven and earth passes away.
Time Is Near – A Warning – I Am Coming Quickly
The Book of Revelation does not speak to exclusively about the furthest reaches of
the creation as spoken of in the ancient Hebrew scripture – because the Book of
Revelation is focused on calling the world toward repentance and does not concern
itself with the make up of the Eternal Kingdom of God after it is established.
This article provides tantalising insight into the way the Eternal Creation and the
Eternal Paradise will coexist forever and the awesome privilege the 144,000 have in
assisting Yeshua.
The Book of Revelation does tell us I am coming quickly – and this is because the
moment a person reads these things the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb instantly
see the attitude one has toward the Word of God – which basically means it couldn't
come any quicker.
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THE SEVEN LETTERS IN REVELATION
1) The Loveless Church – The First Letter (Ephesus)
What Is The First Love?
Yeshua introduces himself to the Church of Ephesus as: He who holds the seven stars
in His right hand, who walks in the midst of the seven golden lampstands. Then goes
on to warn the church He will remove their lampstands if they do not repent of
abandoning their first love.
So... what is the first love?
This is the first part of the Royal Law which is: love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.
Sounds simple enough - until you realise how satan has had a field day with
perverting this commandment (throughout history): because people are vulnerable to
the concepts introduced by men to honour the natural inclination to love God.
Yes... man has a natural inclination to love God - but he is weak to the idea we can
achieve this by adopting certain rituals and practices. For example, there are churches
(congregations) that insist we must break bread every week - even though Yeshua
asked us to break bread in remembrance of Him whenever we meet in His Name.
This means it is not for us to ritualise.
Yeshua tells us the Father wants us to worship Him in spirit and truth - and it seems
the Church of Ephesus has failed to understand how this is achieved. The Church of
Ephesus may have been a church that existed in antiquity - but this 'church' is the
attitude (spirit) believers have in modern times.
Yeshua asked Peter three times "Do you love me?"
Peter became upset He was asked three times because he told him he does love him but the point Yeshua was making is it takes more than mere confession of love to love
someone. Furthermore... Yeshua was also enacting a law that is made true by the
utterance of three times - as one says: Holy, Holy, Holy. This was to verify the way
we break the chains of wickedness by aspiring toward love three times - the way
Yeshua refused satan in the wilderness three times.
This is the process of overcoming.
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This means the Church of Ephesus needs to address three specific issues to return to
the former first love as requested. These are:
1) Remove ritualistic nature of religion (false doctrines).
2) Recognise the Name of God.
3) Keep the Royal Law.
These are the first works Yeshua asks the Church of Ephesus to do. Worshiping in
spirit and truth is not achieved by rituals and traditions - but rather: it is achieved by
serving your brethren to edify and keep them safe from any harm.
This is what Yeshua meant when He told Peter: "Feed my sheep."
The reason for this is: the second part of the Royal Law (which is the greatest
commandment) fulfils the first part of the Royal Law. We express our love for God
with all our hearts, soul and mind when we love our neighbour as ourselves - and we
love our neighbour as ourselves when we remain humble.
This then means the Church of Ephesus may have exposed false apostles - but
their fervent heart to expose this false spirit has caused them to lose sight of being
abound in the love of Christ.
These are the people who get carried away with trying to prove their doctrines. They
need to remember the second part of the Royal Law which is to abound in the love of
Christ because this will return them to the first work of loving one another - which is
the way we (correctly) worship the Father in spirit and truth.
From there... they can look to the process of purification and perfection: to
manifest the Name of God.
2) The Persecuted Church – The Second Letter (Smyrna)
What Is The Tribulation?
Yeshua introduced himself to the Church of Smyrna as: the First and the Last, who
was dead, and came to life. Then goes on to say if those, persecuted in His Name,
hold on to their faith: they will receive the crown of life.
This, then, is clearly the call to persevere through tribulation and trial - in order to be
purified in the fire that is baptising those who believe in Yeshua (Jesus) the risen
Christ. Yeshua does not stipulate: 'I have this against you' here so it would be easy to
consider this church a favourable church. However, Yeshua does ask those who are
experiencing tribulation to hold on (even unto death) so there is a matter of concern
the Church of Smyrna are not strong in their faith.
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This is clarified by the mention of recognising their spiritual riches (knowledge of
scripture) and the assurance - those that are of the synagogue of satan are known to be
placing them under subjection.
Yeshua is effectively telling the Church of Smyrna (spiritual attitude) He is with them
and rooting for them to succeed. He even says: "Do not fear the things that will come"
because - the period of tribulation is something every Christian has to endure to be
perfected. Yeshua endured it when they put him to death. The disciplines endured it
when they were killed or exiled.
Tribulation means „great pressure‟:
...and this can come in many forms: from social exclusion to murder.
What's important here is... the time of tribulation is the opportunity to be purified and
(most importantly) perfected - because if a person forgives those who inflict harm or
terror: they are made perfect because they are forsaking the desires of the flesh.
This, then, means: many will have already endured tribulation before 'the' great
tribulation begins - which means they will have already endured God's judgement (in
the first life) and scripture tells us those who endure this will not see the second death.
Even those who die during their tribulation will not experience the second death.
The thing is... Yeshua tells us: those who are caught up in the tribulation (brought
upon them by the synagogue of satan) should endure ten days. This strongly suggests
an event is about to occur - which is specifically designed to test the faith of those
who are of the Church of Smyrna. The question is: who are those who call themselves
Jews (but are not) and are the synagogue of satan?
I would rule out the Jewish people in Israel because they are Jews (from the tribe
of Judah - the southern kingdom of Israel which consist of people from the tribes of
Judah and Benjamin - with perhaps a small number from the other tribes).
There can only be one of two types of people that fall into this category and they are:
1) The Rothschild and Rockefeller families (world elite) who call themselves Zionists.
2) The Muslim religion who claim progenitor rights of Abraham.
Both these are doing the will of satan because they are enacting measures of terror
and persecution upon Christians: albeit the world elite are somewhat more subversive
as they slowly brainwash the public to believe their alien agenda. The satanic cult is
heavily influenced by the drive to establish hierarchy - as they seek elitism in the
world: and this is the natural inclination of sin maturing in the world.
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Those who refuse to repent in the church of Ephusus are also party to this atrocity
because the Church of Ephusus was asked to return to the first love - which is to love
God with all the heart, soul and mind. Loving God with all the heart, mind and soul is
expressed by the way we abound in the love of Christ. This means... refusing to repent
is the expression of the lust for authority - and that is the drive toward elitism.
This reveals how the bad element from the first church is effecting the people in
the second church and if you look at this pattern - you can easily see how the sheep
and goats are being separated.
The seven churches are:
1) The Loveless Church
2) The Persecuted Church
3) The Compromising Church
4) The Corrupt Church
-------------------------------------5) The Dead Church
6) The Faithful Church
-------------------------------------7) The Lukewarm Church
As you look at these churches: you can see how the unrepentant gradually become
dead (cold) while the faithful remain alive (hot) - then the last church is when Yeshua
no longer tolerates the mixing of the two and takes action against the situation.
This is why it all begins with tribulation and ends with wrath. God is uncompromising
in His judgements. How many can say they have already endured great pressure in
their lives? When I say great pressure - I mean the kind of trial that brings a person to
look up and beg for answers. If you are one of these - you have already been through
much. The only question is: is it enough?
The easy way to answer that is to ask yourself: when someone is dancing all over my
face (being horrible toward me) - do I abound in the love of Christ as they do this?
3) The Compromising Church – The Third Church (Pergamos)
What - Or Who - Is The Sword?
Yeshua introduces Himself to the Church of Pergamos as: He who has the sharp twoedged sword. Then goes on to say: He will come against the unrepentant with the
sword of His mouth.
So what - or who - is the sword?
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Yeshua tells us: Do not think that I came to bring peace on earth. I did not come to
bring peace but a sword. This must have come as a surprise to the disciples because
they would have been hearing about peace and love - not fighting up to this point.
Of course... Yeshua was referring to the words that He speaks.
This is the power that comes with truth. It separates those who are of the darkness
from those who are of the light - in the way Genesis tells us: the light divided the
darkness from the light. This tells us Yeshua was in tune with His purpose and fully
understood how his presence was the light that entered the world when God said: "Let
there be light."
We are required to understand how we (being 'in' Christ) are also - as children of light
- have entered the world means our words: when turned toward glorifying the Father
in truth - are the same sword Yeshua spoken of.
Indeed... Yeshua tells us: He will put the right words in our mouths as and when
necessary. This means 'we' being the generation of the Son of Man - are (as One) the
sword of His mouth: when we speak the truth because we are known as the „blessed
innocent spirits‟ that bring condemnation to the authorities on earth.
To be on the right side of the sword - we must be perfect before the Most High: which
means rooting out all false doctrines that defile the Hallowed Name of God.
Ironically... Yeshua threatens the sword upon those who who hold the doctrine of
Balaam, who taught Balak to put a stumbling block before the children of Israel – to
eat things sacrificed to idols, and commit sexual immorality.
Yeshua goes on to say about the fact this church also has those who hold the
doctrine of the Nicolaitians - which He hates.
He tells the church to repent or He will come and fight 'them' with the sword of His
mouth. This means: those who are allowing people to practice false doctrines will
witness a swift rebuke upon those who practice false doctrines. This may sound like
something you won't mind happening - until you realise you might see your loved
ones being cut to pieces by the truth: which is spoken by those who have the spirit of
God in them. This will not be a pleasant sight to behold.
The question is, what's going on here?
Yeshua is commanding those who 'know' their brethren are following false doctrines
not to stand idly by - when they can warn them of the sword.
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Ezekiel 33:1-11 warns the Son of Man (us) if we do not warn the wicked to turn away
from his iniquity when we see the sword coming: we will forfeit our own lives - and
let us not be shy in our duties to edifying the Name of God - in love - so the stumbling
blocks are removed.
Here is the good news:
The reward for repentance is receiving some of the hidden manna which will provide
us the wisdom to carry out this task. When we consider the Name of God first and
foremost - we are allowing the Holy Spirit to show us how false doctrines defile the
Name of God. This, being the way the Name of God is in the forehead, will allow the
right words to enter our mouths when we seek to edify those who practice false
doctrines.
This does not mean we are required to speak against other churches – but, rather,
it is for us to voice our concerns with those we congregate with. You see... Yeshua
was quick to let us know He is aware we dwell where the throne of satan is (which is
this world) and He has acknowledged the faith we have shown even when we are
persecuted.
Now... this does not (necessarily) mean we (specifically) are all falling short of this allowing our brethren to apostatise - problem: but it is worth noting we should guard
our brethren. That is what this church is being called to do: guard the brethren from
those who seek to introduce and practice false doctrines.
One last point worth noting is: the reward of receiving a new name that is under a
white stone in heaven. This will only be made known if the task is undertaken while
being abound in the love of Christ.
4) The Corrupt Church – The Fourth Church (Thyatira)
What Are The Eyes of Fire and Feet of Brass?
Yeshua introduces Himself to the Church of Thyatira as: the Son of God who has eyes
like a flame of fire, and His feet like fine brass. Then warns the unrepentant He will
kill her (Jezebel) ...children with death so the churches know He searches the minds
and hearts.
John describes the seven churches as the seven spirits before the throne of God - yet
there is no mention of this until the fourth chapter. This clearly means these seven
letters are specifically designed to purity and perfect the Body of Christ (living
church) in order to allow the Son of Man to ascend to the throne. Therefore... it is
crucial we understand these letters correctly to facilitate this wonderful moment.
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They can be summarized as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

The first letter warned against - introducing hierarchical based priesthood.
The second letter sought to encourage faith.
The third letter warned against compromise.
The fourth letter warns against corruption.
The fifth letter warned against sleeping (being dead).
The sixth letter gave high praise - but asked the church to be vigilant.
The seventh letter warns against being lukewarm.

These letters are showing the pattern of apostasy which can be outlined as:
1) Abandoning truth (accept hierarchy).
2) Weakened by fear (persecution).
3) Compromising truth (rationalising law).
4) Following perversions (lust for authority).
5) Lack of passion (submission to death).
These, then, conclude the simplification outline as:
6) Being faithful (knowing the Name of God).
7) Having apathy (unable to qualify the truth).
Yeshua is calling out His own from the world - because those who apostate the truth
for their own exaltation will become dead in their ways while the faithful will remain
alive - even amid all the unscrupulous attempts of satan to confuse and mislead the
church - there will be a small group of people who were able to hold on.
This listing also provides a simple explanation why the scholars of the past have
stipulated the seven letters define the seven ages of the church which appears as:
1) Ephesus (loveless) - Paul.
2) Smyrna (persecuted) - Nero.
3) Pergamos (compromising) - Constantine.
4) Thyatira (corrupt) - The Popes.
5) Sardis (dead) - The Reformation.
6) Philadelphia (faithful) - Millennial Rule.
7) Laodicea (lukewarm) - satan's final hour.
There is no reason this isn't true. However, I want to draw attention to the way satan is
trying to destroy the church by causing people to apostatise - because any one of us
can go through this process within our lifetimes.
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This section, in Revelation, speaks about tolerating the Jezebel (spirit of contention)
who preaches the false doctrines that cause His servants to commit sexual immorality
and eat things sacrificed to idols. Sexual immortality is both spiritual (in observing
false doctrines) and physical (in practicing fornication) and the warnings given here
speak about being put through great tribulation.
Thus... we are told the way to avoid tribulation is to repent of keeping false
doctrines and refrain from sex outside marriage (including porn).
This means if we do not repent of these things: we can expect to experience great
tribulation - so we have to be fully aware of how the Name of God is in the forehead
and turn away from anything that defiles His Hallowed Name - and we are required to
speak out against such perversions of both the spiritual and physical.
Otherwise... the eyes of fire will burn and the feet of brass will crush the unrepentant.
For example, is the doctrine that says Yeshua is the Father made manifest correct?
Let's look at this and give the Name of God the first thought here. We are required (as
Christians) to emulate Yeshua in every way possible. This means: we become the
personification of what we believe He is as we seek to emulate Him.
If we think He is the Father made manifest are we pursuing to emulate power of
the Father or humility of the Son. Now... here is where the Name of God being in the
forehead kicks in.
Given the fact the Name of God is made manifest in the way we love one another in
Christ - which is perfect humility - does the belief (Yeshua is the Father made flesh)
mean we are honouring His Name or are we defiling His Name?
You see... any pursuit of power (lust for authority) even the belief in a doctrine
that facilitates this is defiling His Hallowed Name. This means... to even believe
Yeshua is the Father made flesh is actually defiling His Hallowed Name.
This isn't to say Yeshua is not divine or worthy of high praise. The point is: we are 'in'
Him when we worship in spirit and truth and we (including Yeshua) are a reflection
of the Father. The word 'son' in scripture means a reflection of the Father.
This is a single example how having the Name of God in the forehead helps to ensure
we can root out false doctrines. Having the Name of God in the forehead also means
we can be constantly aware if our behaviour is befitting a faithful servant too.
The reward for this one (interestingly enough) is offering those motivated by power
the opportunity to have power in the Millennial Rule - for those who overcome.
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5) The Dead Church – The Fifth Letter (Sardis)
What Is Death (Life) Eternal?
Yeshua introduced Himself to the Church of Sardis as: He who has the seven Spirits
of God and the seven stars. Then goes on to say He will come upon the unrepentant
like a thief, unexpectedly. He tells the church it has the reputation of being alive but is
dead: and urges the church to be watchful to strengthen the things that remain, which
are ready to die. This is a reference to the fact something can only die if it is alive: but
since the church is already dead: it cannot die.
This may sound favourable because it gives the impression the church cannot die and it is immortal. However... Yeshua is speaking of the seed that needs to die before
it can live - which means a church that is already dead is not ready to come to life.
This, then, means a serious malfunction has occurred in the preparation of the church
which is required to be perfect before God to enter life (eternal).
Yeshua has made it clear: this lack of preparation is the result of not being watchful
with a weakness that causes one to be not perfect before God.
This malfunction needs to be addressed.
If we look to the seven letters - we can see how the church has apostatised throughout
history from being loveless and experienced persecution which lead to compromise
and corruption. After this… there will be three churches of which: one is dead,
another is alive and the last is lukewarm.
The seven spirits (churches) being the various attitudes a believer can adopt - it is
clear the first four letters describe the initial stages of the way a believer will end up:
1) Dead in their ways.
3) The faithful servant.
4) Lukewarm.
Fortunately, Yeshua has addressed each phase of apostasy with words that offer the
churches (attitudes) the opportunity to get right with God - which means this article,
about the Dead Church, will be the most poignant one to alleviate frivolous concerns
regarding death.
I say 'frivolous' because it is easy to think oneself saved by grace - as a done deal.
In many ways we are saved by grace - but it is not a done deal: or else Yeshua would
not have sent these letters to encourage perfection. Something is clearly not right and as such we must be vigilant to ensure we are right and perfect before God.
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Yeshua told us to strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die, because
the verse regarding the seed (which needs to die) is a reference to the birth of the Son
of Man - that is about to take place. Many times Yeshua told us about the sorrows of
child labour - which was about the Kingdom of God: that would approach in these
end days. Scholars have said Yeshua is the Son of Man - but we all know He is the
head and not the whole body.
We (who have been perfected before God) are the ones who make up the whole
Body of Christ - which means we are being prepared, in the womb, as we grow
spiritually ready to being born again (literally) into the Kingdom of Heaven.
This is the reference in Revelation to the Male Child being born and caught up to the
throne of God. I realise people think being 'born again' is taking on the mind of Christ
- but this is when the seed is planted. This seed needs to be germinated (by death) in
order to take on the new life - and this is when a person is 'born again'.
Yeshua told us not to marvel upon this - which means being 'born again' is when we
receive our garments of glory. I can also reveal the reference to 'in the blink of an eye'
is explaining how swift the process from this life into eternal life through death will
be. It will occur so swiftly - you'll be in mid-breath when one moment you were in the
flesh (now) and then you are suddenly fully clothed in your garments wondering
"WoW - what was that?"
Then... as you look around you'll notice things have changed and it will dawn on
you - you've been translated. Some will leap for joy while others fall to their knees so
happy and grateful they've been chosen. Then... the work begins.
The thing is... we all want to be chosen and as many of us who want to be chosen: our
Father wants to choose - but there are reasons why some will not be chosen - and this
has everything to do with the Will of God being a priority.
The faithful servants who keep the Commandments of God and the faith of the risen
Lord are those who make the Will of God a priority in their lives - and this letter
spells out a lack of perfection (which is not having the Name of God in the forehead)
and not being watchful is what makes a person dead. This means if we are to be alive
(ready to die) in order to be born again - as the Son of Man: we must make the ways
of Yeshua our priority in order to manifest the Name of God and take every serious
precaution to ensure the Name of God is first and foremost in our minds.
This will empower us to flush out false doctrines that cause us to defile His
Eternal Hallowed Name - and not allow the world to cause us to falter.
Being watchful is about taking care to not let the cares of the world cause compromise
- which will lead to corruption and spiritual death - and Yeshua told us what issues
will arise to cause us to get caught up in the affairs of the world.
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It is good to read the signs - but important to be joyful of the Kingdom of Heaven is
approaching. Being watchful also means not teaching doctrines that are false because
this is what places the Children of Light into the bonds of wickedness - and we need
to be guiltless of this (by repentance and cleaned in the Blood of the Lamb) if we are
to ascend to the throne of God.
6) The Living Church – The Sixth Letter (Philadelphia)
What Is The Translation?
Yeshua introduced Himself to the Church of Philadelphia as: He who is holy, He who
is true and has the Key of David. Then goes on to praise the overcomer: with the
assurance of setting an open door (that no one can shut) before them. This means
those who overcome in the Name of God are in a highly esteemed position to assist
Him in preparing the Bride of Christ.
The open door also alludes to the translation of the elect. When a person abounds
in the love of Christ in perfect equality - they are not denying His Name and as such:
He sees it fitting to grace such a person with the privilege of being able to ascend to
the throne of God at the appointed time.
This is the translation - which means 'carried away' or raptured.
Ascent is characterised by the following criteria:
1) Recognising and accepting Yeshua.
2) Repentance (circumcise arrogance).
3) Becoming knowledgeable of God.
4) Being Purified and Perfected.
This may look straight forward but it takes courage to circumcise arrogance, diligence
to become knowledgeable of God, sacrifice to become pure and perfect. Most
Christians strive to overcome by walking a path of continual repentance – however: it
is disrespectful to continually sin and expect the blood of the Messiah to cleans us
without taking measures to deny the temptations satan uses against us.
If we are letting go of one small issue at a time – we are walking a path of purification
and the blood will sanctify us as we grow in the love of our father in heaven.
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Here is an example of how things go wrong:
1) Refusing to Accept Yeshua
If a person refuses to accept Yeshua as their Lord and Messiah - they are
disqualifying themselves from the redemptive power of His blood.
2) Refusing to Circumcise the Heart
If a person refuses to circumcise their hearts and take on the garments of
humility - they cannot understand the ways of God.
3) Refusing to Overcome
If a person teaches false doctrine or sexually perverts another - they are
placing someone into the chains of wickedness and they cannot be purified.
4) Refusing to Walk in Humility
If a person judges another - they fail to abound in the love of Christ: and they
cannot attain the knowledge of God which leads to perfection.
These traits are often attained by studying scripture with humility and going into the
wilderness to be tempted of satan (after baptism) and refusing to succumb to
temptation - then confessing the Name of God before the world - and enduring
persecution with humility to become perfect before God.
Many times… the overcoming of temptation is the same as circumcising the heart
which is attained during ones walk in humility (after accepting Yeshua) – with due
diligence and prayer. With each step we walk before the Father: He is embracing us
with joy.
The question is: how many are aware their daily lives are spiritually in the wilderness
- where temptation is always present? How many are aware this is their opportunity to
overcome in the Name of God? How many are aware the times they feel motivated to
argue a doctrine is false - may actually be the provocation of leaven: which is causing
them to defile the Name of God?
They are unable to move beyond the obstacle God has placed before them. It is
easy to get caught up in the passion to assert the truth (as one sees it) at the expense of
the Name of God. This is why the Name of God will be placed in the forehead.
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Whenever we are confronted with any situation - most Christians will ask themselves
what would Jesus (Yeshua) do now: which is good. However... Yeshua was asking
Himself how can I give glory to my Father here?
This is because He had the Name of God in His forehead. It was the first thing He
considered wherever He went and before He said or did anything. By doing this... He
was able to make sure He never placed anyone into the chains of wickedness: and
when He took on the role of the first rock in the wilderness - He knew a living
sacrifice would perfect Him before God and set an example for everyone to emulate –
to follow Him into Paradise at the appointed time.
He tells this church to hold on to what they have and tells them how He will lavish
treasures upon them. Clearly... this church spirit (attitude) is receiving the kind of
attention a loving bridegroom would dote on his bride. He also tells this church how
they will be the little flock that works with Him to usher in the Kingdom of God by
declaring those who are of the synagogue of satan (the Illuminati) will worship at
their feet. He even says how He will write His New Name upon them and they have a
special place in the temple of (His) God.
I guess we all want to be appreciated like this - but it means we have to appreciate
what He has done and walk the walk to attain it.
My hope is for anyone reading these articles to develop a feeling of confidence the
Father is eager to lift them up to His throne.
7) The Lukewarm Church – The Seventh Church (Laodicea)
What - Or Who - Is The Word Of God?
Yeshua introduced Himself to the Church of Laodicea as: The Amen, the Faithful and
True Witness, the Beginning of the creation of God. Then goes on to say He will
vomit the unrepentant for being lukewarm.
This rebuke appears to be more scathing than the reproach of the corrupt church - and
He makes it clear it is because they are neither hot nor cold. Lukewarm is when hot
and cold are mixed - which means He is addressing those who have a mix of false
doctrines and true doctrines.
This is confirmed by the request they become zealous and repent.
The thing is, what does it mean to be spewed out of His mouth? Well... this is where it
gets a little scary: Yeshua has declared the only thing that will remain after this
heaven and earth pass away are His words which means it is not good to be vomited
out of His mouth (Matthew 24:35).
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These, dare I say, are those who will say: 'Lord, Lord... I have done these things in
Your Name,' but He will rebuke them saying: 'I never knew you.' You see... He says:
'I wish that you were hot or cold,' precisely because the lukewarm nature does not
allow Him the opportunity to see the heart.
It‟s like looking for a goldfish muddy water. The person remains unknown to Him.
Thus... He calls these people to repent so they can become more visible to Him.
Then… He can work on each person as required to sanctify them before the Father.
This situation is so bad He even explains how they appear to be rich and wealthy but
they are poor and wretched. He counsels them to buy from Him gold refined in the
fire - which means: to be teachable.
He even goes on to say He will dine with those who hears His voice - so He is
calling (out) those who have been caught up in the mainstream doctrines of the
apostate church to be clothed in white garments: which means to reaffirm their love
for the Father and start afresh.
How do we know which doctrines are false and which ones are true - that we may
make sure we flush out the false (cold) and become truth (the hot) - in our faith?
Any doctrine that causes us to break any of the commandments are defiling the Name
of God, whereas, any doctrine that helps us abound in the love of Christ (in perfect
equality) gives glory and honour to God and His Hallowed Name.
This means, removing anything (from the heart) that allows a hierarchy to become
established among the flock. Then... we all need to place the Name of God in our
foreheads: so the first thought we have in any given situation is the love of God and
His Hallowed Name. Yeshua tells us, those who overcome will sit with His on His
throne as He also overcame and is sat on His Father's throne.
This means - when He tells us to be of good cheer because He has overcome: He was
specifically referring to the struggle to circumcise the heart of arrogance (leaven) to
learn the ways of the Lord is something He also had to endure.
He did this throughout His early years up until He was baptised - then He overcame
temptation in the wilderness: which allowed the angels to minister unto Him - which
means He has already achieved that which was impossible - so we too can also
achieve this awesome task of walking upright before the Father.
Those who endeavour to root out false doctrines and embrace a life of humility (in
the Name of God) will also have angels minister unto them, and these will become:
faithful servants ready to ascend with the others who overcome in the Name of God.
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DEAR LUCIFER (SATAN)
I know we haven't been on the best of terms recently - and we never really started off
on the right footing. I thought I'd let you know I don't have any hard feelings toward
you - even though you've gone to extraordinary lengths to try and take my crown.
Now... I know you think I'm being sarcastic here coz, let's face it, there were times it
got a bit messy. Anyway... I guess you must be wondering why God has decided to let
you have power for a short period of time. I'm sure this is the one thing that has
puzzled you throughout the aeons - because your nature is the opposite: in the fact
you would never relinquish power.
You may delegate authority, to your angels, but you expect to retain all the power for
yourself. You sad, poor, wretch - my heart bleeds for you because you're a pathetic
excuse for an angel. You have fallen so far - having devoured the portion of leaven
wisdom discarded - you think you know everything the Most High has to reveal to
His servants.
Don't you realise... you created the desolation you are desperately trying to vacate because your rebellion set up the world you inhabit: even as you think you have
secured dominion in the physical world: you already know how high the stakes are.
If you know everything... you tell me why the Most High has decided to let you have
power for a short period of time?
Think about it... He has a habit of turning the deeds you perform to glorify Himself.
In other words... everything you do makes you look like a worthless pile of dark
vapour and the Most High look like an awesome glow of perfect light. Therefore...
you should know: He has decided to let you have power because it will magnify both
your ugliness and His beauty (simultaneously).
The souls you use to glorify your name, in this world, will reveal the full extent of
your ugliness - when you initiate your final assault to secure absolute power. You
know the nature of reality is subject to entropy is the result of your actions, in the
beginning, to cause man to fall into the chains of wickedness.
You have convinced yourself an objective consciousness, that is satanic in nature, will
allow you to control entropic variables in this reality - but you know as well as I do:
you are just fooling yourself. If I am wrong... why lead all of mankind to imagine the
spiritual is eternal when you know it is interconnected with the physical - which is
entropic?
Why deceive them?
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If you are deceiving mankind - can you not see: you are deceiving yourself too?
You know there will be a new heaven and earth after this reality passes away. You
know the Most High has the power to restore all things - even this reality: but He has
chosen to renew instead. This is why the Most High has decided to let you have
power for a short time.
He knows... curiosity has driving you to insane behaviour - which is why you need to
understand: His judgement upon your actions are righteous. Curiosity does not give
you the authority to defy the Word of God because that is the act of defiance toward a
mind that is infinitely greater than yours is.
This is why He asks those who live by faith, in His unconditional (ineffable) love,
to demonstrate trust.
When trust is compromised - even temporarily - love is compromised eternally.
The Holy Saints will judge you and all your angels, including all who walk after your
ways, righteously - because they will understand the necessity for trust: so curiosity
will never defile the Name of God again. If you're going to question everything... start
by questioning the desire to question everything.
Now... I hope this explanation demonstrates I am not being sarcastic when I say: "No
hard feelings." We've had our moments of ferocious fun - but it's time we both went
our separate ways.
Regards (Not)
Abigrael Halo-Hymn
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A MESSAGE TO THE MASONIC ORDER
I understand you have been frustrated in recent times with your efforts to establish the
New World Order – and many people have spoken out against it: which has
heightened the sense of pressure to establish the hierarchy of absolute power in the
world. Well... there is a reason why you have been frustrated in this endeavour and I
am here to let you know what you must do to effect the necessary plans you wish to
implement.
There are conditions - which you will be required to accept (and these are nonnegotiable) if you are to avert the doom spoken of in the prophecies.
Essentially... I am telling you: you are already doomed to failure if you fail to follow
the steps I will outline in this post - and I have chosen to make this public knowledge
so as to avoid any misunderstanding that the servants of the Most High are privy to
such affairs.
Revelation tells us there is a scarlet woman riding the beast and we are also informed
the Most High puts it in the minds of the ten kings to burn the scarlet woman.
These are as follows:
You are the ten kings - who have outlined the final plan of subjecting the rule of your
authority into ten regions around the whole world. I (in whom the Lord has chosen to
speak through) am the one who is putting it into your minds to burn the scarlet woman
riding the beast.
The scarlet woman is all forms of sexual immorality - which is both spiritual (false
religions) and physical (inappropriate sexual provocation or lack of modesty such as
porn). The reason why you have been frustrated is because you have failed to
recognise the only thing the Most High will refuse to relinquish - is the ability of His
children to worship Him in spirit and truth.
Here's the thing... this world, that you have created, provides the illusion people are
free to worship as they see fit but you know the truth is - you are deliberately stopping
people from seeing the truth - regarding the Name of God and how it should be
glorified. This is the source of all your frustration.
Let us look at scripture to understand how it is you can have your absolute power and
attain acceptance from the Most High - which is the ultimate riddle you have been
grappling with. When Israel demanded a king the Most High told them: Do you not
know that you are rejecting me?
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However... the Most High agreed to allow Israel to have a king - thus we know it is
feasible for you to attain your hierarchy of absolute power in the world - but you will
never have this if you do not accept a relationship with the Most High that you are
required to honour forever.
What does the Most High refuse to tolerate?
To answer this: we must look to the time Israel was under the yoke of the Pharaoh.
God tells us He wanted Pharaoh to let His people go - so they could worship Him.
This tells us He will never relinquish the worship He requires of His people. This,
then, means as long as you are willing to accept - letting people worship Him in spirit
and truth (and even establish the correct edification and education system to effect
this condition) you are free to have your hierarchy of absolute power in the world.
However... this also means returning to the Laws of God - which would mean
sweeping changes throughout the whole world: to ensure the establishment of the
hierarchy of absolute power never falters from giving glory to the Most High.
The scarlet woman riding the beast is what's stopping you from achieving all your
dreams. However, you must beware: if you think (for one second) you can effect these
changes to establish your hierarchy of absolute power with the heart to avoid
returning to the Laws of God: you will continue to fail - as you have done since you
conceived the plan to implement the New World Order.
Now here is the real kicker...
When you burn the scarlet woman riding the beast (remove all sexual immorality which is: destroy the whole porn industry and stop all the false religions
indoctrinating people with lies) you will find the means to achieve your ambitions
unhindered because the Most High will appreciate your acknowledgement the world
is required to worship Him in spirit and truth.
When I say spirit and truth - I mean no one is to worship anything other than the Most
High: not even Yeshua is to be worshiped. Praise Yeshua (indeed) but not worship
Him. Now there is only the one obstacle you will need to deal with and if you do not
take appropriate measure to put this in perspective - everything will unravel.
That is: you need to understand those who lust for authority are demonically
possessed with satan influencing some of you to bring this hierarchy of absolute
power to fruition.
Whether you accept this or not is negligible... because this is the very spirit that is
driving you to establish the New World Order - and he (satan) has vowed to exalt
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himself above the stars (angels). Therefore, it would be prudent for you to understand
he is - by his nature - rebellious to the Most High: thus it is highly likely that after you
succeed in implementing these objectives he (being the epitome of ignorance and
arrogance) will cause you to break the agreement set forth here.
That is what will lead all the whole world to Armageddon.
If this agreement is broken (by way of stopping people worship the Most High in
spirit and truth) there will never be another opportunity for you to effect any kind of
New World Order again. Yeshua will return and He will establish the Kingdom of
God – in which you will be the lowest of them all – assuming you are (even) risen
from the grave.
The agreement is on the table... it's up to you to decide if you have the strength of
character to initiate the removal of all false religions from poverty of the Word of God
to wealth in the Word of God regardless of how much power any given religion has.
They... and all the pornography (lack of modesty) is what is holding you back.
In the meantime...
God Bless ~♡~ One and All
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ASCENT OF THE SOUL
The Gospel of Mary talks about the ascent of the soul which is probably the single
most important teaching Yeshua ever imparted, because it brings all the elements of
the gospels together and all the scripture that preceded the gospels.
Mary asks Yeshua how we perceive vision – and Yeshua clarifies it is not perceived
by the physical aspect of the soul or the spiritual aspect of the soul but the mind which
is between the two. As He goes on to show how a vision is perceived – He personifies
the mind (as the Soul) and what He calls „The Seven Powers of Wrath‟ after He cuts
off the portion of wisdom that causes us to sin.
The initial lines are missing from the Gospel of Mary but we can see the first thing
that happens is the soul descends into what He calls the First Power „Darkness‟ and it
is immediately overcome because the descending Soul is light
This is when the portion of Wisdom (Arrogance) is being circumcised but the Seven
Powers of Wrath are unaware of what is going on. To put this in layman terms… this
is when a person realizes the way of humility demonstrated by the walk of Yeshua is
the only way to salvation – which is the same as finding Yeshua.
This is where it becomes interesting… because we are then informed how we can all
ascend the way Yeshua did if we strive to deal with the preceding Powers of Wrath
the way He dealt with them.
Please note: the technical wording used to describe the portion of Wisdom (which is
Arrogance) may not appear in the Gospel of Mary – but it does appear enough times
in the Nag Hammadi to warrant the terminology in the context used.
The Nag Hammadi talks about how Sophia (Wisdom) took the initiative to produce
her own offspring but was appalled that she produced Achrons (Children of Darkness
– even Demons). The Nag Hammadi goes on to say Sophia repented and returned to
the Most High when the arrogant one (Yaldabaoth or satan) appeared leaving behind a
portion – which the Arrogant One used to create the world we see today – and she
was forgiven her transgression against the Most High.
This tells us wisdom has a portion which causes us to be arrogant and it is up to us to
circumcise it from our hearts if we are to return to the Father. This is why the ascent
of the soul is about the cleaving off the portion.
The text begins with the Second Power „Desire‟ asking: “I did not see you go down,
yet now I see you go up. So why do you lie since you belong to me.”
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Here we can see the soul has (somehow) declared it does not belong to Desire and it
came from above because Desire responds by making accusations of lying.
The soul replies: “I saw you. You did not see me nor did you know me. You mistook
the garment I wore for my true self, and you did not recognize me.”
This is where it gets potentially explosive…
I use the words „potentially explosive,‟ because this verse suggests Yeshua may have
transgressed the Laws of God prior to the Holy Spirit resting upon Him at baptism.
Normally, the word „garment‟ is a reference to the physical body or the „ways of the
world‟ – or even both. However, this verse is referring to being tempted rather than
transgression because there is a difference. This means being tempted is enough to
mask true identity from Desire because it makes one appear just like everyone else.
Yeshua never committed any sin or transgression – even if these verses suggest He
overcame (transgression) in the Name of God – because He overcame (temptation) in
the Name of God and this is the difference between living by the letter of the Law of
God (which is overcoming transgression) and living by the spirit of the Law of God
(which is overcoming temptation).
This is why the second Power of Wrath is called „Desire‟.
The point is... we need to be able to say the same kind of words to Desire from our
own perspective and that would require us to recognize our garments – which are the
ways of the world (temptation) – are not what we really are.
This is where we can begin to appreciate the need to be pure and perfect in order to
receive our garments of glory as we rise up to the Father in heaven. The Gospels
indicate Yeshua was purified and perfected (within this abyss) in order to receive His
garments of glory (within Paradise).
This amounts to a simple message:
We need to be purified and perfected if we are to follow our Lord and Savior and
become: the Holy Generation spoken of in prophecy. This means we must nullify:
1)
2)
3)

Darkness (which Yeshua did for us – because He is the light)
Desire (which means becoming pure)
Ignorance (which means becoming perfect)

…the way Yeshua did.
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We must, therefore, reach a point in our growth where we can overcome temptation to
the point where temptation (itself) stops trying to tempt us.
If this sounds over simplistic – try to keep in mind the efforts satan has taken to cause
all the confusion and stop us from understanding this simple formulae.
The Gospel of Mary tells us the soul (Yeshua) departed from Desire rejoicing greatly
– which means we are to recognize the power we have over the dark principalities
allow us to rejoice in the fact our names are written in the Book of Life.
Yeshua told us not to rejoice that we have power over the dark principalities (which
are the Seven Powers of Wrath) but rather – we are to rejoice our names are written in
the Book of Life. This is made apparent because Yeshua expresses a small measure of
sadness the Seven Powers of Wrath (Arrogant One – satan) is going into eternal
oblivion toward the end of the ascension.
This is when we recognize we are truly on our way to ascending up to the Father –
thus it is fitting to rejoice we are leaving the ways of the world behind us. The soul
continues up to „Ignorance‟ and it is here we begin to see how inexplicably crafty the
Arrogant One (satan) truly is.
Overcoming Desire requires you to „go into the wilderness‟ (which means become
vulnerable to satan) and then deny temptation – it is then the angels will minister unto
you: and it is then you overcome „Ignorance‟.
Thus, the first three Powers of Wrath which are:
1)
2)
3)

Darkness
Desire
Ignorance

These are overcome by the process of purification – whereas perfection is when we
overcome the next four Powers of Wrath:
4)
5)
6)
7)

Zeal for Death
Kingdom of Flesh
Foolish Wisdom (of Flesh)
Wrathful Wisdom (of the Wrathful Person)

This is because purification involves breaking the bonds of wickedness and learning
how to never place anything into the bondage of wickedness and perfection is attained
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by abiding in the love of Yeshua. This means we must never pass judgement upon
anything or anyone in order to abound in the love of Christ.
When the soul came up to Ignorance we are told it (Ignorance) examined the soul
closely, saying, “Where are you going? You are bound by wickedness. Indeed, you
are bound! Do not judge.” The soul said: “Why do you judge me, since I have not
passed judgement? I have been bound, but I have not bound anything. They did not
recognize me, but I have recognized that the universe is to be dissolved, both the
things of the earth and those of heaven.”
Yeshua puts Ignorance in its place by saying: „Why do you judge me, since I have not
passed judgment?‟ This is because Ignorance will (at least) be aware it is not allowed
to judge someone who has not judged because it says: „Do not judge!‟
By saying „Do not judge!‟ Ignorance has given away its weakness – and Yeshua took
the moment to settle up the dispute by turning the tables on Ignorance and saying He
has not passed judgement then making His final crushing blow by explaining He has
never bound anything – even though He is bound.
Ignorance would have been unable to deal with this response alone because it knew it
had passed judgement when it tried to assert the fact Yeshua was bound. This means –
those who are bound have a predilection to bind others (without realizing they are).
A classic example of this is Christmas:
When people ask me: “Did you enjoy Christmas?” I reply: “Why would I celebrate a
pagan festival that is specifically designed to place children into the bondage of
wickedness?”
The usual response to that is: “Huh?” to which I say: “Christmas spoils children who
are then conditioned (within the education system) to continue pursuing their honed
lust for worldly possessions.”
If the reply is: “Huh?” after that I explain:
Each year, children are encouraged to hanker for material possessions and they are
told a lie about Santa Clause (a play on the name satan) to make them think presents
are free to those who are good and well behaved. This, basically, means listen to Mom
and Dad – which isn‟t such a bad thing: but for the fact good and well behaved are
defined in scripture and not Mom and Dad.
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Good and well behaved becomes the decision of the Mother and Father and if they are
not observing scripture they are defining their own ideas of good and well behaved –
which can (also) lead children astray: into bondage.
Then… as the child grows up – they discover Santa Clause is a lie: so they are faced
with a situation that they were lied to by their parents (who they are supposed to be
able to trust to never lie to them). What happens at this point (besides the possible
psychological damage) is the child will consider blowing the whistle and declaring it
wrong to lie – but the idea of losing the presents they have become accustomed to
getting will make them hesitate.
They will, then, realize everyone has lied about Christmas and it is then they think:
„Well… if everyone lies… it‟s OK to lie.‟ Thus, the innocence of the child has been
perverted into thinking it is OK to lie… even though they are continually told by
parents and teachers they should never lie.
This means the child is entering a world where they see hypocrisy but they will not
know how to deal with this – so they decide to play along to keep the presents (they
have become accustomed to receiving): which means they accept the hypocrisy as a
normal part of life.
Later, the child is encouraged to get good grades in school to ensure they continue
receiving the material possessions (presents – wealth) they have grown accustomed to
receiving – and it is here we begin to see the results of this process, which places the
child into the bondage of wickedness, become apparent.
Scripture tells us „the love of money is the root of all evil,‟ and here we have a system
designed by default of tradition (with the dark principalities) or deliberate malcontent
of pagans to develop the mindset of children from innocence toward „love of money‟
which will feed their appetite for material possessions: that Christmas has instilled
within them. This is why I say: “Christmas is a pagan festival that is specifically
designed to place children into the bondage of wickedness.”
Some people try to defend Christmas by saying: “Children have a natural inclination
to want presents,” to which I reply: “I guess that would explain why it is the younger
children prefer the box to the present.”
When sarcasm creeps in – it‟s time to walk away.
The point here is: we are required to not place others into the bondage of wickedness
if we are to ascend up to Paradise and it‟s easy to be blind to the way false doctrines
cause these things.
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The worst form of bondage is direct child abuse.
I call it „direct child abuse‟ because I consider lying to children (about Santa Clause),
a form of child abuse. Direct child abuse is when a child is sexualized before they are
prepared for life within the sanctity of marriage.
Ever since government brought in the age of sexual consent – under the guise of being
righteously deciding when a person is ready for sexual activity – we have seen the
sanctity of marriage become prostituted with an explosion of pornography available to
everyone (including children who are computer savvy) on the internet.
This means children, as well as adults, have access to pornography and this is causing
innocent children to be placed into the bondage of wickedness – because they (even as
children) get caught up in the maelstrom of provocation and as young boys become
enslaved by the sight of pornography – they then enslave young girls when they touch
them sexually.
The psychological effects of these have been documented to show they grow up with
abnormal sexual inclinations which cause further problems – including sex abuse with
children and prostitution of all kinds.
Pornography – affects young boys and causes sexual addictions.
Touching sexually – affects young girls and causes sexual addictions.
These are the ways we can see how children are being placed into the bondage of
wickedness – and the picture is not pretty: because it means we are all responsible for
ensuring the Laws of God – which prohibit sex outside marriage – are upheld.
Society needs to renounce the sexual immorality that is causing all the problems.
If we are to ascend and approach the third Power of Wrath „Ignorance‟ – we need to
be sure we can say: “Why do you judge me, since I have not passed judgement? I
have been bound, but I have not bound anything. They did not recognize me, but I
have recognized that the universe is to be dissolved, both the things of earth and those
of heaven.”
The words: “They did not recognize me,” is a reference to the way those who are of
the spirit are like the wind blowing upon the face for those who are in darkness.
Indeed… they can feel the wind blowing upon their faces but they do not know where
it comes from nor do they know where it is going.
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Then, the words: “…but I have recognized that the universe is to be dissolved, both
the things of earth and those of heaven,” is telling us: those who are of the spirit have
no need to pass judgement upon anything – because everything will pass away, in the
end, and they will be the ones going up to Paradise.
The soul (Yeshua) then went up to the fourth Power of Wrath (Zeal for Death) and
this is when things get a little hastened with a simple outline of the Seven Forms of
Wrath – that are the Seven Powers of Wrath (as shown above).
There is no further discourse after this with the individual Powers of Wrath until the
soul is about to leave the Seven Powers of Wrath with a farewell. This means the first
three are synonymous with the early life of Yeshua leading up to the moment He was
in the wilderness (Darkness) when He overcame temptation (Desire) and was then
ministered unto by the angels (overcame Ignorance).
After this, Yeshua began His ministry which is shadowed by the preceding Powers of
Wrath that lead up to His death. The ascent of the soul, as told by Yeshua to Mary, in
the Gospel of Mary is the true testimony of Yeshua and the scripture (being the spirit
of prophecy) shows how we are in Him as He is in the Father when we follow the
same pattern. This is because the „Spirit of Prophecy‟ is: the testimony of Yeshua.
Thus… we must become the living embodiment of prophecy – and following this
pattern is the only way we have to enter into the Kingdom of God.
I am sure a psychiatrist would look upon this as a field-day trip – because they (being
in darkness) would be unable to comprehend the way the light (soul) has dealt with
these Seven Powers of Wrath – because they would view this as a classic case of split
personality: not realizing the soul is circumcising the part of wisdom that causes a
person to be arrogant.
Perhaps, someday, they will realize they need to pay attention and learn something.
Remember Yeshua is describing how a vision is perceived in the mind and not in the
spiritual aspect of the soul or the physical aspect of the soul – but the place between
these two: that is the mind (which is the lamp of the body).
Toward the end of the ascent, the Seven Powers of Wrath ask:
1)
2)

Where are you coming from, human-killer?
Where are you going, destroyer of realms?

Here we see the Seven Powers of Wrath lay accusation against the soul for being a
human killer and a destroyer of realms – while asking where it has come from and
where it is going.
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Scripture tells us: do not judge lest ye be judged by the same measure – which makes
this accusation quite a serious one indeed and true to the Word of God – we can see
how the Seven Powers of Wrath have condemned themselves because:
1)

The serpent, satan, (the Seven Powers of Wrath – the Arrogant One) is the
one who caused all mankind to suffer death when he (it) deceived Adam
and Eve to partake of the forbidden fruit – of knowledge of good and evil.

2)

The serpent, satan, (the Seven Powers of Wrath – the Arrogant One) is the
one who destroyed the original creation when he (it) deceived Adam and
Eve to partake of the forbidden fruit – of knowledge of good and evil.

The Seven Powers of Wrath (the Arrogant One) is clearly referring to the abyss which
is now under condemnation since Yeshua is the light that came into the world.
This means the accusation is a false accusation: because the destruction of the original
creation and the fallen state of Man is restored to full glory – and the Seven Powers of
Wrath have technically acknowledge this.
The soul replied saying:
1)
2)
3)
4)

What binds me has been slain
What surrounds me has been destroyed
My desire has been brought to an end
Ignorance has died.

The soul then continues to say (re. Nag Hammadi):
“In a world, I was set loose from a world and in a type, from a type that is above, and
from the chain of forgetfulness, which exists in time. From this hour on, for the time
of the due season of the age, I will receive rest in silence.”
In the Lost Scriptures the soul says:
“In a world I was released from a world, and in a type from a heavenly type, and from
the fetter of oblivion which is transient. From this time on I will attain to the rest of
time, of the season, of the aeon, in silence.”
Here we can see the different mindset of the people who have translated these verses.
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1)

The Nag Hammadi (used by Gnostics) has tried to highlight the way the
soul departs from a state of forgetfulness; because they believe knowledge
is what affords salvation.

2)

The Lost Scripture (used by Spiritualists) has tried to highlight the way the
soul has a dual origin; because they believe being a spirit – separated from
the physical – in heaven: is the goal.

It would be fair to say both a quite close to the truth. However…
Neither are correct because we can only attain knowledge if we overcome temptation:
and we are to be as Yeshua was when He received His garments of glory, which
means our souls need to be restored to the original state – where the physical and
spiritual are together in purity and perfection. This perfect state of glory is when the
abiding three deities of the Father (Most High), the Mother (Holy Spirit) and Son
(Aeon in Fullness) – which is called the Virgin Spirit – can rest upon us in Paradise:
forever.
What Yeshua (the soul) is trying to say here is: He came from above into the flesh and
was of the flesh until He was baptized and overcame temptation which lead to his
being enlightened to the eternal truth – that is within.
This is when He became the truth, which is the light within, and we have the
awesome opportunity to follow in His footsteps – all the way back to Paradise to
receive our garments of eternal glory. The work is complete when Man has been
restored to the One which is the four made up of two „male and female‟ that becomes
One flesh --- Man.
Man --- is when „one flesh‟ of male and female is sanctified by the Most High
within the unity of holy matrimony: and the Father does not give anyone away at
this time because both are His own – Children of Light.
Woman --- is when „one flesh‟ of male and female is perverted by the Watchers
who prostitute the sanctity of marriage: and the Children of Darkness are the ones
who give their daughters away in marriage.
When the Most High sanctifies the unity of two into „one flesh‟ the four elements
have three abiding deities rest upon them and teach element is a section of glory that
binds the whole as „One‟ – called the Fullness of the Aeons – and this can only be
made possible for those who have been purified and perfected in the Eternal Name of
God: who are called – the Holy Generation.
The marriage of the Lamb of God is when this eternal binding of perfect unity begins.
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THE PURPOSE OF CREATION
God created man with the innate ability to love something with all his heart, mind
and strength.
God saw the sin that was within Adam's bosom (before the fall) so He created
woman to ensure he had something to focus his affection on while the angels
guided him toward unity with the Lord. The fall (with Eve) was when the sin was
exposed - and they were cast out of the garden - with the promise of being
returned after the sin was purged.
Thus, we find there are three things we can devote our love to:
1) The Father in Heaven (spiritual).
2) A comparable partner / spouse (spiritual / physical).
3) Lust of the flesh (physical).
When a man and woman first meet, they know there is a connection at a deep
level they cannot explain - and with time they learn the deeper meaning of loving
the spiritual (being) they see in their partner as the years make their lust for the
physical (being) of their partner wane.
This is how most come to know and appreciate the deeper joy of being as One (in
peace) with the Father in Heaven. The means by which a person learns the love of
the spiritual (invisible) essence of the Father in Heaven.
Thus, time is our friend - not enemy.
A single person, on the other hand, has all three options open - to secure their
innate ability to love something with all their heart, mind and strength. They may
choose to pursue placing their love in the Father in Heaven or a spouse or sinful
ways.
Many feel the missing part (rib) that constantly reminds them something is not
right. Such feelings of desperate loneliness are often intense - but they are the
children God has chosen for Himself - and the feelings of despair they suffer are a
subtle call to live their lives for the love of God.
Others will focus their attention on the physical as they pursue that which is right
(in their own understanding). They too may sometimes feel there is something
missing - but they seek to fill that void by trying to quench the lust of the flesh (as
they pursue a life of iniquity). Naturally, this achieves nothing.
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The 'mystery of iniquity' lures many into thinking they can find true happiness by
seeking answers in the physical as they try to secure the joy they crave in a partner
or even the Father in Heaven. King Solomon fell victim to this.
This is the snare that most get caught up in - even though they often have the best
of intentions to secure an honourable lifestyle with a spouse and family - only to
learn in their senior years how vain the whole thing was - because they rarely
learn of God and His ways.
Some are fortunate enough to recognize the Lord has blessed them when they do
find a partner and so they begin the journey to finding peace and joy in the love of
the Father in Heaven.
Then, there are those who have acknowledged the way angels love the Father in
Heaven and they are aware that the only means of securing true peace and
everlasting joy is to devote their love to the Father in Heaven.
Yeshua ben Yosef - defined the means to do this properly.
When God created man (man being non-gender specific) - He intended him to be
as the angels who love Him with all their hearts, minds and strength. Therefore,
there will not be spouses in the Kingdom of God (after the Millennial Rule of
Christ on earth).
All of creation is set-up to facilitate this simple task - and we are required to
demonstrate this love for Him by loving one another as Yeshua ben Yosef loved
us.
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THE PROCESS OF CREATION
Here is the process of creation in seven, easy to comprehend, stages.
1) You are born of flesh (into the physical world).
2) Your physical body is a chrysalis where your spirit can wax strong as you study
the scripture and keep the Commandments of God.
3) You become baptized (by taking on the mind of Christ) to walk in the faith of
the risen Lord.
4) You then strive to 'overcome' in the Name of God when you are at your most
vulnerable to satan.
5) This is followed by a visitation of angels to confirm you have overcome - and
they minister unto you.
6) You then walk in truth - seeking to glorify the Father in heaven with all your
deeds and words.
7) Then, at the end, you are born of spirit (into the heavenly world).
This is the journey Yahshua ben Yosef took - thus it is the 'narrow path' to paradise.
Yeshua said: 'What will you do when you become one?'
Which basically means - how can you return from the grave: if you do not allow the
resurrection to take effect in you – because becoming 'one' is referring to the body
dying - and the spirit loses its physical presence in this reality.
He then went on to say: 'Blessed is he who sees himself as a fourth in Paradise.'
During this conversation He spoke about making the male female and the female male
so that neither are male or female. He also said we need to learn how to fashion a
hand in place of a hand - an eye in place of an eye etc.
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Which seems rather strange - until we realise He is referring to sexual inclination to
(male) faithfulness or (female) unfaithfulness. This does not mean... women are all
unfaithful - so please remain calm.
The word 'female' here is referring to the ways of the world and the word 'male' is
referring to the ways of the Lord – not actual men and women.
The verse that tells us to become neither male nor female is very powerful in its
delivery - because it states we are required to become something beyond the ways of
the world and (even) the ways of the Lord. This is strange indeed - because it seems
simple to recognise the ways of the Lord - which is to abound in the love of Christ so we may strive toward perfection.
This 'beyond both' seems disturbing.
This, by all accounts, is the process by which we become 'born again' so we may
receive our garments of glory. To understand this - we need to understand the way the
spirit and physical aspects make up the living soul.
This will allow us to understand why He spoke of the seed that must die to come to
life - which is when the birth into the spirit can take full effect. This is, often, a slow
process - given the fact people struggle to shed their worldly garments (false doctrines
/ ways of the world) we are required to remove and trample upon.
Yeshua taught all these things in such a way that we need not know exactly what is
happening as we come to the Father (primarily) because: the angels prepare us for the
Kingdom of Heaven as we strive to overcome in the Name of God.
However... it bodes well to understand what He means by 'the fourth.'
Yeshua attained His garments, of glory, having done the Will of God - and this is why
He was able to rise from the grave and ascend to the Father in Heaven.
He was caught up - and we have the opportunity to follow Him.
Thing is... this is no easy feat.
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Basically... 'the fourth' is the completion of the living soul - because the spirit (one
part) and the physical (second part) make up the living soul (third part) - and the
fourth is when the soul receives the garments of glory.
In this world... the soul (body - which is spirit and physical) is more valuable than the
garments we wear. In Paradise... the garments are more valuable than the soul (body which is spirit and physical).
The goal is to attain the garments our Father has prepared for us - by doing His Will.
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THE GARDEN OF EDEN
After the Father speaks of sanctifying the creation which is the process of judgment
that brings the inhabitants of the whole world to the full knowledge of the Father - the
Most High tells us He set the man in the garden.
The following verses in genesis begin (after the conclusion of the full account of
creation) with describing the earth prior to the time before there was grass upon the
face of the earth. At this point... the Most High is shifting the emphasis toward the
illusion which is the heaven and earth we are within with the words:
And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field
before it grew: for the Lord had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was
not a man to till the ground.
The word 'in' the earth is the reference to being within the illusion - thus we can see
the Father is bringing our attention to the place He will later call the garden and He
specifically states there is no man to till the ground. This further confirms He is
drawing our attention to a time prior to the end (even though - this is a continuation
from the full account of the creation after the Sabbath). Most biblical scholars
consider this to mean a look back to provide a detailed account of creation - but as
you will discover later: the Father is making use of the illusion to create the reality.
It is worth noting the creation (both the illusion and the reality) are in a state of
perfection and are blessed of the Lord to bring children unto His glory because He is
of the mind to give His blessings to His children.
Further confirmation is given with the next verse that says:
But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole face of the earth.
The rain (mentioned in the previous verse before this one) is the blessings that the
Father intends giving His children. We can see this is the case because the verse says:
'but there was no man to till tye ground'. These words tell us He is concerned there is
no man (in the earth) to till the ground.
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While biblical scholars have focused on the ground that needs to be tilled - they have
overlooked the next verse that says there was a mist going up from the earth to water
tye ground: which means the earth was receiving (water) rain already.
This, then, means the reference to the word 'rain' in blessings of tye Lord and not
physical water and the words 'grass' and 'herb' in the verse before that is a reference to
children within the Kingdom of God.
The words 'till the ground' is a reference to the work of the saints that are assigned the
task of inaugurating the Kingdom of God during the Sabbath Day of the Lord which
is commonly referred to as the Millennial Rule of Christ.
Thus we can see the following words that declare:
And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed life into the
nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.
This breath of life that brings man to life is the Gospel of Yahushua. Thus, this single
verse covers the whole account of creation after the Most High said: Let there be
light... because the saints who work with Yahushua give all glory to the Father having
set the stage ready for the Most High to establish His eternal Kingdom of Heaven.
What is important to remember here is: this verse tells us the man is made of the two
elements - the ground (physical) and the breath of life (spiritual) which means the
Father is describing a time before Adam was clothed in the glory of the Father but He
was whole because later we know the Most High brings woman out of Him.
This is where everything begins to fall into place - because the next verse states:
And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there he put the man
whom he had created.
This is the first time the scripture says anything about a garden which means:
although the Father has been describing how the illusion has facilitated His work in
creating the reality - He is now showing how the illusion reflects the reality - so man
can see the work of His hands.
This is literally confirmed by the next verse that says:
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And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the
sight; and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden; and the tree
of knowledge of good and evil.
Here the Father is telling us He has made provision for the creation to run its course to
full completion using the 'tree' to describe authority and how they are to be used to
assist the advancement of man to His image.
The tree of knowledge of good and evil is the scripture that allows man to either
glorify the Most High (the way Yahushua did) or glorify the self (the way the modern
church has done in the world today). These are the fruits of the tree of knowledge of
good and evil and God told the man not to partake of its forbidden fruit because there
was a tree of life - which is the Word of God that bestows wisdom.
What is also interesting is the way the tree of life is given root in the scripture also
because the Messiah would know how to choose the right when studying the scripture
to ensure He would not partake of the forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge.
This, then, confirms the only way back to paradise: is to hear and obey the Word of
God even as we study the scripture with a heart that is circumcised unto the truth in
all humility toward the Holy Spirit - that nurtures the soul to the image of the Most
High.
The reason for this is because we have sin within the bosom and we are required to
purge it with the assistance if the Savior Yahushua - to fulfill the Law of God even as
Yahushua also fulfilled the Law of God. In doing this... we become the light that
reveals the everlasting glory of the Most High and receive the clothing as we rise up
with the Father to be in Paradise.
Here's the thing...
The verse that says the Lord God put the man in the garden is the revelation our
Father was fully aware He had to use an illusion to create the reality because we will
return to paradise when we go westward of Eden. Eden is the illusion and Paradise is
the reality.
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By now, the Most High is beginning to focus His description of the creation from the
viewpoint of the illusion (but as the spiritual describing the physical - and not the
physical describing the spiritual). The Most High continues to show the reflection by
describing the way the authority of the saints will flow into the hearts of men with the
words:
And a river went out to water the garden; and from thence it was parted, and became
into four heads.
These four rivers are describing the way the saints will be assigned the various
regions that cover the whole face of the earth and the scripture references the names
of the rivers and their regions thus:
The name of the first is Pi'-son: that is it which compasseth the whole land of Hav'-ilah, where is gold; And the gold of that land is good: there is bdellium and the onyx
stone.
And the name of the second river is Gi'-hon: the same is it that compasseth the whole
land of Ethiopia. And the name of the third river is Hid'-de-kel: that is it which goeth
toward the east of Assyria. And the fourth river is Eu-phra'-tes.
We are not told where the fourth river goes because first three allow us to work this
out for ourselves. However, what is more interesting is the way the Father has told us
where the greatest of these will flow - because the word 'gold' is directly speaking of
the people that will be easiest to work with.
This, then, means the four rivers (that lead from - to - the one) is also a reference to
the number of resurrections we will have in the Kingdom of God - during the
Millennial Rule. We know this because the Most High described the man as whole
but not clothed in His glory - so these verses are describing the Millennial Rule of
Christ which is also the Sabbath period of the Most High.
This is confirmed with the following verses:
And the Lord God took the man, and put him in the garden of Eden to dress it and
keep it.
The Most High then confirms the Law of God with the following verse:
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And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, Of every tree of the garden thou
mayest freely eat: But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat:
for in that day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die.
This is a reference to the second - death that is eternal - because this time (during the
Millennial Rule of Christ) man has been made in the image of the Most High but as
we saw earlier the man is without the clothing of His eternal glory.
...and this was the case for both Adam and the inhabitants that have been advanced to
the image of God during the period of sanctification. Thus, the word 'man' is used to
describe Adam who was in the beginning and the multitude that are in the end.
Having previously stated the 'tree of knowledge' is the scripture and the 'tree of life' is
the Gospel of Yahushua it would be prudent to clarify this for your consideration.
The tree of knowledge is described to bare both the fruit of good and the fruit of evil
and the Father has asked man not to eat of this fruit for two reasons:
1) The tree allows the soul to see good and bad (which is a truth satan used to create a
lie - and that is - was - we won't die if we eat the fruit).
2) The Most High knew that this would facilitate the soul to seek self-glory.
The reality is: we could ask the Father, "Why place the tree there in the first place?"
along with the question, "Why create satan in the first place?"
To which the Father would lovingly respond, "My child... how could you possibly
know how to choose the good fruit and ignore the evil fruit? The tree was placed there
so you would learn to hearken to my voice having see the cause of eating the fruit.
The serpent, that you now know is satan (the adversary) are the words of those who
have already eaten of the tree and know they can draw your soul to seek self-glory if
you eat the fruit. I did not create satan. He (it) was a product of the tree of knowledge
that allowed me to reveal my glory. How else could I reveal my glory?"
If we consider the way the Father is deeply against idolatry and sorcery we begin to
understand these things are all products of the tree of knowledge that facilitate the
soul to seek self-glory. A perfect example of this is the modern church that has used
the scripture to set itself up in all the splendor and glory 'she' believes is righteous
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before the Most High. I use the word 'she' because this word is used to describe the
church.
The true church, that hears and hearkens to the Word of God in the Gospel of
Yahushua, is the bride - whereas the church, that has used the scripture (and even
twisted the Gospel of Yahushua) to set up hierarchical power structure - that reveals
the unholy name of satan, is the whore. Any religion, that professes to be in truth, is in
error if their ways do not reveal the Hallowed Name of the Most High. It is for this
reason the Father has set a time for the saints to undo all the work of satan and teach
the self-righteous how to walk in the ways of the Lord - forever.
The following verses verify this:
And the Lord God said, it is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him
an help meet for him.
Here, we see the Father is gently drawing closer and closer toward the description of
the physical aspect while keeping the spiritual aspect alive. This, then, means He is
using the scripture to reveal how the Word of God is identifiable to the flesh while
offering the opportunity for the discerning to associate the Word of God with the
spirit of truth.
For example: the logical thinking behind this verse would tell us the man was a single
person. Adam who was alone because only he had the Law of God given to him in the
beginning - which is described in physical terms: from the void up to the Sabbath
because this is - was - sufficient to ensure we recognize the Most High is the creator.
There is a spiritual aspect that is still alive in the text.
The man (being the multitude) is seen as one because he is (being the multitude are
all) in Christ - which means the reference to the word 'alone' is telling us the Father is
aware the oneness in Christ requires confirmation of His glory for it to be revealed.
This means the moment the multitude are all one in Christ - during the Millennial
Rule - although His Hallowed Name is present: it is not yet visible. This, then, tells us
there must be a minimum of two to reveal His glory and scripture does tell us there
must be two witnesses for the Law of God to be established.
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Here is where it gets interesting because Genesis confirms how this will be done by
showing how there is nothing that compares to man - before the Father creates a
partner (who becomes the second witness) with the following verses:
And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of
the air; and brought them to Adam to see what he would call them: and whatever
Adam called every living creature, that was the name thereof.
This is when the Father has given authority to the saints to go about ushering in the
Kingdom of God with full autonomy to achieve this end themselves (under the
direction of Yahushua). The saints will embark on establishing a system that
recognizes growth unto the ways of the Father but they will require the hand of God
to ensure this process is finalized with precision.
We see this in the following verse that says:
And Adam gave names to all the cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and to every beast
of the field; but for Adam there was not found an help meet for him.
This is where the saints are reminded of the fact "only the Father can lift up stones to
heaven" and the Father responds by placing the resurrection in place. This is when the
dead are brought to life because all the beasts of the field (who are the dead) are
without knowledge of the Most High and are in need of passage through Sheol (hell)
to incline their hearing toward the Word of God.
This is confirmed with the next verse that says:
And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and He took
one of His ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof.
Here the Father is using the body of man (those who have died in Christ) to prepare a
way to establish the Law of God through the creation of a second witness.
The next verse in Genesis confirms this with:
And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from man, made he a woman, and brought
her unto the man.
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This is the bride.
The scripture tells us the bride is the true church of God and the bridegroom is the
Word of God who was speared in the ribs, when he was dead (in a deep sleep), and
water gushed out of His side which confirmed He was physically dead.
This was the moment when the living waters came forth into the world and allowed
the woman (bride) to be created. This is where it gets mind-boggling, because the
bride is what makes the man whole: being a second living witness to the glory of God
(which is revealed in the equality of the two that are in each other as one) thus: the
man - Son of God - is when the woman (the saints) and the man are married and they
are 'man' in the image of God.
This, then, means the deep sleep is the moment prior to the Day of the Lord when the
dead in Christ (saints) awaken to eternal glory and they begin the process of
sanctifying the creation. The time between Yahushua dying (and rising) and the saints
being gathered to the place of safety is what the next verse in Genesis covers with:
And Adam said, This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh: and shall be
called Woman because she was taken out of Man.
This is the true church being called to perfection through the recent centuries. These
are the people who kept the Law of God and the faith of the risen Lord - being
declared before the Most High to be worthy of the Kingdom of God - and the next
verse in Genesis goes on to say how the Man and the Woman will be married to
ensure the bond is eternal with the words:
Therefore shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and
they shall be one flesh.
This is telling us Yahushua will leave His Father (who is beyond this heaven and
earth) to be with His bride (who is in this heaven and earth) - thus we have
confirmation the bridegroom (having prepared a place for the bride beyond this
heaven and earth) will be married in the place of safety. The honeymoon will be the
Millennial Rule.
The next verse in Genesis confirms this with:
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And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed.
This means they saints are righteous without any clothing (ways of the world) draped
upon them: as they assist Yahushua to usher in the Kingdom of God. It should be
noted the saints (wife) will be clothed in the glory of the man (Son of God) and the
man will be clothed in the glory of the wife (saints) but the glory of the Most High
will only clothe those who rise up with the Father in the end to Paradise.
Thus, the word 'naked' in this verse simply means: not of the world. This concludes
the first two chapters of Genesis which then describes the Lord God entering into His
Sabbath when He allows the man to enjoy the creation.
An brief outline of the scripture can follow this with:
1) The Serpent Enters the Scene
The serpent is the sin that has manifested itself in the world - which seeks to seduce
the innocent with false doctrines in the religions around the world.
This serpent is the adversary - ha-Satan - who is cursed to crawl upon its belly
(become dependent on physical food for sustenance) eat the dust of the earth. The
Lord God explains to the man and woman what they have done and this is time when
the Millennial Rule is given to explain the complexities of having partaken of the fruit
from the tree of knowledge - that they are now subject to death.
In the beginning - this would mean they are to leave the garden after being cursed.
However... in the end - because events are running in reverse - they are to return to the
garden having learned the lesson to never transgress the Law of God again.
2) The Story of Cain and Abel
Through to the account of Cain and Abel, which is a 'shadow' of the way the
tribulation in the end of days, we learn that the Word of God (as taught by Yahushua)
was either accepted fully or rejected fully by the inhabitants on the earth.
This is verified by the next phase:
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3) The Account of Enoch and Noah's Ark
This is a 'shadow' of the place of safety: while the angels remove the wicked from the
face of the earth. Enoch, being translated and taken, is the shadow of the Elect (saints)
being gathered and the Ark is the place of safety that is also called the bridal chamber.
While this takes place - the two witnesses will appear to call the world to repentance:
and this is where the world will either learn to accept the Word of God or reject it.
4) The Story of Abraham and Israel
The story of Abraham and his descendants is about the way the struggle the Most
High has endured to bring the inhabitants of the earth to accept His love. Through
Abraham we learn the importance of keeping the Laws of God - even within the heart.
This struggle can be outlined as follows:
a) A covenant (a marriage contract) made between God and Man.
b) The falling away to idolatry - which incurs measures taken to maintain the agreement.
c) Taken into captivity - which requires a show of force to affirm the integrity of God.
d) Being delivered from captivity - which establishes shadows and types.
e) Time spent in the wilderness - to illustrate the importance of waiting upon the Lord.
f) The building of the nation - which is the Kingdom of God as revealed in heaven.
g) The destruction of the Kingdom of God - with the call for a king.
h) The revelation of how hierarchy defiles the Hallowed Name of God - with the failure of kings.
i) The falling away to idolatry and iniquity - which leads to captivity and diaspora.
j) The arrival of the Messiah (bridegroom) to re-affirm the covenant (marriage contract).

The story (of the struggle between the flesh and the spirit) concludes with the
destruction of the temple. This places emphasis from the outward sacrifice to the
inward sacrifice - and those who take this truth to heart are the ones sealed as saints
within the bridal chamber.
They are made ready to return to teach the whole world how to ignore the tree of
knowledge and eat only from the tree of life – so they may share in the Kingdom.
The story of Abraham and Israel has many prophecies that are currently unfolding
before our very eyes in the modern world today - thus this story is by no means
concluded.
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5) The Arrival and Departure of the Messiah
The Word of God calls for the perfection of the saints (which is the preparation of the
bride) while the bridegroom undertakes the responsibility of preparing a place for the
unity of the marriage to blossom in eternity.
6) The Gathering of the Elect to the Place of Safety
This is the 'type' of the moment Enoch was translated (sealed) and taken out of the
world - and the Ark that protected Noah (a tenth of the Manna) from the great flood.
The Manna is the precious light that the thief will take from the world - and they
represent the tenth of the Law of God that were placed in the Ark of the Covenant.
A great famine of the Word of God will suddenly fall upon the world - and all the
inhabitants will witness the terror of living without the eternal light that gives life.
7) The Great Tribulation
This is the 'type' of the time when Cain and Abel made offering to the Most High
which lead to the murder of Abel because Cain was jealous the Most High only
acknowledge Abel's offering. This horror will conclude with the murder of the two
witnesses in the streets of the old city that is symbolically called Sodom where the
Savior was crucified.
By this time - the Messiah (bridegroom) will have completed His seven year ministry
- in the place of safety - and they will return to usher in the Kingdom of God.
8) The Sabbath - Period of Sanctification
The Millennial Rule of Christ will ensure everyone will learn how sin has matured in
the world is causing all the devastation they can see around them: and the saints will
be required to repair the damage done and assist Yahushua to restore all things.
As we near the end (of the end) satan will be released from his prison to tempt man
once again - only this time man will be aware of the consequences of hearkening to
his voice. Some may fall away again: but the others who are true to the Most High
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will rise with the Father to live in Paradise forever as this heaven and earth passes
away. This is because scripture warns us the second death is eternal.
Conclusion of Conclusions
This is to say the scripture reveals more about the ways of the Lord than meets the eye
- because it is that which is beyond what the eye can see: is where the truth (of what is
real and what is illusion) can be made manifest.
Essentially... the Father has set in motion the parameters that facilitate the creation of
Paradise and having the fore-wisdom to recognize the creation can self-destruct: He
has taken measures to ensure the creation will never experience such a situation. This
was (is being) achieved by allowing the children to see for themselves the result of
seeking self-glory which is sin.
The Kingdom of God will never know lust for authority because everyone who enters
into the Kingdom of God will have learned how to walk in the ways of the Lord.
The way of the Lord is love.
There is no assertion of domination over another when it comes to love. Love, in its
purest form, is the Law of God fulfilled.
The only time the Father has been vengeful is when He has had to take measures to
protect His Hallowed Name. This, then, should serve as a warning to those who
wilfully defile His Hallowed Name - to reckon the Day of Judgment is upon them.
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THE MAKING OF PARADISE
Genesis starts with:
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.
This tells us God exists beyond the confines of this reality and scripture confirms this
by telling us the throne of God is north beyond the stars in Heaven which means He
resides in a place that is not in this reality - and the heaven and the earth has been
created (in past tense).
This reality, as stated in scripture is the combination of the heaven (the spiritual
realm) and the earth (the physical realm) and modern science has confirmed these do
co-exist in an interdependent state. Science has also ascertained this reality is an
illusion that is holographic in nature - and scripture does, in fact, tell us this is true:
where God tells Moses, "Tell my children, I Am That I Am sent you."
While biblical scholars take this to mean His literal Name is 'I Am That I Am' (which
they often abbreviate to 'I Am') the truth is: God was instructing Moses to inform us:
God is the only thing that is real.
When Yahushua said: ...before Abraham was, I Am - He was confirming He is in His
Father which means He is real. After all, Yahushua did say: I am in my Father and He
also said I am the truth. These are all subtle references to the fact this reality is
nothing but an illusion.
He also told us: heaven and earth will pass away and only His words will remain.
This, then, means the heaven and earth that was created by God, in the beginning, is
written down for destruction and the only thing that will survive this passing away is
the Words of Yahushua (which are those who become the personification of the Law
of God that is the light eternal).
This means God created this heaven and earth (which is an illusion) for some specific
purpose - and scripture confirms this where Yahushua said: I go to prepare a place for
you.
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The following verses in Genesis not only tell us the way things would unfold from
this point; but also what will be prepared for us. This is because the scripture shows
the shadows and types that also reveal the source of light which is the presence of
Yahushua.
Let us have a look at what the Father in Heaven has revealed:
The next verse in Genesis says:
And the earth was without form. And void and darkness was upon the face of the deep.
And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
First day: One
Scripture refers to waters as inhabitants - thus we can see this verse is telling us He
was looking for a way to reveal Himself to mankind: and, later, you will see how the
declaration to make man in His image (in a later verse) was actually about introducing
the Law of God so the inhabitants had the opportunity to come to eternal life.
He, being the only thing that is real at this point, saw the creation (in the beginning) as
lacking the light which is the full knowledge of God. Earth is the physical presence
and water is the spiritual presence - and darkness (upon the face of men) was void of
light.
...or Law of God - as the light is often called.
Even though... God sought a way to introduce Himself which is revealed in the way
scripture says: the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
Torah experts will tell us this verse is more accurately stated as: The peaceful essence
of the Most High fluttered gently upon the surface of the waters. This tells us the
Father was seeking a way to introduce Himself in a loving and gracious manner.
This is where it gets interesting because we learn here that this is the reference to the
creation of Zion where the light could be introduced.
Given that Zion is where the feet of righteousness tread - this means this verse which
describes the essence of the Most High was fluttering gently upon the surface of the
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waters - is the account of Abraham and the covenant which lead to the sanctification
of the ground in Israel.
When Zion was sufficiently pure - the Most High found a worthy vessel to reveal His
light which is the fulfilment of the Law of God: in a young maiden named Mary.
Through her would come the light which will sanctify the whole earth so Zion can
produce many children unto the Lord - but satan has worked diligently to pervert the
truth in order to prevent this.
However, the time has come to fulfill the mystery of God - so the Lord can gather the
saints He needs to sanctify the creation. That time is upon us now. Through Mary the Most High would speak the Words: let there be light.
...and the next verse in Genesis does state this:
And God said, Let there be light: and there was light.
From this we see all the shadows and types within scripture and if we look to the
account of Yahushua, who is the light, we can see that everything that has happened
in history and since is either a shadow or type of this light.
For example:
Before Yahushua: The world had many pagan religions that worship false idols
because satan tried desperately to make it normal practice to worship idols of stone
and metal - in an attempt to pervert the nation of Israel to stop them sanctifying the
ground enough to receive the light.
After Yahushua: While the majority of the polytheistic pagan religions have gone such as the Greek gods and the Roman gods etc - the world has developed many
Christian denominations that all profess of be in truth - but they are all perversions of
the truth.
Even Israel has remained focused on the priesthood traditions that Yahushua said
were sufficient to establish a Zion for His arrival but they have failed to note the a
new covenant was established to make the whole world Zion (where everyone walks
in righteousness).
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Israel have clung to the notion they are the only ones worthy not realizing they are a
witness to the whole world so all may come to the truth. God chose Abraham to foster
children unto Himself where because His wish is that everyone would come to the
truth and share in the equality of eternal life which means Israel are a witness and not
above others.
Indeed, they come under His protection for sure because He will ensure His great
Name is known throughout the whole world before the end.
...and Islam is still behaving like the jilted brother, as it strives to assert the right of
progenitor inheritance which they believe God has granted them - even as they claim
to do the Will of God - they are fulfilling the prophecy of Yahushua that says: Many
will kill you claiming they are in the service of God.
The obvious question is: What is going on?
Well... the adversary (that serpent of old called satan) has always given those who
seek self-glory the means to assert their authority over others - thus many pagan, and
even satanic, cults remain from the ancient times - and they have been honed to call
upon demons to do their bidding.
They are lead blindly into a trap thinking white magic is safe because black magic is
evil - whereas there is no such thing as safe magic: because any prayer that lay
demands will always require some payback to the spirit that was called.
This is why the prayers of the saints make no demands of the Most High. The saints
know all the glory belongs to the Father and they are therefore His servants and not
the other way around.
The adversary (that serpent of old called satan) has also perverted the gospel and
people of good Christian cheer are under the delusion they are in truth when in fact demons have indoctrinated them to think the Father is the Son and the Mother is the
Queen of Heaven and being born again is merely a symbolic act of taking on the mind
of Christ and accepting Jesus into the heart.
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The Father has called many out of this (apostate) church and many have responded by
leaving - but few have realized all the doctrines within these churches are either
completely false and downright demonic or twisted versions of the truth.
Many people cling to these false doctrines thinking they are true doctrines - they enter
the forums seeking to assert their small measure of understanding, as the whole truth,
when they have not diligently removed the leaven - to abound in the love of Christ.
The result is mass confusion - especially when those who are privy to a small portion
of truth argue with those who know other small portions of truths. It's like everyone is
on a free-for-all trying to assert their understanding - where the love of Christ is not
abound.
I am sure you have felt the groaning of the spirit (which is the calling of His Name)
when you find people refuse to hear the truth - as you see it - and good this is for you:
to know how the Father has contended with One and All: even yourself and myself
(included).
The good news is: there is a little flock that have heard the Word of God and they will
be anointed in due time to teach all the world (with Yahushua) the truth that leads
people to Paradise.
Anyway...
The Words: 'Let there be light' was made manifest in a young maiden named Mary
who (with Joseph) brought Yahushua - who is of the Holy Spirit - into the world. The
fact God had to prepare the right kind of conditions to receive His Word (who is the
light that fulfilled the Law of God) tells us how preciously delicate His love is.
It boggles the mind when we consider all the prophecies and deaths and wars included
in the struggle of the nation of Israel to sanctify the ground so the Word could enter
into the world was described as: 'The essence of God was gently fluttering upon the
surface of the waters.'
Even more mind-boggling is the phrase: "I go to prepare a place for You," which is
the sanctification of the whole earth so the creation can produce the children of light
the Father so earnestly wants.
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...and You are invited.
From this point: we see that God describes the way Yahushua will prepare a place for
us - because the account given (in Genesis) is the way the eternal Kingdom of Heaven
will come about - and not a description of the way the world we see today came into
being.
...and, oh boy, is it an interesting read because the next verse in Genesis says:
And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from the darkness.
This verse is telling us God saw Yahushua grow and develop into the perfect image of
His glory - a true reflection of the Father which in Hebrew means He is a Son. Then,
when Yahushua was baptized, the inhabitants (who still had darkness upon their
faces) heard a booming voice from heaven declare: This is my Son in whom I am well
pleased.
This is when He saw the light, that it was good (and declared it was good) In many
ways - this was the literal moment He said: let there be light because it was after this
Yahushua would begin His ministry which is when the light would be revealed to the
world.
Subsequently... Yahushua (being without sin) was not subject to death and was quite
capable of rising up to be with the Father in Heaven. The reason why He did not rise
up at this point is because wanted to avoid being alone: which He spoke of - when He
told us about the seed that had to die in order to let the Kingdom of God take root and
grow.
In other words... He was telling us He had to go into Sheol (which is the grave or hell)
to obtain the keys - so those who came after Him could also rise to heaven having
being filled with the full knowledge of God - which follows after circumcision of the
heart (which is death in Christ).
The modern church has lead people to believe they must die in the physical before
they can be risen to glory - but even this is a lie because scripture tells us we must be
born again to enter into the Kingdom of God - and this is something of a marvelous
thing: because Yahushua told us not to marvel upon this.
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Simply taking on the mind of Christ is not a marvelous thing because a person can fall
back into sin. However, rising to be with the Father in heaven is a marvelous thing.
Thus, we are required to shed our clothing (ways of the world) which is death in
Christ and not actually experience physical death.
There is no such thing as death: as we understand it - when someone passes away.
What happens when a person dies is: the spirit and the physical have been separated
which means the soul no longer exists because the spirit returns to the Father and the
physical returns to the earth. When we are resurrected... the spirit will be restored to
the physical - so the soul can exist again - and the process of learning to walk in the
ways of the Lord returns in earnest.
There is no automatic rising to everlasting glory or descent into everlasting shame
because the judgment (which is the process of sanctification when a person is brought
to the full knowledge of God) is a gradual learning curve - which requires the
assistance of angels to guide in quietness and saints to teach the truth with the Holy
Spirit.
At the resurrection - there will be saints appointed (by Yahushua) to educate the
whole world how to walk in the ways of the Father: and those who come to the first
resurrection are blessed because they are the ones who will accept the teachings of the
saints easily.
They are the ones who will have no leaven in them.
After the first resurrection we will see those who were leavened and argued
continually they were in truth when they were only deluded by satan and his lies into
believing demonic doctrines.
These are the ones who will be in danger of being cast into the outer darkness where
there will be wailing and gnashing of teeth. The phrase 'wailing and gnashing of teeth'
tells us they should have known better - which is why Yahushua referred to them as
Sons of the Kingdom who recline with Abraham.
They will make the mistake of arguing when they are supposed to be at rest with the
Lord learning the truth from Him - rather than trying to assert the false doctrines of
the apostate church which they will still think are truths.
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The three main false doctrines that will cause them to stumble are:
1) The Trinity Doctrine (that says the Father is the Son of God).
2) The Born Again Doctrine (that denies the path to Paradise).
3) The Virgin Birth Doctrine (that says the Mother is the Queen of Heaven).
These are the three doctrines that cause people to stray from the truth and Yahushua
will not tolerate them being asserted in the Kingdom of God - because the process of
sanctification will require people to learn how to rise up to Paradise when this heaven
and earth passes away.
Essentially,... we are required to rise from an illusion into reality.
This means we need to learn how to walk upright before the Most High so we can
enter into Paradise: and because Yahushua has obtained the keys we do not have to
die in the physical but of the flesh where we shed our clothing (ways if the world) so
we may be clothed with the glory of the Father (ways of the Lord).
...and those who learn to walk in the ways of the Most High are children of light while
those who deny the truth are children of darkness - and Genesis tells us: God divided
the light from the darkness.
This, then, is verified by the words of Yahushua who told us: "Do not think I have
come to bring peace for I have come with a sword." Yahushua is making it clear: His
Words have the power to separate light from darkness so we should learn to hear them
and listen with reverence to the truth.
When we look at the world: we see confusion and all manner of wicked things with
wars and even rumours of wars but the Father sees so much more. God sees the hearts
of men and where we perceive chaos - he sees the child within crying.
In this world the iniquity reveals the hearts of people as either children of darkness or
children of light - and He knows how to resolve all the problems we see by letting sin
mature.
The moment sin matures - He can deal with it once and for all.
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The period of sanctification (normally called the millennial rule of Christ) will begin
and Yahushua and His saints will show everyone how to become the light which is
the fulfilment of the Law of God - which are His Words. Effectively... everyone will
strive to become a personification of the truth - which means we will have a (literal)
Kingdom of Truth: ready to rise up.
The next verse in Genesis says:
And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the evening and
the morning were the first day.
Second Day: Two
This is when God calls people to Himself.
Which means the witness of the light and darkness (as observed by God) is concluded
in the final judgment. Thus, the word 'Day' means the 'Day of the Lord' (which is the
light shining within the children of light) and the word 'Night' means the time of
satan: which is to be brought to an end (because those who are children of darkness
cannot inherit the Kingdom of God).
The verse concludes by declaring the first phase is complete and this was achieved by
the first half of Yahushua's ministry.
The phrase 'evening and morning' is telling us God is speaking in terms of phases.
This is because time does not exist in Heaven the way we understand it here on earth.
Scripture tells us - a day is as a thousand years and a thousand years is as a day.
Most biblical scholars have taken this to mean a day is literally a thousand years
whereas the truth is the verse is actually telling us God deals in phases rather than
exact dates because the word 'is as' is used to verify times are 'might be exact' or
'could be more or less'.
This becomes apparent when you realize the moment God said: "Let there be light,"
was when Yahushua entered into the world and this was only about two thousand
years ago. Then the verse that says: 'The essence of God was fluttering upon the
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surface of the deep,' covered over three thousand years while God sought to purify a
small patch of ground He called Zion (Israel).
It is only when we realize the Most High speaks in terms of phases can we see the
deeper meaning that reveals the source of light - when we look at all the shadows and
types in scripture (as we are doing here with this exegesis).
This does not mean God is not aware of exact times - but rather He wants us to think
in terms of phases so we can be more malleable in His hands. He has set forth signs
and seasons and convocations and feasts which mean set appointments - but like any
wedding: there is always a rehearsal before the actual day.
...and that is what all these traditional enactments are.
Yahushua has asked us to be awake which means we need to be watchful for the day
He will come for us - because Israel (having kept all the Feasts of the Lord) was not
able to recognize Him when He was fulfilling many of the prophecies before their
very eyes.
Many of the signs are observed as indicating we are in the final days - but few are
aware that even as the tetrads (four blood-moons of 2014 and 2015) declare the
beginning of Jacob's troubles - there are many other signs that preclude the closing of
this age to the Day of the Lord.
This is revealed in the next verse in Genesis:
And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and divide the
waters from the waters.
The word 'firmament' in this verse refers to the gulf between heaven and hell that we
read about in the New Testament - when Lazarus pleaded to have his tongue
quenched.
The verse also tells us the waters, which are the inhabitants of the earth, are to be
separated which verifies the sword Yahushua said He had brought would separate the
light from the darkness. Scripture also refers to the separating of the sheep from the
goats and the wheat from the chaff to illustrate the point: the great Day of the Lord
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will come swiftly upon those who are asleep (dead in their ways) - and there will be a
gulf they will never be able to traverse set in place.
The next verse in Genesis confirms this with:
And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the
firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and it was so.
In the beginning - biblical scholars would think this verse means the sky was set in
place with the water under the sky (the seas, rivers and lakes) and the water above the
sky (the clouds in their various forms).
Of course, no one can blame them for thinking in such worldly terms because they
were under the impression scripture is the spiritual trying to describe the physical whereas, in fact, it is the physical trying to describe the spiritual.
...and while the world continued to look at scripture in such terms there would be a
veil that would someday be lifted. That day has come in the writing of this article thus the time has come for all to wake unto the expectation of the Day of the Lord.
This verse, then, confirms the children of light will be separated from the children of
darkness and a great gulf will be set in place to ensure none can cross - as Yahushua
sets about preparing a place for us.
...and this is confirmed by the following verse in Genesis that says:
And God called the firmament Heaven. And the evening and the morning were the
second day.
Third Day: Three
God gives the firmament a name which He calls: Heaven. This opens a door to deeep
understanding if we consider the fact God is beyond the heaven and the earth (we are
currently within) and we are to be with Him in Paradise.
Essentially... Here he is telling us the spiritual realm is the gulf that separates Him
from those who are of the world (having clothing that ornate their self-deluded pride).
This begins to illustrate how easily this heaven and earth will pass away when we rise
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up to be with the Father (which is beyond the throne of God in this heaven) as
Yahushua's Words in Paradise.
It would be as simple as pulling the plug to render the whole illusion terminated.
In these verses we see the Father is emphasizing the process of separation - having
given Yahushua the authority to task the angels to divide the waters above (people of
the light) from the waters below (people of the darkness): He now moves to describe
the way Paradise will take shape.
The next verse in Genesis says:
And God said, Let the waters under the firmament be gathered together unto one
place, and let the dry land appear: and it was so.
This is the reference to the judgment of the iniquitous inhabitants of the world: who
will be cast into the lake of fire - so the physical attributes of the eternal Paradise can
take shape. Given this account of creation (when observed from the perspective of the
Father) is given to us in phases: this particular phase is rendering the formulation of
Paradise ready: as the inhabitants of the world are judged on a daily basis - during
their lifetimes.
Indeed... Enoch tells us many will be judged during their lifetime - and it would
appear this is necessary for the creation of Paradise to take place. Thus, the creation is
currently in process: even as we go about our daily lives.
This, then, reveals the necessity for the creation to come about in phases: because the
way His hand works is so great - it requires our limited ability to understand to think
in terms of phases. During the ancient times: the creation account was thought of in
two dimensions of time progression from beginning to end because they thought in
physical terms.
Thinking in terms of phases allows us to understand in spiritual terms because it is
more fluidic.
This also means it is possible for Yahushua to appoint saints to the position of
judgment because they will have already been judged during their lifetimes and found
worthy to judge.
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This phase will continue through to the end when this heaven and earth will pass
away and this is confirmed by the next verse in Genesis that says:
And God called the land Earth; and the gathering of the waters he called Seas: and
God saw that it was good.
The first time God declares something to be good is when He saw the light (which is
Yahushua and those who are in Him) then he declares the way the light is separated
from the darkness (which is the process of judgment) and the fact they have been
established to be good...
Then we see: this is an important moment in the creation: because the Father declares
the work of the angels and the saints under the direction of Yahushua to be worthy of
His praise.
In this verse, the Father describes the physical and spiritual attributes of the creation
which tells us the iniquitous are the Seas and the Earth (which is the land that has
appeared after the wicked have been judged) and is where the righteous (waters
above) will dwell forever.
This is because the iniquitous will be dead (in Sheol which is the grave or hell) and
death is when the spirit and the physical have been separated - just as it says here.
Thus, this verse is telling us about the second death which scripture tells us is eternal.
What is interesting is the way it says: Let the waters be gathered... which leads to the
land appearing. This is a form of separation - but the word separation has not been
used here. This tells us - even at this stage: the Father is only acknowledging the work
of the angels and the saints under the direction of the Word of God (Yahushua)
because He is tell us: there is only the letting of the waters gather to let the dry land
appear.
...and this confirms: the wicked are self-destructive.
This is something the reprobate angels have tried to use to their advantage - even as
they present themselves as benevolent aliens claiming to be here to assist mankind to
avoid self destruction. This has been disclosed by the government recently - so the
end is closer than people might imagine.
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The next verse in Genesis says:
And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass and herb yielding seed, and the fruit
tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so.
This is the great revelation that Paradise has the power to propagate.
The word 'his' appears to describe the tree yielding fruit, in terms of a person, means
this verse is referencing the ability of the children of light to reproduce children of
light unto the Father forever.
Thus, we can see Paradise (reality) will resemble this heaven and earth (illusion) but
there will no longer be a veil that creates a spiritual blindness.
This spiritual blindness was brought on by the fall from grace which was the result of
the partaking of the forbidden fruit of knowledge of good and evil - which is: the
realization one can use words to attain self-glory.
Thus... the world is deeply entrenched in iniquity (which is the fruit of this forbidden
knowledge) when we see the education system is designed to capitalize on the lust for
material gain which children will have instilled into them from an early age in
expectation of presents during Christmas.
The world has honed its ability to lead people toward iniquity and sin is maturing
because even the religious institutions are using scripture to advance the agenda of
satan - to destroy everything - by deceiving the world to believe the false doctrines
that lead to destruction.
Thus, just as it is on Earth, the will of God ensures the righteousness of the saints in
Heaven (the Paradise being created) is also maturing in readiness to lead the world
toward the eternal life when the saints begin the work of ushering in the Kingdom of
God with Yahushua and His angels.
This, then, means the creation account has many shadows and types that reveal the
source of light: because the Father has declared the beginning from the end - in such
terms that we can perceive the truth through the observation of the shadows and types
revealed.
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The Father called Yahushua His only begotten Son which means that we, who are in
Yahushua, are also His only Son begotten because this heaven and earth is just an
illusion and Paradise is what is real - as described to take shape in the way the
creation account describes.
However, Yahushua is the only one to have been given the clothing of glory that is
given to us as we rise up to Paradise - which means there is an emphasis on the
harvest.
This verse, then, allows us to recognize how the Father has perfectly prepared the
means by which we can embrace Him into eternal life: because in Paradise - we will
have the seed that yields after its own kind to reproduce eternally.
The next verse in Genesis confirms this with:
And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree
yielding fruit whose seed was in itself, after his kind: and God saw that it was good.
In this world we, all too often, see the dominating people attain loving relationships
leaving those who are meek and gentle die in loneliness with nothing and no one.
...or end up with people they are not happy with.
This is because satan has the predilection to cause his seed to dominate the seed of the
righteous - in the hope he can terminate the seed of the righteous forever from the
earth - but as we see from the scripture: God declares there will be enmity between
the seed of righteousness and the seed of iniquity through the ages.
However, the righteous seed will inherit the Kingdom of God in Paradise - and this
seed will prosper forever as a means to reproduce children of light unto the Father.
The nation of Israel had specific rules that require their young men to wait upon the
Lord to deliver a wife - so they would mature into perfection before the Most High.
While this relationship has been tested: they have succeeded in maintaining the
tradition of careful selection toward happy marriage under the guidance of the Father
- who has a vested interest in preparing them as a witness to His greatness toward the
end of days.
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The nation of Israel (by this token) has also demonstrated the veracity of the Law of
God - which will be the eternal light in Paradise that maintains the abundant joy of
His children forever.
The next verse in Genesis concludes the first three days - which is the temple that
Yahushua said He would build in three days - and thus: the preparation of the
Kingdom of God that He has been tasked to produce is beginning to take shape:
And the evening and the morning were the third day.
Fourth Day: Four
The next verse in Genesis says:
And God said let there be lights in the firmament of heaven to divide the day from the
night; and let them be for signs and seasons, and days and for years.
Here we see the direct reference to the moment Yahushua ascended into heaven to
assign the angels the task of separating the sheep from the goats.
The verse goes on to say these will be signs and seasons (appointments) which are
characterized by the way we see so many denominations that all claim to be in the
truth and so many false religions in the world.
...and there will only be a small remnant that remain in the truth who will keep the
Laws of God and the faith of the risen Lord. These will ultimately receive the
authority to judge the world - which is the process by which people will be brought to
the full knowledge of the truth.
Be sure to abound in the love of Christ while these persistent debates continue
because the angels are in the process of separating the children of light from the
children of darkness - and the Sabbath (which is the sanctification period) is when the
appointed saints will reckon the deeds of one and all:
...to increase the numbers of people into a state of repentance.
The last thing you want is to be categorized as a child of darkness: so it would be best
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to remain humble and let others hone their relationship with the Holy Spirit as you
work to do the same - which is one of the most difficult things to do when you are so
passionate for the truth.
Some of the most basic principles taught by Yahushua will always ensure the best
results when taken to heart and embraces with a quiet passion - and a full
understanding of how satan has used false doctrines to defile the Hallowed Name of
God: is required to qualify a person to the position of appointed teacher of the truth.
The best way to approach this is to appreciate: the Holy Spirit knows best how to
bring people to the truth as each individual struggles to deal with the aspect of
circumcision of the heart (which draws them ever closer to the Father). Thus... the
teacher knows how to work with the Holy Spirit and not (as the case may be) for or
against the Holy Spirit.
The signs and seasons serve to establish appointments in the heaven and earth
(illusion) just as they serve to establish observable beacons which show how close to
the completion of all things we are in the making of paradise. The lights in the
firmament are the angels that prepare the way for the saints to bring the Day of the
Lord to the world with Yahushua.
The verse is then repeated to ensure the phase is made Law when Genesis says:
And let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to give light upon the earth:
and it was so.
This, then, shows how the angels (lights), who are in heaven (the firmament), work to
minister the truth (give light) unto the humble of heart (upon the earth).
Here we can see the dual direction of 'back and forth' when we consider how the
angels ministered unto Yahushua (before He rose to heaven) and then unto the true
church of God (after He rose to heaven) - which illustrates the focus on those who are
humble and circumcised of heart.
This is also a shadow and type of the seven year ministry of Christ (which was
severed at three and a half years) running forward and backward in time when we see
this occurs within the fourth day of creation. This means the following three and a
half days elaborate the function of the phases that bring children of light unto the truth
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in preparation for the completion of the creation.
The second half of the ministry will take place in the 'place of safety' that has been
prepared by the Most High - when the 'little flock' has been gathered. However... the
following three and a half days of creation also reveal the shadows and types of these
years - have their significance in the way the Father acknowledged the work of the
angels to minister the truth.
And this is confirmed by the next verse in Genesis which says:
And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day and the lesser light to
rule the night: he made the stars also.
This is where the Father declares the hierarchy He will introduce: which is His
authority (the greater light) is over the children of light (the day) and the children of
light (the lesser light) will have authority over the children of darkness (the night).
Yahushua indicates this when He told us: “Behold, I have given you authority to
tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, and nothing
shall hurt you.”
However, after saying this, He immediately tells us not to rejoice in this: because
he is aware the children of light will never have any kind of hierarchy among
themselves - thus it was prudent to quickly place this into perspective.
This is because the children of darkness that constitute the land which they walk upon
and the sea which they sail or swim within - will not enter their minds as they go
about their every day lives: thus the notion of anyone having any authority over
another will never take hold in Paradise.
...and there the 'surprise' step down from the throne that the Father will do later too.
The verse tells us about the greater light and the lesser light having some sense of rule
- but the stars (that are the angels) are never given any kind of rule: thus we can see
that when Yahushua said we would be like the angels - He was telling us: there will
be no hierarchy in the Kingdom of God.
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This is confirmed with what Yahushua said in Matthew 20:25-26 - that we are not to
be as the gentiles who lord it over one another.
What this all amounts to is: the Father has it in mind to teach us all now to walk in the
ways of the Most High which was demonstrated by the humility of Yahushua (even
unto death) that we never seek to assert authority over another individual.
Ultimately... the Father is holding on to His authority while this is taking place and
only when He is adequately satisfied every individual has learned there is no gain
from seeking self-glory: will the heaven and earth pass away and those who are full
(without want) will rise to Paradise.
The reason why there is no mention of anything about eighth day is because there is
nothing to say. Everyone will be happy - forever. The creation will be complete.
In the meantime: even the people who have died will need to be restored, at the
resurrection, to learn how to walk in the ways of the Lord before this can take place and the best anyone can hope for now is to assist Yahushua in the ushering in of the
Kingdom of God.
He alone is aware of who is to be appointed.
They will be the people who have joyfully proven themselves more than willing to
cast their crown to the throne of God when the time comes for the Father to step
down. By now - if you have been paying attention - you should begin to see that all
this is leading to the ultimate glorification of the Hallowed Name of God - which will
be forever.
When Yahushua returns with His saints and all His angels - the world will be in such
a dire need for the truth: everyone will joyfully receive Him and His saints - thus there
will be a natural inclination in the former years of people taking heed of the Word of
God.
As time progresses - some will begin to imagine they might know better: and these
are the ones that will be cast into the outer darkness - where they can consider their
mistake for causing contention when the saints have the awesome task of ushering in
the Kingdom of God.
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This implies a sense of hierarchy and perhaps there will be in the beginning: but this
will gradually be resolved to equality to reveal the Hallowed Name of God - and those
who seek to defile this process will not be tolerated.
Some may consider this the actions of a tyrant - but the fact of the matter is: the Most
High created all things thus He has the authority to do as He pleases: and it gives rise
to unfathomable wisdom when a person sees the beauty of all His actions - are in
righteousness.
This is confirmed by the next verse in Genesis which says:
And God set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth.
This is the direct reference to the saints being sealed in the place of safety where they
receive the authority to bring the truth to the world. The word 'set' tells us - this is
established before the Most High and the next verse confirms this by saying:
And to rule over the day and over the night and to divide the light from the darkness:
and God saw that it was good.
Here we see how God gives the saints the authority to sanctify the creation and the
words: God saw that it was good tells us He gives them His blessing to perform this
awesome duty.
The next verse concludes this with:
And the evening and the morning were the fourth day.
Fifth Day: Five
The next verse in Genesis says:
And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature that hath
life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven.
Having separated the spirit from the physical the saints have the task of reassembling
the everything: starting with the spiritual - which is referenced by the word 'waters' so
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the inhabitants can begin to understand what is going on at a very basic level (which
is referenced by the word 'creature').
From the perspective of the inhabitants - they will learn what has happened but from
the perspective of the saints: the inhabitants will begin to understand what has
happened.
Some will learn quickly (as referenced by the word 'fowl') while others will learn
slowly which is referenced by the word 'fish' because the ability to grasp the concept
of the way the phases, that have been covered in this exegesis, overlap: requires time
and effort - love and patience.
The diverse nature of the way Paradise will come into full realization is confirmed
with the next verse in Genesis which says:
And God created the great whales and every living creature that moveth, which the
waters brought forth abundantly, after their own kind and every winged fowl after his
kind: and God saw that it was good.
This verse reminds us the glory belongs to the Father - because it affirms He is the
creator and again He blesses the creation by acknowledging it is good - which means
this verse is not speaking of the physical creatures that swim in the sea or the birds
that fly in the sky: but the spiritual aspect of the way the inhabitants (that being
people) are brought to the knowledge of the truth.
This is confirmed by the word 'his' which tells us the creatures are people and not
animals - though the lack of understanding of the people does justify the attribution of
the name creature: because they are not yet fully aware of the truth.
The next verse in Genesis goes on to say:
And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful and multiply in the earth.
The words 'in the earth' again confirms He is not speaking of the fish in the sea, or the
birds in the sky, but the spiritual abundance of the inhabitants upon the face of the
whole earth. Thus, He sees the people who are in the world now as creatures poised to
be taught the truth - so they can be brought unto eternal life.
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This phase concludes with the next verse from Genesis which says:
And the evening and the morning were the fifth day.
Sixth Day: Six
This is where things begins to start to fall into place - because the next verse in
Genesis says:
And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creatures after his kind, cattle, and
creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was so.
Here we see the word 'his' mentioned again which tells us the reference is toward
people and not animals. This is overshadowed by the rest of scripture that often refers
to beasts as kingdoms of men which show fierce military attitude of men who lust for
power (just as beasts are mindless in their lust for blood).
This verse, then, is the pronunciation of the way the world would see kingdoms arise;
with men who lust for authority over others: just as the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse have also prophesised.
Only at this time... the saints have the authority to subdue them as we shall discover in
the following verses. This is because they now have the task of nurturing the physical
aspect of the creation: which means the creation can enter the final stages of
completion.
This is because the previous work of nurturing the spiritual and the current work of
nurturing of the physical aspect of the soul will ultimately lead to the birth of children
of light: into the Kingdom of God - as Yahushua spoke of being 'born again'. This is
the shedding of the worldly ways (clothing of pride) to receive the clothing of glory
(ways of the Lord).
The next verse in Genesis brings this into sharp focus because it says:
And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness, and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle and
over all the earth, and every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.
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This is the kind of conversation the saints can expect to hear Yahushua tell them in
the place of safety.
The word 'make' in this verse can also be translated to mean 'advance' which confirms
the intention of the Father is to give the saints the authority to teach the inhabitants
how to walk in the ways of the Lord. This is because the word 'dominion' is also
referenced in Revelation when the angels declare the kingdoms of the world have
become the Kingdom of the Lord.
The next verse in Genesis confirms this with:
So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and
female created he them.
This verse tells us God considers a man to be whole when he is one with his woman
because they are one flesh having one and the same spirit in the humility of Christ.
Thus we can see this verse is a reference to the way man is glorified in the clothing of
the Most High because the woman (having the light of Christ within) clothes the man
and the man (having the light of Christ within) clothes the woman in His glory.
The saints will have achieved this prior to returning with the Lord: and they will be
assigned the task of delivering this truth to the world - so the creatures in the world
can be brought into the full knowledge of the Most High and become men.
Biblical scholars have postulated the word 'us' in this verse refers to the angels - but as
we can see: this is more directed toward the saints (as well as the angels) because they
will work to bring man to the image of God during the period of sanctification.
The next verse in Genesis confirms the power of propagation in Paradise with:
And God blessed them, and God said to them, Be fruitful, and replenish the earth, and
subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.
The words 'replenish the earth' confirms this will be spoken after the wicked have
been removed from the earth so the saints have the way cleared to usher in the
Kingdom of God. The blessing of the Most High comes to complete the creation
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ready for His return after the Sabbath rest has been fulfilled in the moments leading
up to rising up to Paradise.
At this time (just prior to the Sabbath rest) the Father will have entrusted the final
stages of the creation to His children - which effectively means the rest is akin to the
full realization of Paradise.
This is because - He can let the whole process of sanctification follow a natural
conclusion - because the saints will know exactly how to fulfil their destiny - having
spent their lives (while in the flesh contending with satan) learning the ways of the
Lord and how to overcome in His Hallowed Name.
They will know how to see the hearts of men as God did and they will know how to
assist them in the practice if circumcision of the heart - which leads to the shedding of
the clothing of this world.
The words 'subdue the earth' also confirms the saints are to bring the men who
previously lusted for authority and power (when they were in the flesh) to recognise
the ways of the Most High is the only way that will sustain an eternal life in Paradise.
These are the people who are called the courtyard in Revelation who are prepared for
the Kingdom of God toward the end of the sanctification period: and John was asked
not to measure this because there is no guarantee any of them will even care to hear
the Word of God. However, after they are brought back from the place of torment in
the final resurrection - it is most likely they will take to heed the words of the Most
High: having seen all the wicked destroyed previously.
The next verse in Genesis says:
And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the
face of all the earth, and every tree, in which is the fruit of the tree yielding seed, to
you it shall be for meat.
God then draws our attention to the fact He is giving the Kingdom of God to the
children and the herb and fruit thereof is sufficient for nourishment - that there is no
need for bloodshed ever again.
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He then confirms this is also true for the gentiles (people who are learning the ways of
the Lord) with the next verse in Genesis that says:
And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to everything that
creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for meat:
and it was so.
The gentiles, then, are to receive an equal share so there is no inequality among those
in the Kingdom of God even as they learn how to walk in the ways of the Lord. The
words 'Behold, I have given...' mean the children are required to remember all He has
done for us.
It is then the Most High takes a look at everything and declares in the next verse:
And God saw everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the
evening and the morning were the sixth day.
After the Father takes a brief look at His work - He declares it to be 'very good' which
means He is pleased with the progress that has been made - because He is about to
take His leave and place the process of sanctification into the hands of the saints.
While the world may contain trace elements of sin at this time: He has referenced
these things as creatures that are in need of nurturing - thus He is declaring the fact
there are saints who heed the Word of God (Yahushua) who are competent in
completing the creation to remove all trace of sin forever.
The next verse in Genesis says:
Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them. And on the
seventh day God ended his work which he had made.
This confirms the Father has prepared everything for the process of sanctification which the saints will undertake with Yahushua in earnest.
Seventh Day: Seven
The next verse in Genesis says:
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And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested
from all his work which God created and made.
This then tells us the creation is sanctified during this phase: and that is the direct
reference to the judgment that advances the creatures of the earth toward the image of
God as men.
Man is to be the reflection of the father which affords him the title of Son in the
Kingdom of God - and a man is when two (man and woman) are one in the flesh and
spirit: because they clothe each other in the righteousness of the Most High who lives
forever - so they are One in (the) truth forever.
This account of creation is then concluded with the next verse in Genesis which says:
These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in
the day that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens.
Here we can (immediately) see the words 'in the day' which along with the word
'generations' confirms the whole account is to be considered in terms of phases.
The moment the thief comes to take the precious ones (who are the saints that require
sealing) - that is when the world will know the time of the end is at hand: even
knocking upon the door. The two witnesses will stand in sackcloth bringing plagues
upon the earth for people to repent - so they can receive the Lord when He returns
with His saints and all His angels.
In this exegesis: you have had a glimpse into the kind of things that will be discussed
in the place of safety - as the saints are prepared for their triumphant return.
If you are not gathered to the place of safety: be sure to repent and give thanks to the
Lord you had the opportunity to have a sneak preview of the things that are to come:
and hold on to your faith. Just because you have not been gathered - it does not mean
you are not loved.
It means you will need to prepare yourself for His return.
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CONCLUSION OF CREATION
Scripture tells us there are three kinds of people in this world - and they are:
1)
2)
3)

Those who love the light
Those who are not established
Those who love the darkness

I write articles that are informative for those who love the light and warnings for those
that are not (yet) established. You see... it doesn't matter - to me - if a person is
Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, Satanist, Pagan, Atheist etc.
I only see people, who are seeking to establish themselves, as either:
1)
2)

Lovers of the light or...
Lovers of darkness

It doesn't matter what religion or non-religion a person declares themselves to be – the
Father only sees the predilection to love the light or love the darkness within people.
The majority of people want to establish themselves in truth and they think their belief
system allows them to assert they are (already) established in truth.
Many of us feel frustrated by the arguments that ensue as these individuals attempt to
assert such things.
In any case... the overwhelming majority of people are in error - convinced they are in
truth - and, as such, they develop a fundamentalist mindset that locks them into their
belief system of error.
Atheists, for example, fall into two main categories:
1) Those who think religion is the cause of all evil in the world, and...
2) Those who refuse to direct faith toward an unseen supernatural diety
Indeed... atheists approbate both excuses when their love of darkness is exposed because they seek to assert their philosophy (belief system) as truth just as religious
people seek to assert their belief system (philosophy).
They see those who use religion as evil because they can see the fundamentalist
mindset expressing its love of darkness, fully convinced it is behaving righteously,
because it is blind. The Islamic teachings of the Qur'an, for example, encourages
Muslims to murder and rape people who refuse to accept their belief system.
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The false doctrines of the apostate Christian church encourages priests to abuse
children and seek immunity within their belief system. The atheists are right to point
out these things are evil - but they are wrong to use them as excuses to justify their
own evil (love of darkness).
You see... the 'love of darkness' is the predilection to assert self-authority - or refusal
to repent - which is the biblical definition of 'evil'. Atheists attempt to assert humanity
as the moral authority knowing full well the laws of man allows people to pursue the
love of darkness - because man has a nasty habit of legalising perversion.
They also assert it is unacceptable to place a faith in a deity that is unseen - yet they
are quite capable of accepting the predictions science makes when some important
component of an unproven theory persistently remains undiscovered. The point I'm
making here is... people, regardless of religiosity or non-religiosity, draw on excuses
to justify the predilection to assert authority over others - so they can pursue selfgratification (love of darkness).
The world is in desperate need of recognising the consequences of iniquity (lack of
moral law) which is causing all of reality to gradually break down into a vaporous
darkness. The situation is so critical - I find it hard to contain my grief when I speak
of such things. This reality has been destroyed by the introduction of entropy (love of
darkness) because the altered perception of mankind has affected everything from the
smallest particles within the quanta to the super-massive black-holes within the
cosmos.
This is because consciousness is an integral component of reality.
Consciousness facilitates the functionality of the interconnected relationship between
the quantum (spiritual realm) and the classical (physical realm) - so the way we
perceive reality is more important than people realise.
The scientific community is aware of this, to some extent, but they want to explain
what they see in a way that doesn't acknowledge the integral nature of consciousness because they don't want to allow religion or philosophy to dictate the nature of reality.
They want to maintain the naturalistic mechanism that allows the conscious mind to
be managed within the parameters they determine.
Unfortunately - for them - scripture has already revealed: consciousness allows the
two dimensional fabric of space-time (spiritual and physical) to exist as the three
dimensional illusion we perceive as reality because Genesis gave us this information
in the account of creation.
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Therefore... they cannot escape the inevitability of their fate if they refuse to repent of
their love of darkness in defiance toward the Word of God.
While the scientific community is writhing to explicate their findings, to usurp the
sovereign authority of God, there is a group of fallen angels who are desperately
seeking to establish everyone in darkness.
They do this by manipulating their perception of reality.
These are working with the elite to destroy the freewill of every individual on the
planet - so they can seize control of entropic variables. This is why they have
classified their research as top secret. No one, in their right mind, would be willing
relinquish their freewill. This brings me to the three kinds of people that are
established in light or darkness - or not (yet) establish in either.
Those in darkness use excuses to remain in darkness thinking they can attain
immortality while those in light can see this reality is scheduled for conflagration at
an appointed time.
This means all of reality is subject to the way we allow the heart to express itself and
this is why it is important to appreciate the love of darkness can never facilitate the
control of entropic variables.
Yeshua said the Law of God must be written upon the heart and He told us to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

not get angry with our brethren
not lust after another
love our enemies (and pray for them)
never to assert authority over others

These are the things that emanate from the heart and we are required to (repent)
circumcise this leaven to not let evil manifest in the world. When we do what Yeshua
commanded us to do we manifest the Name of God and reduce entropy to zero.
If a person uses religion or science or politics or philosophy to justify the love of
darkness: entropy is increased to dangerous levels. There are no excuses to justify the
love of darkness - much less the pursuit of being established in darkness - because it is
always the innocent that suffer.
You see... if consciousness is an integral component of reality, that allows the two
dimensional fabric of space-time to create the three dimensional illusion we inhabit,
it's important to understand these things are serious beyond comprehension.
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This is to say... even the attitude of refusing to embrace the Laws of God is potentially
dangerous to all of reality - because the subjective perception of such an attitude
causes the conscious mind to lost the ability to facilitate the functionality of the
interconnected relationship between the spiritual and physical realms.
In other words... the conscious soul that has an unrepentant heart has a flaw that
causes death to the individual - and if that subjective perception becomes the
objective norm: all of reality becomes subject to destruction.
This article won't make sense to those who are established in error - because they are
constantly seeking ways to justify the predilection to assert self-authority so they can
(forever) pursue self-gratification. ...even at the expense of those who deny them their
insane lust for godhood status - they will say things like, "If you try to stop me from
becoming a god... there will be war."
They will ignore the love of darkness is counterproductive to their hopes of
controlling entropic variables because they think technology will present a solution.
They think their technology will allow them to manage entropy - but they are unable
to appreciate consciousness, that has freewill, is what facilitates the functionality of
reality. They are, quite literally, setting themselves up for eternal oblivion as they
prepare the world for their New World Order - because they will destroy the freewill
aspect of consciousness.
They should see this article as a warning - but I know they choose to hate the light
instead. Only those who are not (yet) established may appreciate the gravity of the
situation while those established in truth will fully understand what is going on.
There are several instances in scripture that refer to people as animal types – that are
usually associated with the kind of meat (blood) people ingest. This is in both canon
and non-canonical scripture – but it is more abundant in the scripture that was not
canonised. The Didache, for example, tells us (directly) the type of meat (animal) will
imbue the soul of the person who consumes the animal with the trait of the animal.
Consumption of pigs, for example, leads to not being able to appreciate the Father
because pigs only call out to their master when they are hungry. This is where Yeshua
explains one of the fundamental reasons to avoid certain meats – which may make for
some interesting reading.
The scripture often refers to people in terms of animals such as the references
Yeshua makes to sheep and wolves or doves etc. that, from a simplistic point of view,
is easy to see He is referencing the way people behave. For example, the description
of a „wolf in sheep‟s clothing‟ is referring to people who pretend to be humble when
they are scheming to assert authority.
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The Book of Enoch includes a prophetic outline of the way God reveals himself so
people can recognise He has maintained a caring watch over the shift in attitudes as
we become aware of the opportunity to be „born again‟ into the Kingdom of Heaven.
This outline refers to Israel as sheep, Egypt as wolves, Arabs as wild asses, etc.
and even includes the mention of bulls that sometimes become a man.
This (inclusive information) reveals the way God wants the Kingdom of Heaven to be
eternal – especially as Yeshua speaks about becoming neither male nor female. These
verses provide an overview of the way the Father can maintain sovereign authority
and guide sheep to pastures while the wild animals are contentious and cantankerous
The person who was born a bull and, later, becomes a man tells us they changed after
performing the Will of God because these people are (typically) those who are faithful
servants of the Most High. However... the animal prophecy in the Book of Enoch
shows bulls can be of varying colour: such as – red bulls, black bulls and white bulls.
Black bulls, such as Cain or Ham son of Noah, are not favourable but the white bulls,
such as Noah who became a man or Moses who became a man, are favourable.
Usually... a bull has several traits that stand out from the other animals:
A bull is a spirited animal that is strong and powerful. Typically, a bull is unable
to restrain its own sexual urges so the farmer places them in a field on their own.
A man, on the other hand, is – supposed to be – an upright person that has learned
to control their sexual urges to be a faithful servant of the Lord.
Therefore, a „man‟ is neither male nor female because the qualification for
being a man is the ability to control sexual urges when two people (man and
woman) are one which is how a bull or sheep are able to become man,
A sheep is an obedient animal that is not strong. Typically, they follow the „good
shepherd‟ wherever he goes but a ram is also unable to control their sexual urges.
A caring shepherd will take measures to ensure the best of the rams will produce
the best wield of sheep which is what Yeshua will do in Eternal Paradise.
A ram (without a shepherd) will grow large horns to exert their own authority but
a ram with a shepherd will not grow large horns because the shepherd has the role
of pairing one sheep with another – but scripture refers to rams butting heads
which means people are still unable to submit to the Word of God.
The Righteous Elect however have overcome such temptation – so the shepherd
can dutifully pair one with another (to ensure a steady growth in population) and
no one will ever defile the sanctity of the pattern for creation of life ever again.
This is why a crushed heart is a sacrifice unto the Lord.
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Only the sheep (with a shepherd) has the ability to show us these things are a real
possibility because the „good‟ shepherd, who draws a newborn lamb near to instil
a sense of trust, has a flock that let the shepherd make such profound provision.
The shepherd that employs a dog to herd sheep with fear struggles to contain
any sense co-operation – which is why government today is struggling to control
so many people that are disillusioned.
The sheep will receive a sword (which is the Word of God) in the end so they can
dominate the wild animals and maintain creation through eternity – because the
seventy shepherds (ordained by God) exceed their mandate to destroy sheep so the
„bad‟ shepherd will face judgement in the end.
What is particularly interesting about the prophecy is it does not say Yeshua was a
bull or sheep that became a man but rather: a sword was given to the sheep so they
can secure authority over all the other animals.
This means the Kingdom of God will not have people who behaved like an
animal before becoming a man in order to enter into Eternal Paradise – but, rather,
the focus is to have sheep maintaining the status quo because they are servants of
the Most High who are immune to the temptation of impiety.
This does not mean they are literally sheep.
It means people will have the nature of sheep that have a good shepherd to lead
them. The odd thing is... the prophecy and scripture show us the Kingdom of God
existed on Earth before the Israelites had a king to lead them.
The Most High did say in Genesis 12:3, “I will bless those who bless you, but
I will curse those who curse you and through you I will bless all the nations.”
The goal is to become:
1)
2)

a man (that is not privy to sexual urges) or
a sheep that is dependent upon the shepherd to increase population.

Yeshua makes it clear we will become as the angels in heaven – neither giving nor
receiving in marriage because the oneness of the two that become one flesh will
be eternal and whole as man is intended to be – forever.
Ultimately, man will learn to cooperate with the Host High (correctly) so both
may serve the higher purpose of perpetuating creation through eternity.
The reprobate angels corrupted the seed – in an attempt to destroy the image of
God – whereas man (restored to glory) will never corrupt the image of God as we
walk upright and soberly through Eternal Paradise: forever.
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THE MESSAGE IN SCRIPTURE
Here is the message of the scripture for all to see. I have written this in first person but the glory belongs to God for only the Father in heaven is good.
Old Testament Message
Behold, I am that I am have created you to be as I am in eternity but you have failed
to respect the responsibility that comes with being as I am. It was for this reason I
took the memory of you from you and made you to be as parents so you may come to
respect the responsibility that comes with being as I am.
Whenever you feel joy or sadness as a result of your children being obedient or
disobedient you share the same joy and sadness I feel when you are obedient or
disobedient - even unto death. I am your father - call no one - but me - father that you
may know how to respect the responsibility (keep the commandments) that comes
with being as I am.
Then we shall walk together as equals in eternity - and to prove my sincerity - I shall
send my son that you may come to remember who you are and know that all I say is
true.
New Testament Message
Behold, I have sent my Son to teach you how to respect the responsibility that comes
with being as I am. My Son has shown you how to walk with me as an equal and his
words are clear for you to know:
1) If you do things 'to' others you are subject to the law.
2) If you do things 'for' others you are not subject to the law.
The flesh is not where you dwell and thus you are as I am when you love others as
you love yourself. The blood of my Son gives you the opportunity to learn this truth
and as you raise yourself to walk in my ways - you will become a living being born of
spirit who Glorifies my Hallowed Name.
Message of Revelation
A day will come when I am that I am shall walk among you as an equal because my
Son has worked through the recent centuries to find overcomers to be as saints who
have already come to know these things and lived their lives according to my ways.
The time is drawing near - and you are all my beloved children in whom I look
forward to being with soon.
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Martyrdom and Suffering
When Moses lead Israel into the wilderness, after being freed from Egyptian tyranny,
the people became discontent with the manna, that came from the heaven, saying they
hate the bread.
The Father sent fiery serpents to bite the people for not being grateful - and Moses
was told to fashioned a snake of brass which he placed upon a pole so those who saw
the serpent would live (Numbers 21:5-9). This is strange. I mean... why not simply
remove the fiery serpents instead of commanding Moses to fashion a snake etc.?
Yeshua referenced this in John 3:14 saying: 'As Moses lifted up the serpent in the
wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up.'
Yeshua, then, goes on to describe how He is the one who takes on the sins of the
world as the serpent that was hung on a pole. Yep... the word 'cross' in the new
testament is 'stauros' which means pole or stake intended for punishment or sacrifice.
In the old testament the people are told to look upon the serpent to be saved and as the
Name YHWH means 'Hand Behold Nail Behold' it is clear that the new testament is
saying to look to Yeshua for salvation from the forces of darkness that are like
serpents (whose bites are temptation).
Theologians identify Yeshua as the serpent that was raised because Yeshua goes on to
say those who believe in Him will receive the waters of life and be like a spring. This
means Yeshua is telling us: the spring of bright water - will precede His crucifixion.
However, this event occurred after Moses struck the rock (disobediently) not before.
It is important to not assume Yeshua is specifically referencing Himself as the serpent
hung upon the pole - so we can take a closer look.
Yes... He was crucified (hung on a pole) and those who look to Him for salvation will
receive everlasting life - and the waters of life did pour out of Him after He (being the
rock in the wilderness) was struck. No argument there.
What's going on?
Well... the time Israel was encamped in Kadesh was when Moses struck (twice) the
'second' rock in the wilderness, to bring forth the waters of Miriam - which means
bitter waters - and this occurred before the fiery serpents were sent to teach Israel
gratitude.
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Yeshua was the 'first' rock in the wilderness that was struck once to bring forth the
waters of life - and this occurred when Israel arrived at Mount Sinai, which was at the
start of their time in the wilderness.
He is the one who took on the sins of the world to become the serpent that was hung
on a pole for people to look to for salvation. Why is it we see the second rock (that
was struck twice) occurred before the fiery serpents being sent?
Is it possible the scripture has prophesied a second person will come - and this person
will be struck twice when they (authorities) should be conversing with them.
Is it possible the scripture is speaking in broader terms when it references the
serpent upon a pole has the power to save lives?
Here's a little known fact...
When Rome was persecuting the Christians they discovered the more people saw how
a person died in their faith, for Christ, the more people turned to Christianity.
Suddenly... Rome was faced with a situation where they saw four or five people
convert to Christianity for every one they killed. This forced them into the only
solution available - which was to declare Christianity the legal religion of Rome.
Technically... they knew they had lost - but they devised a plan to mask the pagan
faith of Rome with a Christian name and feel to continue worshiping their false gods
(who then became saint of this or saint of that).
This is when the apostasy began and it continues to this day with people unaware
the doctrines of this church are all demonic doctrines.
The point is... the people converted because they 'saw' those who were cursed being
killed for their faith. Those who are cursed is the 'serpent on the pole' because those
who 'see' this realise - Yeshua is the truth, the way, and the life.
Yeshua was the foreshadow of the serpent who brought forth the waters of life
because He represented those who are cursed for their faith. This means... everything
is falling into place - because the 'second' rock is the bitter waters that have sprung
forth from someone who was destined to be struck twice.
Struck twice?
You cannot kill a person twice - so being struck refers to being falsely accused and
falsely convicted: because such a thing destroys the life of the one who is in the
world: trying to make a living - and the great tribulation will inspire many to true
repentance - when they see the cursed being put to death.
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For all the good news of the Kingdom of God - this is deeply sorrowful to hear:
because it's a shame the only way to effect repentance in people is for others to be
murdered for their faith in Yeshua.
I am telling you... if you end up as a martyr - take heart you'll come to the
resurrection and your death will inspire others to recognise who Yeshua is. Who the
second person (rock in the wilderness) is - is not as important as the one who came
first - because those who follow in His footsteps are the last.
They are in Christ - therefore He is the first and the last (quite literally).
If you really want to know who the second rock in the wilderness is - you only need to
ask yourself: who has quenched your thirst - but the water sometimes seems a little
bitter. I can tell you - it's not meant to be bitter.
It's only bitter because it causes the soul to be troubled by the truth. It may feel
uncomfortable: but the words are spoken with love. Just as the Father spoke with love
when He told Adam and Eve not to partake of the forbidden fruit.
Anyway...
I am going to take my leave of this role and enter into a different life (God willing) so
none of the glory is attached to myself.
I leave you as our Brother Yeshua left us... with holy peace from Holy Peace.
You have my permission to share anything I have written in the Name of God because
- freely I receive - so freely I give.
Please look to John 15:15 to see how we are all as one in Christ Yeshua.

Holy Peace Be With You
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